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Glossary
Above Ground
Installation

Assets associated with buried gas pipelines, including
structures and engineering that are located above ground
to enable the operation and maintenance of the pipeline.

Construction
A site specific plan developed to ensure that appropriate
Environmental
environmental management practices are followed during
Management Plan the construction phase of a project.
Desk study

Collection of ecological data from local recorders and
environmental record centres about protected species
sightings within close proximity to the site.

Dewatering

The removal of groundwater/surface water to lower the
water table or to empty an area, such as an excavation, of
water.

Employer

National Grid Gas

Environmental
Impact
Assessment

Environmental Impact Assessment is a process of
evaluating the likely environmental impacts of a proposed
project or development, taking into account inter-related
socio-economic, cultural and human-health impacts, both
beneficial and adverse.
The aim of Environmental Impact Assessment is to protect
the environment by ensuring that the decision maker,
when deciding whether to grant permission for a project,
which is likely to have significant effects on the
environment, does so in the full knowledge of the likely
significant effects, and takes this into account in the
decision making process.

Environmental
Statement

Document that reports the findings of an Environmental
Impact Assessment.

Mitigation

Measures including any process, activity, or design to
avoid, reduce, remedy or compensate for negative
environmental impact or effects of a Scheme.

Receptor

Any defined feature that is sensitive to or has the potential
to be subject to an effect.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Initial Construction Environmental Management Plan provides details of
the procedures, roles and responsibilities that the Main Works Contractor will
be expected to adhere to during the detailed design, construction and aftercare
phases of the River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project (it is a
contractual requirement). It has been prepared using National Grid Gas policy
and the results of the Environmental Impact Assessment. The Main Works
Contractor shall be required to develop this Construction Environmental
Management Plan into their Project Environmental Management Plan upon
appointment and to monitor performance against it throughout their contract.
The Initial Construction Environmental Management Plan outlines the minimum
requirements to be adhered to and is a working/live document that will be
continually reviewed and updated to ensure it remains relevant to the actions
taking place on site and detailed design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

1.1.1

This Initial Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been
prepared to outline the manner in which environmental impacts arising during
the design and construction of the proposed River Humber Gas Pipeline
Replacement Project (the Scheme) would be managed by the implementation
of appropriate mitigation measures.

1.1.2

The Initial CEMP has been developed using National Grid Gas’s Policy as well
as the results of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). This would be
developed in the Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP) by the Main
Works Contractor (MWC) upon appointment. The PEMP would be regularly
reviewed.

1.1.3

It is a requirement that all staff working on this Scheme fulfil the aims contained
within National Grid’s Environment Policy Statement as contained in ‘Appendix
A: National Grid Environment Policy’. Additionally all staff would ensure that all
commitments made as part of the Scheme’s consenting process are adhered
to.

1.2

Scheme Description

1.1.1

The Scheme includes the following:


Approximately 6km of pipeline of up to 1050mm diameter with a maximum
operating pressure of 70barg from Goxhill AGI to Paull AGI (Works No 1
(refer to Works Plans, DCO Document Reference 2.2AB)) comprised of:
o Approximately 5.03km of concrete lined tunnel under the Humber
Estuary with a minimum internal diameter of 3.65m and a maximum
internal diameter of 4m (to be confirmed through the design process);
o Approximately 120m of pipeline laid onshore at Goxhill and 400m at
Paull for the connections to each AGI;



Cathodic protection facilities at either end of the pipeline) (Work Nos 2A,
2B, 2C, 3B, 3C and 3E);



Connection works and minor modifications to the Paull AGI (Work Nos 3A
and 3D);



Connection works to the existing pipeline at the Goxhill AGI (Work No 2C);



Two construction compounds, one each side of the river at Goxhill and
Paull, adjacent to the existing AGIs (Work Nos 4 and 5);



Associated works for permanent and temporary accesses, highways
works, drainage works, temporary spoil storage, temporary lay-down and
work areas and ancillary works (Work Nos 3E, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12).

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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1.1.2

For the offshore pipeline under the Humber Estuary design standards require
that the pipeline should be located at such a depth as to give a depth of cover of
not less than 7m from the true bed of the watercourse, after the removal of any
silting, to the top of the tunnel.

1.1.3

The pipeline when installed onshore would be typically laid to contour at a depth
of cover of not less than 1.2m from the original surface to the top of the pipe.
The trench would be excavated so that pipes are evenly bedded throughout their
length. Minor variations in contour would be excavated in order to minimise field
bending.

1.1.4

The minimum depth of cover for the onshore section of the pipeline in relation to
a public highway is 2m. The depths of highway crossings (shown on the Works
Plans (DCO Document Reference 2.2AB) are also influenced by third party
services and the depth of adjacent ditches.

1.1.5

The pipeline is designed to have a minimum operation life of 40 years and the
tunnel a minimum design life of 100 years.

1.2.1

The environmental constraints within the vicinity of the Scheme are illustrated
in Appendix B: Environmental Constraints Plan.

1.3

Environmental Impact Assessment

1.3.1

An EIA has been undertaken for the Scheme in accordance with the
Infrastructure Planning (EIA) Regulations 2009 as amended.

1.3.2

EIA is the process of compiling, evaluating and presenting environmental
information in support of an assessment of all likely significant effects of a
proposed development. The assessment is designed to inform the
development of the Scheme and to provide decision makers and statutory
consultees with the environmental information they require during the
determination of an application for consent. The process allows mitigation
measures to be identified to avoid, reduce or offset significant environmental
effects and incorporate into the design of the Scheme any commitments to be
made to environmentally sensitive construction methods and practices.

1.3.3

The collation and the analysis of this environmental information against the
Scheme has continued throughout the Scheme’s development and is recorded
in the Environmental Statement (ES) (Development Consent Order (DCO)
Document Reference 6.1 – 6.19). The commitments and actions determined by
the ES to be appropriate for this Scheme are hereby outlined in this CEMP.
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2

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

2.1

Requirements

2.1.1

National Grid Gas requires that the MWC has an Environmental Management
System certificated to ISO 14001. Other contractors are expected to work to
the principles of ISO 14001. The MWC is responsible under legislation and the
contract for minimising and controlling the potential environmental impacts of
all contract activities.

2.2

Environmental Objectives and Targets

2.2.1

Work would be carried out with no detriment to the health of employees, subcontractors and third parties with a duty to take due care of the environment
and produce a quality product, efficiently and economically.

2.2.2

Project specific environmental objectives and targets would be agreed by
National Grid Gas and the MWC for inclusion in the PEMP. The current version
of the employer’s gas transmission environmental targets are detailed within
the commercial aspects of the contract via Safety, Health, Environment and
Quality (SHEQ) Business Plan, which is reviewed on an annual basis and the
MWC should be aware that these targets are subject to change.

2.2.3

Progress towards environmental objectives and targets would be monitored,
measured and reported by the MWC on a monthly basis to the National Grid
Gas Project Team Manager. The PEMP would detail arrangements for the
implementation of project objectives and targets.

2.3

Method Statements and Environmental Risk
Assessments

2.3.1

Requirements from National Grid Gas state that all method statements from
the MWC should be submitted to them with an Environmental Risk
Assessment.

2.3.2

Additionally all procedures and controls are to be made available for National
Grid Gas’ acceptance in accordance with the Requirements for Method
Statements and Risk Assessments Business Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP 141G)
(refer to Appendix C).

2.3.3

Furthermore no construction activity would begin until an Environmental Risk
Assessment for that activity has been completed. The Environmental Risk
Assessments would be prepared by the MWC and submitted to the Project
Engineer for acceptance.

2.3.4

The MWC would produce tool-box talks and briefing notes from project method
statements and brief/distribute them to relevant persons on site such as
machine drivers. Topics to be covered would include topsoil stripping, flood risk
and noise mitigation amongst others.
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2.4

Environmental Plans

2.4.1

The following plans would be produced for the scheme by the MWC to ensure
that National Grid’s operational environmental targets are achieved.


A detailed Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP) (this would be
developed from this Initial CEMP and would be prepared by the MWC);



Site Water Management Plan is appended to Chapter 13: Water Resources
(DCO Document Reference 6.13.2);



Pollution Prevention and Control Plan;



Sustainable Procurement Plan;



Materials Management Plan;



Reinstatement Plan;



Energy Reduction Plan;



Emergency Response/Spill Response Plan;



Refuelling Procedure;



Flood Risk Management Plan (a draft Flood Incident Response Plan is
appended to the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA), DCO Document
Reference 5.2));



Construction Traffic Management Plan (TMP) (an initial document has
been prepared, DCO Document Reference 7.2.1A and this would be
developed by the Main Works Contractor); and



Site Waste Management Plan.

2.4.2

All construction works would be undertaken in accordance with the prevailing
best practice guidance and there would be adherence to the Environment
Agency and Construction Industry Research and Information Association
(CIRIA) Pollution Prevention Guidelines, including CIRIA Report C515
'Groundwater Control: Design and Practice'.

2.5

Site Waste Management Plan

2.5.1

A Site Waste Management Plan would be prepared for the Scheme. The aim
would be to minimize the volume of waste generated and maximize resource
efficiency by applying the waste hierarchy (eliminate – reduce – reuse –
recycle – responsible disposal).

2.5.2

The principles for waste management, for example the management of the
waste spoil, have been established within the reference design, it would be the
MWC’s responsibility to develop and complete the Site Waste Management
Plan for the Scheme. As a minimum the Site Waste Management Plan would:


Record decisions taken to prevent waste through concept and design;



Forecast waste produced onsite;



Plan how to reduce, reuse and then recover the forecast waste;
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Outline how all legislative requirements would be achieved;



Implement and monitor the planned activity; and



Detail review mechanisms for future projects.

2.5.3

The Site Waste Management Plan would also comply with Government
guidelines and any planning requirements. It should also utilise the WRAP
Template and be aligned with WRAP standard-good-best practice.

2.5.4

Provision would be made for the recycling of wastes including scrap metal,
timber, paper, cardboard, plastics, toner cartridges, batteries in addition to
waste oils from equipment and machinery where local schemes are available.

2.5.5

The use of biodegradable washing products would be mandatory. The use of
bleach will be banned on site.

2.5.6

The main wastes that would be generated by the Scheme’s construction
include:


Drilling and tunneling spoil comprising solids and slurry;



Crops, brash, hedges, fences, non-saleable timber, tree roots and debris
generated by the site clearance works; and



Welfare facilities would be provided at the construction compounds on the
north and south bank of the estuary. These facilities would be discharged
to septic tanks and would be emptied regularly by a specialist contractor
and the waste would be disposed of in accordance with the Site Waste
Management Plan to registered facilities.

2.5.7

Wastes of different types would be segregated on site through the use of
labelled skips, containers or bays indicating the types of waste each may
accept and also stating the European Waste Code. All waste containers (note
tunnel arisings would not be stored in containers) will be in good condition and
covered to prevent leachate spillage, waste escaping or ingress of rain water
as appropriate.

2.5.8

Any waste disposal would be carried out in accordance with the Waste
(England and Wales) Regulations 2011 and Waste Management: The Duty of
Care – A Code of Practice (1990) or subsequent amendments.

2.5.9

Provision would be made for the correct storage and disposal of hazardous
wastes as defined by and in accordance with the Hazardous Waste (England
and Wales) Regulations 2005 and amendments. The contractors would
register the site as a producer of hazardous waste prior to any transfer of
hazardous waste from site and a Hazardous Waste Consignment Note
(HWCN) would accompany every transfer. In accordance with the Waste
Acceptance Criteria (WAC) hazardous waste may need to be treated, and then
tested, before disposal.

2.5.10

Topsoil and excavated material would be reinstated, material would be spread
over the pipeline (enveloping); the intention would be not to remove soils from
site and to reuse materials where possible.
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Re-Use of Tunnel Arisings
2.5.11

Spoil would be generated by the tunnelling works. The characteristics of the
tunnel construction spoil, for example moisture content, would depend upon
the type of boring machine used as well as the materials through which the
tunnel is constructed. The MWC would be required to select arisings
processing machinery that reduces the moisture in the arisings. The
characteristics of this material, would determine whether there is scope for the
material to be re-used, for example in a managed realignment scheme. The
consistency of the arisings shall also change as the boring progresses.

2.5.12

It is anticipated that the excavation of the tunnel would be carried out
predominantly through chalk. A typical horizontal and vertical alignment of the
tunnel have been established guided by the natural bend radius of the pipe
(pipeline bend radius of 1:4700) with the design also informed by a
geotechnical desk study, existing and new borehole data and an overwater
geophysics survey. Excavation of the tunnel would be carried out by a full face
TBM, using either pressurised slurry or earth pressure balance methodology to
control stability of the tunnel face and prevent ingress of water through the
tunnel face. Each of these methodologies would result in the excavated
arisings from the tunnel face displaying different characteristics, which would
inform the final decision on the arisings management option by the MWC.

2.5.13

The current options under consideration for management of the spoil are:

2.5.14



Storage on site during the construction works and then a re-use of the
material, for example within a managed flood defence realignment scheme
along the Humber Estuary to be delivered by the Environment Agency or
potentially within the Able Marine Energy Park that is currently being
consented;



Re-use of the material by another organisation such as Cemex, within a
habitat creation scheme being developed by a Wildlife Trust or the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds or as landfill capping at a licensed
landfill site;



Storage on site during the construction works and then spreading on
agricultural land to provide a benefit to local agricultural land; and



Off-site disposal at a licensed waste management facility in the event of
any of the above options proving viable following further engagement with
relevant organisations and the outcome of the Ground Investigation. This
would be the last option for the MWC.

Preliminary discussions have been held with the Environment Agency
regarding re-use of the spoil in a managed flood defence realignment scheme.
The viability of this option would depend upon the type of tunnel boring
machine used, the spoil characteristics and the design and delivery timescales
of the Environment Agency project. In the event of this option being a
possibility, further consideration would need to be given to the permits required
for any proposed re-use of the material and the Environment Agency would
need to secure consent for their scheme.
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2.5.15

A further option considered by the team was the off-site disposal of the spoil at
a disused quarry as capping. However, in the event of this option being taken
forward then a separate consent and assessment of this option would need to
be completed.

2.5.16

The Site Waste Management Plan and a Materials Management Plan (MMP)
would be prepared following the protocols within the Contaminated Land
Application in the Real Environment (CL:AIRE) Definition of Waste:
Development Industry Code of Practice to ensure that excavated materials are
re-used appropriately, sustainably and remain outside the waste hierarchy.
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3

ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANISATION AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

This section of the report outlines the roles and responsibilities of key members
of staff with regards to delivering environmental commitments during the
Scheme. This list of staff would be reviewed and updated as the Scheme
progresses. In addition to the specific duties for each role outlined below, it is
the responsibility of all personnel to report unsafe and safe acts on the National
Grid Gas Effective Safety Discussion system in a timely manner irrespective of
the phase or stage of the Scheme.

3.2

Key Roles
National Grid Gas Senior Project Team Manager – TBC


Provides health, safety and environmental leadership for the Scheme to
set the safety culture;



Ensures all statutory, legislative and internal governance processes are
applied to Scheme delivery throughout the life of the Scheme; and



Conducts safety, health and environment inspection visits during the
construction phase of the Scheme.

National Grid Gas Project Team Manager – TBC


Ensures that the Scheme prepares and implements the PEMP together
with Procedures and Method Statements and complies with all legislative
and contract requirements;



Ensures sufficient resources (people, time and money) to plan, execute
and monitor environmental aspects of the contract;



Decides appropriate actions resulting from environmental audits,
environmental incidents and complaints;



Responsible for the management of relationships between the appointed
contractors, consultants, external environmental organisations/agencies
and the general public; and



The Project Team Manager would have overall responsibility for all
aspects related to environmental issues and to ensure National Grid’s
Environment Policy and Objectives are upheld.

National Grid Gas Project Environmental Manager/Advisor - TBC
Considers environmental issues during all stages of the design, managing
environmental consultants and liaising with the Design Engineer and National
Grid Gas Project Team Manager.


Reviews the PEMP, site specific environmental procedures and provides
environmental input into Method Statements;
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Advises the Project Team Manager of statutory/other environmental
requirements and alerts them in a timely manner regarding problems that
may delay Scheme completion or harm the environment;



Co-operates closely with National Grid Gas Project Team Manager and
responds effectively to reports from audits and inspections;



Undertakes monthly audits in conjunction with National Grid Gas and
weekly environmental site inspections to ensure compliance with the
PEMP, environmental procedures and Method Statements; and



Advises the Project Team Manager on the suitability of actions to be taken
arising from audits of the Scheme.

MWC’s Construction Manager - TBC


Ensures the Scheme is constructed in accordance with Scheme Drawings,
Contract and the environmental requirements stated in the PEMP;



Ensures organisation of labour, plant, transport and equipment to perform
the work in accordance with the environmental requirements;



Ensures all sub-contractors are aware of National Grid’s Environmental
Policy and the requirements of the PEMP, procedures and Method
Statements;



Implements the PEMP environmental procedures, plans and Method
Statements; and



Implements agreed actions resulting from audits or inspections.

MWC’s Environmental Manager - TBC


Ensures compliance with the PEMP including the commitments register,
procedures and legislation;



Develops the Scheme specific Site Waste Management Plan, Site Water
Management Plan (DCO Document Reference 6.13.2), Pollution
Prevention Plan and PEMP and briefs all supervisors on their contents and
need for full compliance;



Manages specialist environmental sub-contractors, consultants and
service providers;



Completes and submits all necessary applications for statutory consents
and briefing staff on compliance requirements as defined in the contract
requirements.



Ensures all statutory consents are received in a timely manner;



Provides environmental induction training and regular tool-box talks for all
personnel, National Grid Gas personnel, MWC’s employees and subcontractor’s personnel;



Undertakes weekly inspections of the works as a minimum;



Provides environmental induction training and regular tool-box talks for all
personnel, client personal and the sub-contractors;



Promotes and communicates environmental issues and best practices to
personnel and ensures project staff are briefed on their responsibilities
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under the PEMP, environmental procedures, plans and Method
Statements;

3.2.1



Informs the National Grid Gas Project Team Manager and Environmental
Advisor of the programme for induction and tool-box talks in order that the
National Grid Gas Project Delivery Team, monitoring and audit staff may
attend;



Identifies Scheme aspects and undertakes Environmental Risk
Assessments;



Provides a review and report on the status of the PEMP on a monthly
basis to the National Grid Gas Project Team Manager and Environmental
Advisor, and maintaining a record of updates;



Reports to National Grid’s Environmental Advisor all environmental
incidents, with a copy to the National Grid Gas Project Team Manager, in
accordance with National Grid’s reporting procedures;



Reports to National Grid’s Environmental Advisor all information required
to populate the Environmental Triangle;



Ensures the environment audit team carry out audits at intervals and to the
procedures contained within the MWC’s site specific environmental audit
plan;



Ensures close liaison with the environmental consultees is maintained;
and



Completes and submits of all necessary applications for statutory consents
and briefs staff on compliance requirements as defined in the contract
requirements. The contract would define which consents are the
responsibility of the MWC to obtain.

Proof of competence for the Environmental Manager and the environmental
monitor/audit team would be retained on file in the MWC's competency
management system; and be made immediately available to National Grid's
Project Team Manager or Environmental Advisor upon request.
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3.3

Lines of Communication

3.3.1

An organogram showing the lines of communication between, into and out of
the Scheme team is provided below, and contact details of the key personnel
are provided in Table 3-1. All public liaison activities would reside with the
Community Relations Representative.
National Grid Gas
Senior Project
Team Manager –
TBC
MWC’s
Construction
Manager - TBC

MWC‘s
Environmental
Manager - TBC

National Grid Gas
Project Team
Manager – TBC

National Grid Gas
Project
Environmental
Manager / Advisor–

Community
Relations
Representative TBC

Consultees /
Public

National Grid Gas
Operative Employees
and Sub-Contractor
Employees

Table 3-1 Contact Details of Key Personnel
Role
National Grid Gas Senior
Project Team Manager

Name
TBC

Contact Details
TBC - Phone and Email

National Grid Gas Project Team
Manager
MWC’s Construction Manager

TBC

TBC - Phone and Email

TBC

TBC - Phone and Email

MWC’s Environmental Manager

TBC

TBC - Phone and Email

National Grid Gas Project
Environmental Manager/Advisor

TBC

TBC - Phone and Email

Community Relations
Representative

TBC

TBC - Phone and Email
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3.3.2

Tool-box talks and site inductions would be used to communicate important
environmental information.

3.3.3

Outside the site offices the MWC would erect an environmental notice board in
a prominent position visible to all personnel. Current environmental
performance information should be displayed on the notice board e.g. the
Project Environmental Triangle, environmental alerts and best practices. The
MWC shall produce and maintain the monthly Project Environmental Triangle
to National Grid Gas’ notified timetable. The Project Environmental Triangle
template is reviewed on an annual basis by National Grid and the MWC would
be aware it is subject to change.

3.3.4

A Scheme specific communication process should be established to keep all
site personnel informed of current environmental information relevant to the
Scheme such as progress towards environmental objectives and targets,
environmental key performance indicators, relevant environmental bulletins
and environmental good practices, protected species and sensitive habitats
found on site, and mitigation measures in place.

3.3.5

During the detailed design and construction phase, the MWC’s Project
Manager, or his nominee, would convene and chair Environmental Meetings
with the Employer, in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP133G (refer to Appendix
C) Terms of Reference, no longer than one week prior to the project progress
meeting.
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3.4

Community Liaison and Complaints

3.4.1

National Grid Gas is committed to ensuring that the local community is
provided with appropriate information about construction activities. Local
residents would be kept informed via National Grid's website, newsletters and
other appropriate methods.

3.4.2

All construction-related complaints would be logged in a complaints register,
together with a record of the responses given and actions taken. The register
would be provided to National Grid Gas’ construction, design and management
representative and Project Team Manager at weekly intervals for review. In the
event of there being significant community liaison issues, this frequency would
need to be reviewed.

3.4.3

The Initial TMP (DCO Document Reference 7.2.1A) states that the MWC would
consult with the East Riding of Yorkshire, North Lincolnshire Councils and
Highways England throughout the various stages of the Scheme to ensure the
agreement of the mitigation measures to be put in place, and ensure any
ongoing issues are resolved in a timely manner.

3.4.4

As part of National Grid Gas’ ongoing local liaison and community relations
programme throughout the construction period, National Grid Gas will have in
place a dedicated community relations support. This will combine reactive and
proactive contact with local stakeholders and people with an interest in the
project.

3.4.5

The system will includes a telephone information line, e-mail and postal
address that anyone wanting information can use. This iswill be staffed by
wider members of the National Grid Gas team who will work in conjunction with
the MWC to answer any questions and provide any information or responses
as needed.

3.4.6

In terms of proactive engagement, National Grid Gas will build on the links and
relationships already established with Parish Councils through earlier
consultation and engagement. National Grid Gas intends to offer regular
updates to the Parish Councils advising on the construction programme and
will discuss with them how frequently they would like to be contacted. This
information will also be posted to the National Grid Gas’ project website so that
any local landowner or interested member of the community can follow what’s
happening by visiting the website on a regular basis. Those directly impacted
such as landowners and tenants will have direct and regular contact with
National Grid Gas’ dedicated project Lands Team.

3.4.7

Where specific construction activities would benefit from more detailed or
closer communication (i.e. in the event of abnormal loads on the construction
traffic route), National Grid intends to carry out leaflet drops to those properties
most directly affected. The identified Community Relations Representative
would be responsible for briefing Parish Councils, adjacent landowners,
schools and businesses.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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3.4.4

Contact details for the Community Relations team would be provided to the
parish councils, who they could contact in the event that they have any
concerns or difficulties. The use of newspaper advertisements would also be
considered if appropriate for construction traffic issues. National Grid will look
to agree with the Parish Councils on how frequently they wish to be contacted
about the Scheme.

3.4.5

Any direct engagement or payment for local community activities will be
undertaken through National Grid Gas rather than by the MWC.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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4

STATUTORY CONSENTS, LICENSES AND
PERMITS

4.1.1

No construction works are able to commence until the consent is granted and
the landowner notification period has ended.

4.1.2

A schedule of the currently known consents and authorisations required for the
Scheme has been prepared (DCO Document Reference 5.5). The MWC would
be responsible for identifying any further statutory consents required for the
construction, pre-commissioning and re-instatement of the Scheme. Where the
MWC applies for consents or licenses, National Grid Gas would be provided
with copies of consents as soon as possible after receipt. All relevant
commitments and conditions on consents and licenses would be transferred
onto the register of environmental actions (refer to Section 5) to ensure that
they are delivered and their implementation is monitored.

4.1.3

A copy of all environmental consents and applications would be kept in the
Project Environmental Files.

4.1.4

A record would be kept of all the consultations with statutory and non-statutory
organisations and all correspondence (sent and received) and meeting notes
copied to National Grid Gas. An index of the correspondence is required to be
kept for ease of access on a consultation schedule. This schedule may also
make a record of all communications with third parties, including telephone
conversations and site visits.

4.1.5

Any un-scheduled visit by an Enforcing Authority should be processed using
the Employer’s procedure NGUK/PM/SHE/20 SHE – Communication and
Information (refer to Appendix C).

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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5

REGISTER OF SITE SPECIFIC
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS

5.1.1

The Commitments Register (hereinafter referred to as the Register) provides a
means by which all environmental commitments, mitigation measures, and
measures to ensure compliance with legislation and requirements of statutory
bodies and monitoring programmes are identified.

5.1.2

The Register identifies the Scheme-specific commitments with reference to any
relevant documentation and provides a framework within which all parties are
aware of their responsibilities. It also provides a means of establishing a
checklist of measures and the requirement for Method Statements and
environmental risk assessments to be produced. The Register would detail the
responsible party for each commitment and mitigation measures to be
undertaken. As the Scheme develops, the Register would be continually
reviewed. The achievement criteria would also be developed by the MWC
and agreed with National Grid Gas prior to construction commencing.

5.1.3

The Register would be used to inform the environmental procedures and
provide a tool for construction teams when preparing construction Method
Statements or field briefings. The Register would be regularly updated
throughout the construction phase, with actions outstanding and completed to
be noted as evidence is collated.

5.1.4

The Register would identify whether or not a Method Statement or Risk
Assessment is required for each environmental commitment. Where one is
required, work would not proceed on that element, or on other work that would
affect that element, until it has been signed off at the appropriate level.

5.1.5

A Register for the Scheme is included in Tables 5-1 to 5-3 below, split into the
pre-construction, construction and post construction stages.

5.1.6

The Register identifies responsible personnel for each action.

5.1.7

The MWC is responsible for advising the Project Team Manager on any
changes to Method Statements or the planned construction work as these may
result in changes to the CEMP and Commitments Register or require additional
consultation with statutory consultees.

5.1.8

In addition to the Register below, the MWC is also responsible for
implementing good environmental practice on site, in line with their own
Environmental Management Systems, including but not limited to typical issues
such as:


Any working hour restrictions;



Dust suppression measures;



Traffic management;



Site waste management;



Materials management;

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Site Water Management;



Vehicle maintenance and management;



Pollution prevention and control (including storage, refuelling and incident
response);



Response procedures e.g. services strike, contaminated land;



Hazardous materials handling and storage;



Noise management; and



Securing and delineation of working areas including signage.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Table 5-1 Pre-Construction Environmental Register
Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person

Achievement Criteria

E.g.
CV for MWC’s
Environmental Manager
approved and person in
post

Date
Notes
Completed

A - General Environmental Management
Pre A1

Appoint MWC Environmental Manager to
manage all environmental issues during
construction.

MWC

Pre A2

Update the Scheme specific Site Water
Management Plan (DCO Document
Reference 6.13.2) to apply throughout the
construction phase and submit to National Grid
Gas for acceptance. Reference must be made
to the following publications which contain
industry best practice information on
controlling water pollution on linear
construction projects:
 CIRIA C648 - Control of Water Pollution for
linear construction projects. Technical
Guidance dated 2006.
 CIRIA C649 - Control of Water Pollution for
linear construction projects site guide dated
2006.
Renew and update the Flood Incident
Response Plan (appended to the FRA)
(DCO Document Reference 5.2) to be
implemented in line with the Environment
Agency’s requirements and engage with the
Humber Emergency Planning Service. .
Develop and implement a stakeholder
communications plan that includes
community engagement before work
commences on site.

MWC

Pre A3

Pre A4

MWC

National Grid
Gas Project
Team
Manager

Detailed pre construction surveys to be
undertaken on properties in Goxhill and
Paull. This would involve the independent
inspection and report of the existing condition
of Lake’s Farm, Lodge and Paull Holme
Residential Property at Paull and Fir Tree
Farm, Marshlands, Spring Farm and
properties along the South End Diversion at
Goxhill. This would include written
documentation and photographic record on
the pre-construction condition of the
properties.

MWC in
agreement
with Land
Agent.

Pre B1

Establish a Change Register to list and
record all changes made to the PEMP

MWC

Pre B2

Submit the final PEMP to the National Grid
Gas Project Team Manager for acceptance
prior to construction commencing. Accepted
PEMP shall be in place prior to commencing
enabling works.

MWC

Pre B3

All statutory consents, permits or licenses
required for the construction (relevant to
those that do not form part of the DCO)
should be obtained. Any conditions included
in consents/licenses/permits should be
documented in the updated PEMP and
considered as part of the planning, design
and construction process.

MWC

Pre B4

A copy of all relevant environmental
applications and consents/authorisations
should be kept in the Project Environmental
File and copies provided to National Grid
Gas of all applications and
consents/authorisations as soon as practical
after submission and receipt.

MWC

Pre A5

B – PEMP

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment
Pre B5

The MWC should identify best practices on a
regular basis and submit to National Grid Gas
for consideration and wider circulation.

Responsible
Person
MWC

Achievement Criteria

Date
Notes
Completed

C - Waste Management
Pre C1

Develop Site Waste Management Plan for the MWC
Scheme in line with best practice guidance,
for example WRAP.

D – Air Quality
No specific measures
E – Cultural Heritage
Prepare a Written Scheme of Investigation
Pre E1
MWC
(WSI) for all archaeological mitigation
required and agree in writing with the Local
Planning Authority prior to construction
commencing [note that this is currently being
discussed with the Archaeological Advisor at
North Lincolnshire Council].
Pre E2
Open area excavations at Goxhill are to be
MWC
centred on the area of the application site that
would be impacted by the scheme where
archaeological remains are present. This
would be carried out in accordance with the
WSI.
Pre E3

Ensure all written records of the
MWC
archaeological investigations undertaken at
Goxhill are completed and submitted in a
timely manner. A copy of any analysis,
reporting, publication or archiving required as
part of the mitigation strategy should be
deposited at the North Lincolnshire Historic
Environment Record (HER) within one year of
completion of the Scheme or such other
period as may be agreed in writing by the
relevant planning authority.

Pre E4

Prepare a WSI for all archaeological
mitigation required and agree in writing the
details of trial trenching prior to construction
commencing [note that this is currently being
discussed with the Archaeological Advisor at
East Riding of Yorkshire Council].

Pre E5

A palaeoenvironmental assessment of the
MWC
reception pit and pipeline trench at Paull
would be carried out by the MWC before
quarter 3 of 2016 in order to further determine
the potential for palaoenvironmental remains
to be present. If appropriate, cores taken
during the palaeoenvironmental assessment
would be analysed to gather further
information on any palaeoenvironmental
remains or buried land surfaces that are
detected.

Pre E6

Ensure all written records of the
MWC
archaeological investigations undertaken at
Paull are completed and submitted in a timely
manner. A copy of any analysis, reporting,
publication or archiving required as part of the
mitigation strategy should be deposited at the
East Riding of Yorkshire HER within one year
of completion of the Scheme or such other
period as may be agreed in writing by the
relevant planning authority.

F – Ecology and Nature Conservation
Undertake a pre-construction ecological
Pre F1
walkover survey to ‘ground truth’ previous
survey information prior to construction (Q3
2016).
The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person
MWC

Pre F2

Where possible topsoil stripping, would be
undertaken outside of the winter period
(October to March inclusive).

Pre F3

A pre-construction water vole survey would be MWC
undertaken. The survey would include any
ditches which could be affected by the works,
such as crossing locations. Whilst no effects
on water voles are predicted as a result of the
ground water abstraction; should any effects
on ditch water levels be identified, water vole
surveys and appropriate measures would be
implemented (as necessary).

Pre F4

Based upon the findings of the water vole
MWC
survey a water vole mitigation strategy would
be developed in consultation with Natural
England and a licence obtained (as required).

Pre F5

A pre-construction badger survey would be
MWC
undertaken in spring 2016. The preconstruction survey would determine the
location and status of any badger setts within
and adjacent to the application site boundary.
Sufficient time should be allowed for obtaining
any necessary badger licence.

Pre F6

Where possible, a 30m buffer zone should be MWC
maintained around any badger setts where
heavy machinery is likely to be used. A 20m
buffer zone should be maintained around any
badger setts where lighter machinery would
be used. A licence would be required should
any setts fall within the construction area and
therefore need to be closed. Based on any
licence requirements review badger mitigation
and commitments in the CEMP to ensure they
comply with licence conditions.

Pre F7

Small-scale hedgerow removal for access
MWC
purposes within the construction site should
be undertaken outside of the breeding bird
season (March – September). This would
prevent birds nesting within the proposed
construction works prior to construction. If
scrub or hedgerow clearance is undertaken
during the bird breeding season, then a
breeding bird check should be undertaken by
an experienced ecologist prior to any removal.
If a nest is found, a suitable buffer would be
erected and works would be required to stop
within the vicinity until the young fledge.

Pre F8

An Invasive Species Management Plan
should be developed (this would form part of
the PEMP), identifying relevant invasive nonnative species within the area to ensure that
all necessary precautions are taken to
prevent their spread.
Submit the plan to National Grid Gas’ Project
Team Manager for acceptance.
Japanese Knotweed is located nearby in a
field which forms part of the site working
area. Although it is not present on site
currently, should it be found to have spread
and be identified on site then appropriate
action should be taken to remove and
dispose of as controlled waste.
The invasive species Cotoneaster
(Cotoneaster sp.) has also been identified
within the Paull AGI. Measures such as
placing netlon fencing around the plants with
clear labelling showing that it as an invasive
species which should not be
touched/disturbed (to prevent its spreading

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person

Achievement Criteria

Date
Notes
Completed

around the site), would be implemented.
Should it be found to have spread, and be
identified elsewhere within the site, then
appropriate action should be taken to remove
and dispose of as controlled waste.
Pre F9

The MWC would be required to undertake
MWC
light modelling to ensure no increase in light
spill above that identified for the designed
Scheme (the construction layout works only –
not permanent AGIs). This should be
undertaken in accordance with prevailing best
practice guidance.

Pre F10

All scrub removal in the reception pit field to
MWC
the north of Thorngumbald Road would be
undertaken outside of the bird breeding
season to avoid potential impacts on nesting
birds (March – September). Scrub and
hedgerows within the construction site should
be removed before the breeding bird season.
This would prevent birds setting up nests
within the proposed construction works prior
to construction. If scrub or hedgerow
clearance is undertaken in the bird breeding
season, then a breeding bird check should be
undertaken by an experienced ecologist prior
to any removal. If a nest is found, a suitable
buffer would be erected and works would be
required to stop within the vicinity until the
young fledge.

Pre F11

Pre-construction surveys for breeding marsh
harrier would be undertaken to determine if
marsh harrier are attempting to breed within
500m of the construction site. Depending
upon the results of the survey, a mitigation
strategy based upon the principles provided
within Appendix D may be required to avoid
adverse effects on marsh harrier. This would
be developed further in consultation with
Natural England and the RSPB.

MWC

G – Geology and Soils
Pre G1

Prior to any compound areas being
MWC
constructed, a baseline survey would be
undertaken to determine the current land
quality in these areas. This would be a
general survey across the compound areas
and would mainly consist of hand dug pits to
establish the current land quality. Specific
areas of contamination would be assessed in
more detail such as shallow exploratory holes
(e.g. windowless exploratory holes) to ensure
that contamination is not present and
therefore incorporated into stockpiles during
stripping.

Pre G2

An emergency spillage response plan would
be produced by the MWC. Appropriate
equipment (e.g. spill kits, absorption mats)
would be made easily accessible on-site and
personnel would be trained in using them.
Clear protocols and communication channels
would be provided to ensure that any
spillages are dealt with immediately and
adequately. This would prevent large areas
of soil / geology potentially becoming
contaminated and in turn protect surface
water quality.

Pre G3

The Site Waste Management Plan and a
MWC
Materials Management Plan (MMP) would be
prepared following the protocols within the
Contaminated Land Application in the Real
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Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person

Achievement Criteria

Date
Notes
Completed

Environment (CL:AIRE) Definition of Waste:
Development Industry Code of Practice to
ensure that excavated materials are re-used
appropriately, sustainably and remain outside
the waste hierarchy.
Pre G4

Following further review by the MWC and if
MWC
deemed appropriate, additional investigation /
monitoring would be undertaken on both sides
of the Humber Estuary and if considered
necessary appropriate gas protection
measures (following current guidance CIRIA
C665) would be incorporated into the designs
of any confined spaces to mitigate the
potential for the build-up of gases.

Pre G5

A Magnetometer Survey would be carried out MWC
prior to any construction activities to
determine the risk from Unexploded
Ordnance across the working area.

Pre G6

The MWC must use an appropriate piling
MWC,
technique and complete a piling risk
Environment
assessment prior to works commencing. This Agency
should be agreed with the EA.

Pre G7

The MWC must review whether it would be
appropriate to undertake further Ground
Investigation beneath the mudflats at Paull
and ensure that all appropriate consents and
method statements are obtained for the GI
before commencement.

MWC

H – Landscape and Visual Amenity
Pre H1

Undertake a topographic and photographic
survey of the site prior to construction to
record current condition and inform
reinstatement.

MWC in
conjunction
with Land
Agent

I – Noise and Vibration
Pre I1

Undertake pre-construction noise monitoring MWC
survey at specific sensitive receptors at
Goxhill, which are Fir Tree Farm, Spring Farm
and Marshlands. This would establish pre
construction baseline for monitoring
compliance with any construction noise limits
that may be set.

Pre I2

Undertake pre-construction noise monitoring MWC
survey at specific sensitive receptors at Paull,
which are Lakes Farm and Lodge. This would
establish pre construction baseline for
monitoring compliance with any construction
noise limits that may be set.

Pre I3

Should the Scheme layout or design differ
MWC
significantly updated noise modelling would
be carried out by the MWC to ensure there
would be no additional or increase in negative
effects on receptors. This should be in
accordance with BS 5228:2009+A1:2014
'Code of Practice for Noise and Vibration
Control on Construction and Open Sites Parts
1 and 2.

Pre I4

A written scheme for noise management
during construction will be prepared and
include appropriate limits for 12h LAeq, limits
for shorter LAeq time periods and limits for
LAmax where appropriate.

MWC

J – Socio Economics and Land Use
Pre J1

National Grid Gas would inform local
businesses / residents of proposed works via
the project website.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment
Pre J2

Pre J3

Responsible
Person
National Grid Gas would seek to develop links National Grid
with educational establishments in the locality. Gas Project
For example, cycle proficiency courses for
Team
children. Talks at local secondary schools to Manager
provide an insight into engineering as a
possible profession and introducing Vex
Robotics. This system combines STEM
(science, technology, engineering and maths)
education with building robots and hopes to
inspire the engineers of the future.

Clearly establish the working area to prevent
any encroachment into the construction area
by third parties.

Achievement Criteria

Date
Notes
Completed

MWC

K – Traffic and Transport
For all traffic and transport commitments refer to the Initial Traffic Management Plan (DCO Document Reference 7.2.1A).
L – Water Resources
Pre L1

An assessment would be made prior to works MWC with
starting to identify existing land drainage and Land Agent
its condition.

Pre L2

The flood defences must be monitored
MWC
(condition and topography) pre construction to
obtain a baseline.

Pre L3

The Site Water Management Plan (DCO
Document Reference 6.13.2) would need to
be developed by the MWC.

Pre L4

The Scheme drainage would be designed to MWC
maximise the use of stone and terram and
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) to
reduce potential impacts resulting from
increases in the rates and volumes of surface
water runoff that are generated during rain
storm events as a result of temporary
increases in the coverage of impermeable
surfaces.

Pre L5

The MWC is to obtain all relevant abstraction MWC
and discharge licenses for the groundwater
control operations, even if construction
dewatering does not become a licensable
activity prior to the works commencing.
The MWC shall complete an updated
Hydrogeological Impact Assessment to reflect
the final temporary works design.
The MWC shall undertake a pumping test at
the Drive Pit, once the design is finalised to
confirm the ground conditions (specifically
anisotropy) at the location of the Drive Pit.
The MWC will develop a recharge/reinjection
system to minimum the net abstraction from
the aquifer and drawdown at distance, in line
with the abstraction license agreed with the
Environment Agency.

Pre L6

Obtain consent from North Lindsey Internal
MWC
Drainage Board (IDB) for crossings of any
ditches and works within 9m of the banks.
The draft Flood Incident Response Plan
MWC
appended to the FRA (DCO Document
Reference 5.2) would be developed further by
the MWC for the site and would form part of
the PEMP. It would link into the Environment
Agency’s advanced flood warning system and
a system of local gauges installed by the
MWC to manage flooding on-site. The FIood
Incident Response Plan (DCO Document
Reference 5.2) would allow the MWC to be
able to assess the need to put evacuation and

Pre L7
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Pre-Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Pre L8

Pre L9

Pre L10

Pre L11

Pre L12

Pre L13

Pre L14

site shutdown procedures into action. The
suitability of the flood warnings provided
would also be assessed by the MWC during
the construction phase.
The Flood Incident Response Plan (appended
to the FRA) (DCO Document Reference 5.2)
should contain detail regarding access and
egress emergency plans.
A water quality monitoring programme would
be agreed with the Environment Agency prior
to construction of the Scheme (a minimum of
quarterly groundwater quality analysis
sampling), this would monitor water pre
construction as well as during the construction
phase and post-construction for a period of
two years, unless agreed with Environment
Agency.
Where necessary and subject to agreement
with the landowner/occupier, new field drains
would be installed to aid recovery from the
construction activities and maintain the site
work areas as dry as practicable.
Should the Scheme layout not be in general
accordance with that shown on the indicative
site layout plans (DCO Document Reference
2.4B) the MWC would ensure that updated
flood risk modelling is carried out to ensure
there would be no additional or increase in
negative effects on receptors.
The MWC must maintain access to flood
defences for the duration of construction
work.
A monitoring strategy is to be developed, and
agreed with the Environment Agency, as
outlined in Chapter 16 of the Hydrogeological
Impact Assessment (DCO Document
Reference 6.13.3), Section 16.1. This shall
include monitoring groundwater levels
adjacent to the proposed drive pit / reception
shaft, flow gauging in relevant surface water
features and baseline water chemical analysis
(Pre L9).
An independent validation of the tunnel
design will be undertaken by a chartered
engineer prior to the commencement of
tunnelling.

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Achievement Criteria

Date
Notes
Completed
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Table 5-2 Construction Environmental Register
Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person

Achievement
Criteria

Date
Completed

Further Action

A - General Environmental Management
Con A1

Convene timely environmental liaison group
meetings with statutory consultees to keep
them informed of progress.

National Grid

Con A2

Maintain an Environment Incident Response
Team for immediate response (within 30 mins)
and attendance at environmental incidents or
aspects. Out of hours contact names and
telephone numbers for the Environment
Incident Response Team should be made
available.

MWC

Con A3

Implement a tagging register system for
MWC
monitoring all environmental mitigation e.g. silt
control measures, pump outfalls, ecological
mitigation etc. The system must be able to
demonstrate that all mitigation has been
checked regularly at appropriate intervals.
Each piece of mitigation should have an
individual tag. When the mitigation is no
longer in use but still on the site the tag must
indicate that the mitigation is no longer in use
until it is dismantled and removed from site.

Con A4

Provide all employees, site operatives and
personnel with pollution awareness induction
training and regular tool-box talks covering
environmental issues.

Con A5

A strategy for energy reduction in offices
MWC
should be compiled. This should include
minimum use of lighting; switching off
computers and electrical equipment when not
in use; tight control and good maintenance of
heating and ventilation systems; and reduced
usage of water for activities such as cleaning
vehicles.

Con A6

For each method statement the MWC shall
prepare an Environmental Risk Assessment.

Con A7

Although there is an allowance for night
MWC
working the lighting scheme design would
ensure that little or no light reaches the
adjacent fields. Baffles/shields would also be
added to the lights which would decrease light
spill further.

Con A8

Notify the Civil Aviation Authority in advance
of undertaking venting.

MWC

Con B1

Review PEMP on a regular basis.

MWC

Con B2

Undertake weekly site inspections and report
results to National Grid Gas Project Team
Manager.

MWC

Con B3

The MWC should identify best practices on a MWC
regular basis and submit to National Grid Gas
for consideration and wider circulation.

MWC

MWC

B – PEMP

C - Waste Management
Con C1

Update and submit the Site Waste
Management Plan to the National Grid Gas
Project Team Manager on a regular basis.

MWC

Con C2

All waste skips and containers in a site
compound/yard should be stored in a secure
area and on hard standing.

MWC

Con C3

All skips and containers should be labelled,
indicating the type(s) of waste that each may
accept and also the European Waste Code.
All waste containers should be in good

MWC

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project
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Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person

Achievement
Criteria

Date
Completed

Further Action

condition and should be fitted with lids or
covers to prevent both waste escaping and
ingress of water.
Con C4

Waste storage areas should be sited at a
minimum of 10m from surface drains,
watercourses and open excavations.

MWC

D – Air Quality
Con D1

As part of general site inspections, the
Environmental Manager to monitor dust
levels.

Con D2

Record all dust and air quality complaints,
Community
identify cause(s), take appropriate measures
Relations
to reduce emissions in a timely manner, and
Representative
record the measures taken. Make the
complaints log available to the local authorities
when asked.

Con D3

Ensure bunding is erected around the sites as MWC
per the indicative site layout plans (DCO
Document Reference 2.4B).

Con D4

Remove materials that have a potential to
MWC
produce dust from site as soon as possible,
unless being re-used on site. If they are being
re-used on-site; cover or fence to prevent
wind whipping, if deemed necessary.

Con D5

Ensure sand and other aggregates are stored MWC
in bunded areas and are not allowed to dry
out, unless this is required for a particular
process, in which case ensure that appropriate
additional control measures are in place,
where considered necessary.

Con D6

Ensure bulk cement and other bulk fine
MWC
powder materials are delivered in enclosed
tankers and stored in silos with suitable
emission control systems to prevent escape of
material and overfilling during delivery.

Con D7

For smaller supplies of fine powder materials
ensure bags are sealed after use and stored
appropriately to prevent dust.

Con D8

Ensure all vehicles switch off engines when
MWC
stationary and not in use. Ensure all vehicles
entering and leaving sites, that are carrying
dusty material, are covered to prevent escape
of materials during transport

Con D9

Impose and signpost speed limits to reduce
dust in the air. Limits would be; inside the
redline site boundary all non-surfaced roads
restricted to 10mph and any surfaced roads
would be restricted to 15mph.

Con D10

At Goxhill the MWC must ensure generators MWC
are sited at least 200m from the nearest
residential property or designated site. MWC
to utilise most efficient generators possible
i.e. ones that cut out or go into dormant mode
when not required.
Should the generators need to be placed
closer than the distances stipulated (200m at
Goxhill) or should additional generators be
required, further assessment of the emissions
should be undertaken to ensure that there are
no additional and/or increase in negative
effects.

Con D11

Ensure generators are sited at least 110m
from the nearest residential property or
designated site on the Paull side. MWC to
utilise most efficient generators possible i.e.
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Achievement
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Completed

Further Action

ones that cut out or go into dormant mode
when not required.
Should the generators need to be placed
closer than the distances stipulated (110m at
Paull) or should additional generators be
required, further assessment of the emissions
should be undertaken to ensure that there are
no additional and/or increase in negative
effects.
Con D12

Where possible, only use cutting and grinding MWC
equipment fitted or in conjunction with suitable
dust suppression techniques such as water
sprays or local extraction.

Con D13

Avoid scabbling (roughening of concrete
surfaces) if possible.

MWC

Con D14

For surface related equipment, use enclosed
chutes and conveyors and covered skips.

MWC

Con D15

Ensure an adequate water supply on the site
for effective dust/particulate matter
suppression/mitigation, using non-potable
water where possible and appropriate.

MWC

Con D16

Minimise drop heights from conveyors,
MWC
loading shovels, hoppers and other loading or
handling equipment.

Con D17

Any contaminants produced using wet
MWC
cleaning methods should be contained.
Dispersant chemicals must not be used in
conjunction with any washdown of the
affected areas to disperse any residue,
unless all contaminants and contaminated
materials are to be contained in readiness for
correct offsite disposal.Any contaminants
produced using wet cleaning methods should
be contained. Dispersant chemicals must not
be used in conjunction with any washdown of
the affected areas to disperse any residue,
unless all materials are contained in
readiness for correct offsite disposal

Con D18

No bonfires and burning of waste materials.
MWC
Manage waste on site in accordance with the
Site Waste Management Plan.

Con D19

Ensure road brushes/scrapers used to avoid
trackout.

Con D20

Inspect on-site haul routes for integrity and
MWC
instigate necessary repairs to the surface on a
monthly basis with each local highway
authority. Record all inspections of haul routes
and any subsequent action in a site log book.

Con D21

Damp down haul routes where considered
necessary.

MWC

Con D22

Access gates to be located at least 10m from
receptors where possible.

MWC

Con D23

Concrete washout areas to be provided at
appropriate locations

MWC.

MWC

E – Cultural Heritage
Con E1

The perimeter of the site in Goxhill would be
MWC
surrounded by topsoil storage bunds with
minor gaps and a combination of heras and
close board fencing (with the exception of the
settlement monitoring area). The close board
fencing would only be present around the drive
pit and stopple pit (refer to the indicative Site
Layout Plans, DCO Document Reference
2.4B).
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Responsible Achievement
Person
Criteria
In the event of human remains being found
MWC, National
during the course of the works the local
Grid Gas
coroner and Project Team Manager should
Project Team
be notified immediately. The local area around Manager
the remains should be immediately isolated
and protected by the MWC. Work in this area
should not recommence without the prior
acceptance of the Project Team Manager.

Con E3

Topsoil storage bunds, with minor gaps would MWC
be positioned around the site to the north of
Thorngumbald Road in Paull would be
surrounded by topsoil storage bunds and close
board fencing (refer to the indicative Site
Layout Plans (DCO Document Reference
2.4B). This partial screening of the
construction activities within the site would be
in place during the construction period and
would serve to reduce the impacts on the
setting, specifically the Church of St Andrews
and The Hall and associated Stables and
adjoining Coach House.

Con E4

At the Paull site a programme of strip, map
MWC/
and sample would be carried out across the
Archaeological
pipeline route and in the location of the
watching brief
reception shaft. An archaeological watching
brief would be maintained during the topsoil
strip across the remainder of the site. During
the watching brief any archaeological remains
associated with the medieval ridge and furrow
and the medieval and post-medieval
agricultural activity, along with any previously
unknown archaeological remains would be
identified and recorded prior to construction
activity continuing. The strip, map and sample
and archaeological watching brief would be
carried out in accordance with a WSI.

Con E5

If archaeological finds are discovered during
works, the National Grid Gas Project Team
Manager would be informed, and appropriate
steps undertaken, in consultation with English
Heritage and East Riding of Yorkshire Council.

MWC, National
Grid Gas
Project Team
Manager

Con E6

An archaeological watching brief would be
maintained across all other areas of the
Goxhill site where soil stripping would take
place to allow for any as yet unknown
archaeological remains to be identified and
recorded. The archaeological watching brief
would be carried out in accordance with a
Written Scheme of Investigation which would
be produced and agreed in writing with North
Lincolnshire Council prior to the
commencement of work.

MWC/
Archaeological
watching brief

Con E7

If archaeological finds are discovered during
works, the National Grid Gas Project Team
Manager would be informed, and appropriate
steps undertaken, in consultation with English
Heritage and /north Lincolnshire Council.

MWC, National
Grid Gas
Project Team
Manager

Con E8

Ensure all written records of the
MWC
archaeological investigations undertaken at
Goxhill are completed and submitted in a
timely manner. A copy of any analysis,
reporting, publication or archiving required as
part of the mitigation strategy should be
deposited at the North Lincolnshire Historic
Environment Record (HER) within one year of
completion of the Scheme or such other period
as may be agreed in writing by the relevant
planning authority.
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Con E9

Ensure all written records of the
archaeological investigations undertaken at
Paull are completed and submitted in a timely
manner. A copy of any analysis, reporting,
publication or archiving required as part of the
mitigation strategy should be deposited at the
East Riding of Yorkshire HER within one year
of completion of the Scheme or such other
period as may be agreed in writing by the
relevant planning authority.

Responsible
Person
MWC

Achievement
Criteria

Date
Completed

Further Action

F – Ecology and Nature Conservation
Con F1

3m high topsoil storage bunds would be
placed in appropriate locations to reduce
visual and noise disturbance to birds
associated with the Humber Estuary
designations.

Con F2

2.4m close board fencing would be installed
MWC
along the site boundary located around the
drive and stopple pit working area at Goxhill to
further minimise the potential noise and visual
impacts of the construction activities on birds
using the estuary and field habitats. Where
there are gaps in either the bunding or fencing,
heras fencing with green mesh will be
provided to screen the work activity.
Consideration will be made of the wind loading
of the mesh as part of the temporary works
design.

Con F3

At Paull, north of Thorngumbald Road, 2.4m
MWC
high close board fencing would be installed
around the outside of the bunding, where gaps
in the bunding are required for existing
pipeline infrastructure refer to the indicative
Site Layout Plans (DCO Document Reference
2.4B). This would further minimise the
potential noise and visual impacts of the
construction activities on birds using the
estuary and field habitats. Where there are
gaps in either the bunding or fencing, heras
fencing with green mesh will be provided to
screen the work activity. Consideration will be
made of the wind loading of the mesh as part
of the temporary works design.

Con F4

Baffles would be added to the lights which
would decrease light spill to reduce visual
disturbance of birds associated with the
Humber Estuary designations.

Con F5

Ditch crossings to allow access to the
MWC
construction site would be minimised by using
existing crossings where possible. Where
practicable, a buffer of up to 10m would be
maintained to either side of retained ditches
which contain water to reduce any potential
direct or direct impacts on the species and
habitats associated with them.

Con F6

Existing gateways and gaps would be used to MWC
access the construction areas of the site with
minimal hedgerow removal. Where possible, a
buffer of 10m would be maintained to either
side of all hedgerows to reduce any potential
impacts on the species and habitats
associated with them.

Con F7

A 3m strip of land within the 10m buffer to the
ditches would be strimmed.
As part of his/her duties, the Environmental
Manager shall develop and maintain a
register of Sensitive Habitats and Protected
Species actually encountered on the Project.

Con F8
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Con F9

Con F10

Responsible Achievement
Person
Criteria
Species and habitats known or duly identified MWC
should not be disturbed, should be protected
and the accepted controls implemented.
MWC, National
In the eventuality that a 'removed' or
Grid Gas
unforeseen species is found on the works
Project Team
during construction, the area should be
isolated and protected from any further
Manager and
Environmental
construction activities immediately. The
Project Team Manager and National Grid Gas’ Advisor
Environmental Advisor should be notified
immediately; and the MWC's competent
ecologist should propose mitigation options
based impact evaluation. Localised
construction activities should not recommence
without the prior approval of the National Grid
Project Team Manager.

Con F11

Where gaps have been made through
hedgerows to form access to the site or
along the working width, reinstatement of the
line of hedges by reforming banks to the
standard of the best parts of the remaining
banks and installation permanent fencing
should be undertaken as soon as practicable,
unless otherwise instructed by the Project
Team Manager or his representative.

MWC

Con F12

During the breakthrough activities at the start
of construction material from the hedge bank
should be stored separately from topsoil to
preserve the seed bank and labelled. This
material should then be used during hedge
reinstatement.
No trees should be felled or lopped without
prior written acceptance from the Project
Team Manager following advice from National
Grid Gas’ Environmental Advisor.

MWC

Con F13

Further Action

MWC, National
Grid Gas
Project Team
Manager and
Environmental
Advisor

Con F14

Work No. 11 (Refer to Works Plans, DCO
MWC
Document Reference 2.2BA) at Goxhill would
be left as set aside for the duration of the
construction period to compensate for some of
the loss of habitat under the footprint of the
works. This could be used by passage and
nesting birds.

Con F15

Standard Environment Agency Pollution
Prevention Guidelines and their relevant
pollution and sedimentation prevention
measures would be implemented. A
combination of settlement ponds, hay bales
and spill kits, etc. would be used, as
appropriate to ensure that any works close to
retained ditches would not have an adverse
effect on downstream habitats.

MWC

Con F16

Offcuts arising from works should be utilised
and used to make a barn owl boxes and used
to create reptile hibernacula. This should be
undertaken on the reception pit site.
One barn owl box will be installed on an
existing tree within the north-east corner of
Field 26 and at least two reptile hibernacula
will be created within Field 26.

MWC

Con F17

The deployment of the hoses for the
MWC
abstraction of water for the flooding of the
tunnel will comprise up to three people walking
out onto the intertidal habitat to place the
hose, and associated pumps, into the Humber
Estuary (below the mean low water mark).
Pumps shall be placed inside a cage in order
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Responsible
Person

Achievement
Criteria

Date
Completed

Further Action

to prevent debris / fish (i.e. lamprey) or benthic
species from being drawn into the mechanism.
The material used for the pump cage will be
steel or aluminium. Maximum dimensions for a
cage pump will be 1.5x1m. There shall be one
cage per pump.
All mature trees would be retained as part of
Con F18
MWC
the Scheme Design with root protection zones
clearly demarcated and protected.
Any small-scale coppicing of trees at Soff
Con F19
MWC
Lane would be undertaken outside of the
breeding bird season (where possible).
G – Geology and Soils
Con G1

Asbestos containing material has been
MWC
encountered in localised areas of the reception
pit field. Remediation of this field has taken
place prior to hand over to National Grid and
asbestos was only found in four sporadic
samples across a five acre area. If further
asbestos containing materials are encountered
during construction, appropriate measures
would be put in place such as covering with a
Terram membrane to reduce the risk of
exposure to site workers as well as damping
down. A competent, licensed company would
be engaged to oversee the removal or
management of the material. In addition, air
quality monitors would be put in place around
the perimeter of any excavation in the
reception pit field.

Con G2

During the stripping and excavation work, a
MWC
watching brief would be adopted so any signs
of contamination are noted. Contaminated soil
would be kept separate from other materials
and analysed to determine if it is suitable for
re-use on site or requires disposal off-site to
an appropriate disposal facility. In areas of
known contamination, soil stripping may not
occur and the affected areas would be
covered with a cover system / barrier such as
a Terram membrane to reduce the risk of
exposure to site workers. In addition, air
quality monitors would be put in place around
perimeter of any excavation in the reception pit
field.

Con G3

Specific areas would be designated for the
storage of chemicals, waste oils and fuel and
refuelling activities. These areas would be
bunded and placed on hard standing to
prevent downward migration of contaminants.

Con G4

Designated fuel transfer areas are to
MWC
established and used for the transfer of fuel or
other potentially contaminating liquids. Drip
trays are to be provided.

Con G5

Generators are to be placed within the
compound areas and near to the launch and
reception pits. These would be appropriately
bunded (self bunded or secondary
containment) to protect underlying soils for
leaks and spillages.

MWC

Con G6

During the construction phase, all persons
engaged in site construction works would be
made aware of any potential contaminated
material. To prevent risks from exposure to
any contaminants the appropriate Personal
Protective Equipment and Respiratory
Protective Equipment would be made
available.

MWC
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Responsible
Person
MWC

Con G7

A designated area would be provided for the
storage of arisings on the Goxhill side of the
Humber Estuary. The maximum height of the
bunds would be 3m to avoid slippages of
material and stability of the bunds.

Con G8

Appropriate pollution prevention measures
MWC
such as bunding of the spoil storage area
would be implemented to prevent leaking of
waste material or waste leachate spillages
which may impact the soils and water quality
in the vicinity of the storage area. If
considered necessary, e.g. in extreme wet
weather, the stockpiles should be covered
with plastic sheeting to prevent sediment
entering run off and material being lost from
the stockpiles. These measures would be
developed from the EA’s Pollution Prevention
Guidelines.

Achievement
Criteria

Date
Completed

Further Action

H – Landscape and Visual Amenity
Con H1

At Goxhill 3m high topsoil storage bunds with MWC
minor gaps would be positioned behind the
2.4m close board fencing which are around
the extent of the tunnel and stopple working
areas (refer to the indicative Site Layout
Plans, DCO Document Reference 2.4B).

Con H2

3m high topsoil storage bunds with minor
gaps would be positioned behind the 2.4m
close board fence around the construction
area to the north of Thorngumbald Road at
Paull.

MWC

Con H3

At Paull, heras fencing would be used to
delineate the area for venting and existing
pipeline isolation and associated compound.

MWC

Con H4

Weed control should be undertaken as
appropriate.

MWC

Con H5

If there is a change in design of the layout or MWC
positioning of the topsoil storage bunds the
MWC must do this in such a way that ensures
negative effects on the environment are not
materially increased and/or created.

Con H6

The hedgerows would be protected by a 10m MWC
wide buffer to the topsoil storage bunds with
the close board fencing positioned at the toe
of the mound and slightly off set from it.

Con H7

A 2.4m high perimeter close board fence
MWC
would also be provided around the perimeter
of the tunnel working area on the Goxhill side,
excluding the pipe stringing and waste
storage area.

Con H8

All external perimeter close board fencing
should be left unpainted with no logos or
branding.

Con H9

Silos would be present for up to 12 months
MWC
during the tunnelling works (maximum of 15m
in height). The silos would be a neutral
colour, non-reflective and contain no logos.

Con H10

Signage would be kept to a minimum and
only positioned at site entrances. This would
allow for project information boards only.

Con H11

At Goxhill there would be static lighting points MWC
fixed to temporary structures such as the
masts, cabins, workshops, gantry cranes and
silos with the lamps up to 10m in height.
These would be used to illuminate regularly
used work areas, the car park and access
areas. Baffles would be installed on all
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Achievement
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Date
Completed

Further Action

lighting columns and light is to be angled to
face works.
Con H12

At Paull there would be mobile light masts up MWC
to 10m high which would be used for short
periods to illuminate specific types of work
such as excavations and tie in welds. Baffles
would be installed on all lighting columns and
light is to be angled to face works.

I – Noise and Vibration
Con I1

At Paull there are limited night time works
restricted to a period of two weeks maximum.
Night time works should be re-assessed in
accordance with BS 5228-1:2009+A1:2014
'Code of practice for noise and vibration
control on construction and open sites using
specific manufacturers data and position of
equipment. Results of assessment should be
presented to the relevant local environmental
health officer prior to commencement of night
time works. In the event of the design
differing significantly reassessment must be
undertaken.

MWC, East
Riding of
Yorkshire and
North
Lincolnshire
Council’s
Environmental
Health
Officers.

Con I2

The MWC should notify local residents of
particularly noisy works prior to their
commencement, for example venting. This
should be undertaken after consultation with
the National Grid Gas’ Project Team Manager.

MWC,
National Grid
Gas Project
Team Manager

Con I3

MWC
Noisy plant should be screened as
appropriate to prevent nuisance and super
silenced equipment used wherever possible.
Static noisy plant while in use would be
located as far away from noise sensitive
receptors as is feasible for the particular
activity and properly maintained.

Con I4

No music or radios should be broadcast on
site.

Con I5

As part of the plant selection process, the
MWC
MWC should adopt a procedure to ensure the
quietest plant and equipment, techniques and
working practices available should be
selected and used. All plant should be shut
down when not in use.

Con I6

Ensure installation of site bunding as per the
indicative Site Layout Plans (DCO Document
Reference 2.4B)

Con I7

Ensure 2.4m close board fencing (refer to the MWC
indicative Site Layout Plans, DCO Document
Reference 2.4B) installed along the site
boundary at Paull and only located around the
drive and stopple pit at Goxhill, to mitigate any
potential adverse effects on receptors from
noise through gaps in bunding.

Con I8

Undertake noise monitoring at Fir Tree Farm
MWC
at Goxhill and Lakes Farm and the Lodge at
Paull to ensure that the mitigation measures
suggested are working effectively. This should
be undertaken at least one day a month
throughout the construction period. These
monitoring locations are the nearest to the
main construction sites and would be the worst
case affected receptors.

Con I9

During the night time works noise levels
MWC
should be monitored throughout the night time
period at Fir Tree Farm, the Lodge and
Marshlands. Monitoring should be undertake
initially for the first 21 days to ensure
mitigation measures are being implemented
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and then reported on a monthly basis with Con
I8. This regime would be agreed with the
relevant Environmental Health Officer prior to
works commencing.
Static noisy plant, including generators,
Con I10
MWC
would be located as far away from noise
sensitive receptors as is feasible for the
particular activity.
J – Socio Economics and Land Use
Con J1

The relationship with the landowners,
occupiers, stakeholders and the local
community would be maintained throughout
the 35 month construction phase through the
Scheme website.

Community
Relations
Representative

Con J2

At Goxhill where Footpath 70 intersects with
the Soff Lane Diversion, it would be clearly
separated from the access track using gates,
and appropriate signage. It would remain
open for the duration of the construction
works. The gates, and signage would be
agreed in liaison with North Lincolnshire
Council.

MWC and
North
Lincolnshire
Council

Con J3

At Goxhill there may be an interface with
Footpath 71 associated with road widening
works at the Soff Lane Diversion. If this is the
case it is likely to involve moving the footpath
signage. This would be agreed with North
Lincolnshire Council. Access to Footpath 71
would be maintained throughout the
construction works.

MWC

Con J4

Construction site would be clearly delineated MWC
and fenced. This would ensure no trespassing
onto land with construction activities and
therefore reduce health and safety risks.

Con J5

3m high topsoil storage bunds (with breaks)
MWC
would be placed in appropriate locations. This
would enable visual screening of construction.
The bunding together with a combination of,
heras and close board fencing at Goxhill and
Close board fencing at Paull, would reduce
effects on amenity for residents and tourists in
the area.

Con J6

A new drainage system would be installed for MWC
the duration of the construction phase. This
would improve drainage and minimise the risk
of silt laden runoff.

Con J7

The Environment Agency car parking area at
Paull would be off limits to all construction
vehicles and employee vehicles.

MWC

Con J8

There would be a requirement to temporarily
close Footpaths 6 and 1 at Paull to allow for
the decommissioning of the Existing No 09
Crossing. These closures would be for a
maximum of three days in agreement with
East Riding of Yorkshire Council and clear
signage would be provided.

MWC, East
Riding of
Yorkshire
Council

Con J9

Discussions would be held with the individual
landowners to ensure that disruption to any
agri-environment Schemes or Single Farm
Payment Contracts is minimised. Habitats or
features relevant to stewardship payments that
are affected by construction works would be
reinstated.

National Grid
Gas Project
Team Manager
and Public
Liaison Officer

Con J10

Where practicable soil would be handled and MWC
stored in line with Defra’s Construction Code
of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on
Construction Sites.
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K – Traffic and Transport
Refer to the Initial Traffic Management Plan for all traffic and transport commitments.
L – Water Resources
Con L1

In order to protect vulnerable temporary
MWC
infrastructure (e.g. drive pit, diesel generators)
on the site from flooding, environmental design
measures comprising minimum1.4m high flood
bunds and raised platforms (to a minimum
height of 3.4mAOD) would be constructed
around/under vulnerable infrastructure. The
bunds would need to be constructed to be able
to provide a flood proof barrier, i.e.
impermeable.

Con L2

Joints along the pipe which runs to the outfall MWC
at East Halton Beck would be checked daily to
ensure there are no defects present.

Con L3

Water monitoring would take place at active
discharge points to local drainage ditches.
Daily visual inspections would also be
undertaken periodically as part of the works.

Con L4

In line with the Flood Incident Response Plan MWC
(which is appended to the FRA) (DCO
Document Reference 5.2) weather forecasts
would be monitored and the construction
compound would be signed up to the
Environment Agency’s Flood Warning service.
A system of local gauges would be installed by
the MWC to manage flood risk on site.

Con L5

Tunnelling works could impact on the integrity MWC
of the flood defences protecting the site, in the
form of settlement. Survey arrays would be set
out and a pre tunnelling baseline agreed.
Surveys of the arrays would be undertaken
periodically throughout construction and a
maximum allowable settlement would be
agreed with the EA to trigger further action

Con L6

In line with the Flood Incident Response Plan MWC
(appended to the FRA) (DCO Document
Reference 5.2), in the event of a severe
warning site based construction activities
would be terminated and the site evacuated of
construction personnel as appropriate. This
would form part of the PEMP.

Con L7

The Site Water Management Plan (DCO
MWC
Document Reference 6.13.2) would be
implemented to efficiently manage the use of
water and manage/mitigate pollution risks.
This would make available a suitable quantity
of pollution control equipment, including
consumable items such as sorbent pads and
sorbent granules or similar material. These
materials should be readily available at the
work site at all times and a regular check
during the weekly inspections made to see
that they are available. Adequate provision
should be made to ensure that sorbent pads,
booms and granules are kept dry prior to use.

Con L8

All fuel bowsers and emergency vehicles
should carry larger spill kits including sorbent
pads and sorbent material to deal with any
small spillages, in addition to polythene sacks
for gathering spent absorbents.

MWC

Con L9

The detailed PEMP to be prepared must
include all pollution prevention measures
relevant to the Scheme that are documented
in the Environment Agency’s Pollution
Prevention Guidelines.

MWC
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MWC

Con L10

Establish a user friendly register of pumping
that details the location of all pumping
operations, points of discharge, type of
discharge, any mitigation requirements at
discharge points, the plant "tagged"
identification number; the responsible
attendant, dates of discharge, permit numbers,
irregularities occurring.

Con L11

Provide a system for issue and registering
MWC
"discharge permits" whereby a Permit to
Discharge water is issued to the pump
attendant following an inspection of each
proposed pumping location and discharge
point prior to the commencement of discharge.

Con L12

Maintain a register of all pumping equipment
to record type, purpose, maintenance
frequencies, inspections etc. and set up a
system for regular monitoring and auditing of
the equipment. This would be incorporated
into the master plant register.

Con L13

Designated contained washout areas should MWC
be provided at least 10m from any
watercourse or surface water drain to
minimise the risk of pollution, and they must
comply with advice from the Environment
Agency. Washout areas must be
impermeable to prevent pollution of
groundwater. Washout areas should be
signposted and delivery drivers informed
about their position and washout activities
should be carried out or supervised by
competent persons.

Con L14

Spill kits must be tagged, checked and logged MWC
on a register.

Con L15

No re-fuelling of mobile plant within 10m of a
watercourse.

Con L16

For the lagoons, utilised for the storage of
MWC
dewatering water, a secondary method of
bunding (impermeable) would be constructed
around the perimeter of the lagoon in order to
prevent spillages in the event that there is a
breach of the lagoon retaining wall. This would
minimise the risk of flooding to the site from
this source. In addition, no single lagoon or
hydraulically linked lagoons, would store more
than 10,000m³ of water above the natural
ground level.

Con L17

Undertake water quality monitoring
programme during the construction phase.

MWC,
Environment
Agency

Con L18

Topsoil stripped from the banks of surface
water receptors would be stored separately.

MWC

Con L19

Materials used for grouting would be submitted MWC
to the Environment Agency for review and
approval.

Con L20

Monitoring would be undertaken throughout
MWC
the construction works as outlined in Chapter
16 of the Hydrogeological Impact Assessment
(DCO Document Reference 6.13.3), Section
16.2. This shall include groundwater level
monitoring, flow gauging and water chemical
analysis (Con L17) along with monitoring
groundwater net abstraction.
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Achievement
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A - General Environmental Management
Post A1

The Environmental File must be
MWC
prepared and finalised for submission to
the National Grid Gas Project Team
Manager.

B – PEMP
Post B1

The PEMP must be completed and the MWC
final version issued to the National Grid
Gas Project Team Manager.

C - Waste Management
Post C1

Not applicable

D – Air Quality
Post D1

Not applicable

E – Cultural Heritage
Post E1

All post excavation reporting and
archiving must be completed in a timely
manner to be agreed with the National
Grid Gas Project Team Manager.

MWC, National
Grid Gas
Project Team
Manager.

F – Ecology and Nature Conservation
Post F1

Post F2

Post F3

Post F4

Post construction, hedgerows would be
re-planted and breaks in existing
retained hedgerows within the redline
boundary would be gapped up (using
locally sourced plants), as appropriate
and in agreement with the landowner.
Should any trees or shrubs intended to
be preserved be irretrievably damaged,
the MWC should supply, plant and
maintain for two years plants of a similar
variety and size. (National Grid Gas
would replace four trees for every one
tree damaged).
The enhancement area in Stoneledge
reception pit field at Paull would be made
suitable for a species-rich grassland to
develop. This area would also be
developed such that it is suitable for
basking, foraging and hibernating
reptiles. A reinstatement plan would be
developed and agreed with the EA and
Natural England.
In order to ensure the success of the
mitigation measures proposed,
monitoring would be undertaken before,
during and after construction (up to one
year after construction for SPA bird
species). The results of the monitoring
would be regularly reviewed to ensure
that the mitigation measures for the
Scheme continue to be appropriate and
effective. Details of the monitoring
strategy would be determined in
consultation with Natural England, the
County Ecologists and other bodies
such as the EA. The monitoring strategy
is likely to include:
Water Bird surveys: This is likely to
include a similar suite of surveys (such
as tidal count, dawn and dusk, and
transect surveys) to that which was
undertaken to inform the baseline
conditions presented within this ES.
This would allow comparison between
the pre- and post-construction survey
results.
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Post Construction
Ref Number Commitment

Responsible
Person

Achievement
Criteria

Date
Completed

Further Action

G – Geology and Soils
H – Landscape and Visual Amenity
Post H1

Reinstatement of arable agriculture and MWC
field boundary hedgerows, to at least
the standard of the existing surrounding
land, hedgerows and boundaries.

Post H2

Planting to be undertaken to gap up any
existing gaps in the hedgerows which
remain within the Scheme’s redline
boundary in agreement with the
relevant landowner

MWC,
Landscape
Maintenance
Contractor

Post H3

Landscape maintenance would be put
in place to maintain any new planting
for a period of 24 months (this is
included in the 24 month defect period).

MWC,
Landscape
Maintenance
Contractor

Post H4

Suitable person(s) should be employed MWC
post construction to carry out annual
monitoring and reporting of the
hedgerow and other landscape
replanting works during the 24 month
maintenance period.

Post H5

Once the construction works have
MWC
ceased the land within the Scheme’s
red line boundary, including the
sections of temporary road widening as
part of the site access requirements,
would be reinstated to reflect the
existing landscape features.

I – Noise and Vibration
Post I1

Not applicable

J – Socio Economics and Land Use
Post J1

On completion of the works there would MWC and
be reinstatement of all land in
Public Liaison
agreement with landowners.
Team

K – Traffic and Transport
Post K1

Not applicable

L – Water Resources
Post L1

The flood defences must be monitored
(condition and topography) post
construction for 24 months unless
agreed with the EA. This should take
place at quarterly intervals.

National Grid
Gas, MWC

Post L2

Where necessary and subject to
MWC in
agreement with the landowner/occupier, conjunction with
new field drains would be installed to
Land Agent
aid recovery from the construction
activities and maintain the site work
areas as dry as practicable.

Post L3

Undertake water quality monitoring
MWC,
programme during the post construction Environment
phase (for 24 months) unless agreed
Agency
with the EA.

Post L4

Groundwater monitoring as per pre and MWC
during construction shall continue
following construction. A monthly review
of data should be undertaken for the
first six months post construction.
Followed by quarterly reviews for the
following year.
The Register has been prepared using the ES. It should be updated and developed by the MWC on appointment and once
consents are obtained.
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6

ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENT AND
CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORTING

6.1.1

All environmental incidents would be reported and investigated in accordance
with the requirements of National Grid Gas’ management procedure for
incident reporting and investigation - INV1. Incidents should be reported
directly to the Environmental Team who are fully briefed on the requirements of
INV1 and should report the incident directly to National Grid Gas. Copies of
incident forms would be supplied to National Grid Gas.

6.1.2

All people employed on the Scheme are responsible for:

6.1.3



Bringing any incidents they identify in nearby watercourses, on land,
premises and areas occupied by the MWC (i.e. the whole site, site
compound, site establishment, storage areas etc.) to the MWC’s
immediate attention. The MWC should subsequently inform the National
Grid Gas Project Team Manager as soon as possible; and



Initiating and/or assisting with immediate containment/remediation
measures to the best of their capabilities consistent with ensuring the
safety of themselves and others.

The MWC is responsible for:


Investigating and reporting all incidents in accordance with the National
Grid Gas incident reporting and investigation procedure NGUK/PM/INV/1
(Management Procedure for Incident Reporting and Investigation);



Ensuring that accidental releases to controlled waters and any noncompliance with the conditions of any statutory consent, permit or licence
is reported to National Grid Gas immediately; and reported to the
Environment Agency (24 hour Incident Hotline Number 0800 807060) or
other relevant body without delay;



Ensuring that National Grid Gas and the MWC have fully investigated
incidents and taken action to prevent a recurrence;



Maintaining a register (which should be accessible to the Project Team
Manager at all times) on site of all reported incidents, enforcement notices,
threats or observations issued by Regulatory Authorities and the action
taken to prevent reoccurrence were appropriate; and



Compiling and submitting a monthly summary of incidents to the National
Grid Gas Project Team Manager.

6.1.4

The MWC is responsible for developing pollution control and emergency
response plans, detailing how the environment would be protected and spills
and other incidents dealt with and reported to National Grid Gas.

6.1.5

There may be occasions when decisions have to be made in an emergency
situation. Such situations should be avoided where possible by forward
planning, carrying out risk assessments and implementing control measures.
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Following an emergency the PEMP must be modified by the MWC and the
Environmental Advisor notified.
6.1.6

The MWC should provide an emergency procedure to apply throughout the
construction phase which should be referenced in the CEMP. During an
emergency the MWC should work to these emergency procedures and
emergency response plans.

6.1.7

When an unforeseen hazard occurs during the construction work which is a
threat to the environment, or has the real potential to be, the MWC should take
immediate measures to make the hazard safe. The MWC should proceed with
the minimum work to offset the emergency and liaise with the Environmental
Advisor where practicable. The Project Team Manager should be informed as
soon as possible of the situation and, where applicable the Environment
Agency would be notified by the appropriate member(s) of the project team, as
nominated by the Project Team Manager. The Project Team Manager should
be informed immediately of the steps taken to mitigate the emergency.

6.1.8

National Grid Gas’ Environmental Advisor must be provided with information
relating to any substantial design changes or emergency situation as soon as
possible.
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7

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS, INSPECTIONS
AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

7.1

Audits

7.1.1

Before construction commences, National Grid Gas should produce a
programme of construction audits and inspections and record this on the audit
plan. The audit plan should include both weekly and monthly environmental
inspections, and project environmental audits in accordance with the
Construction SHE Auditing and Inspection procedure NGUK/Con/BP 136G
(refer to Appendix C).

7.1.2

The issued audit/inspection plan should be included in the Project Control
Manual (refer to NGUK/Con/BP 134G (Appendix C)). A copy of the audit plan
should be circulated to the MWC for information.

7.1.3

The National Grid Gas’ Environmental Advisor should undertake monthly
inspections during the construction phase, and also ensure that weekly
inspections are undertaken by the MWC.

7.1.4

Audits should be carried out by National Grid Gas’ Environmental Advisor or
nominated person. Environmental matters identified as being non-compliant
with the CEMP, the MWC's Environmental Management System, and/or
legislation should be submitted to the Project Team Manager.

7.1.5

The MWC's proposed schedule of internal and external audits and inspections
should be included in the PEMP, along with details of arrangements, and
submitted to the Project Team Manager.

7.1.6

The MWC is responsible for site environmental inspections and audits in
accordance with the arrangements detailed in their ISO 14001 Environmental
Management System.

7.1.7

Non-compliances/findings from all audits and inspections should be reported to
National Grid Gas. The MWC should be able to demonstrate that noncompliances/findings reported using their Environmental Management System
and those reported by National Grid Gas are closed-out appropriately.
Processes for monitoring close-out and ensuring that issues and actions
identified are communicated to the relevant personnel should also be outlined
in the PEMP.

7.1.8

All audit reports should be copied to National Grid Gas’ Project Management
Team within three days of completing an audit. The MWC should make
environmental inspections, audits and close-outs available for review by the
Project Team Manager and Environmental Advisor.

7.1.9

The MWC should provide details in the PEMP of how monitoring would be
undertaken, recorded and reported to National Grid Gas and regulators. Details
should include monitoring of air, water, land and habitats to ensure compliance
with consent requirements, effectiveness of mitigation measures, and
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compliance with legislation. Details of environmental monitoring needed to
avoid damage to the environment should be highlighted in site specific risk
assessments.
7.1.10

For operations taking place on a 24hr basis the MWC should ensure that
environmental monitoring arrangements appropriate to the activity are in place.

7.2

Site Inspection

7.2.1

On a weekly basis environmental performance matters would be inspected by
the MWC’s Environmental Manager. These inspections would review
compliance of all site activities against the CEMP, consents as well as
reviewing overall site practice highlighting areas for potential improvement as
well as areas of good performance that could be identified as good practice
within National Grid Gas.

7.2.2

The weekly inspections would be conducted by the MWC’s Environmental
Manager and recorded using a set proforma. This would be recorded in the
Project Health and Safety File and Supporting Handover Records File,
following guidance note NGUK/Con/BP007G (refer to Appendix C). An
example proforma would be developed for the inspections by the MWC.

7.2.3

Key issues emerging from the inspections would be communicated to the site
operatives via site meetings and the site noticeboard within 24 hours.

7.3

Corrective Actions

7.3.1

Corrective actions would be reported immediately to National Grid Gas’ Project
Team Manager and remedial action instigated as soon as practicable.
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8

ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING AND
AWARENESS

8.1

Induction and Training Requirements

8.1.1

All Scheme personnel would receive mandatory environmental (as well as
health and safety) training including:


Induction training covering project specific environmental site issues
(Pollution control and good housekeeping, waste management, ecological
and licensing issues, water management, emergency response and traffic
management including the drivers’ handbook, programme issues including
off site traffic movement restrictions);



Background to and importance of all of the environmental management
documentation;



Details of community liaison issues and how to deal with any concerns
raised by third parties;



Environmental awareness training; and



Tool-box talks on task specific environmental issues.

8.1.2

The Project Team Manager in liaison with the Environmental Advisor is
responsible for managing the provision of environmental training for the
National Grid Gas’ Project Delivery Team in accordance with National Grid
Gas’ SHE Procedure for Environmental Training NGUK/PM/SHE/212 (refer to
Appendix C).

8.1.3

The MWC is responsible for providing and recording induction training at the
commencement of and throughout the construction phase of the Scheme for
National Grid Gas staff, consultants, agency all other relevant personnel as
well as for their own workforce including sub-contractors.

8.1.4

The MWC's induction training should include clear details of specific
environmental site issues and the PEMP should detail how these issues should
be communicated to all Scheme personnel.

8.1.5

The MWC is responsible for providing ongoing environmental awareness
training and tool-box talks as appropriate throughout the Scheme. In the PEMP
the MWC should clearly define their approach and delivery of the ongoing
environmental awareness training; including who would deliver the training,
and records to be kept. The MWC should develop the suite of tool-box talks so
that it meets Scheme specific environmental issues.

8.1.6

The MWC should clearly define their approach of identifying environmental
training needs and the provisions for undertaking such training to ensure the
environmental competence of their operatives and also of any sub-contractors.

8.1.7

The MWC should clearly define arrangements for the "Communication" with
other contractors and site personnel with regard to matters affecting the
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environment. This should include how information is communicated to and
received from other contractors and sub-contractors.

8.2

Training Register

8.2.1

The MWC should develop and continually maintain a register detailing
environmental site inductions and competencies. The MWC shall allow the
Project Team Manager and the National Grid Gas’ Environmental Advisor
access to review the Register. The MWC, if so requested, should at any time
issue the Project Team Manager with a copy of the register.

8.3

The Foreman’s Folder

8.3.1

The MWC should give supervisors/foremen sufficient authority to be pro-active
in the communication and management of environmental issues. Supervisors
should be tasked with duties giving them a level of responsibility for the
environment in the construction activity they control, the interface they have
with other activities, and the local surroundings at the point of their activity.
These duties include the communication of environmental issues and the
keeping of records.

8.3.2

The MWC should develop, maintain and issue to all supervisors, a Foreman’s
Folder. The Foreman’s Folder should contain all the necessary information,
data and records which the supervisors need to fulfil their health, safety and
environmental obligations. The MWC’s Environmental Manager should ensure
that all supervisors are briefed on the contents of this folder.

8.3.3

The Foreman’s Folder should include the following environmental information
as a minimum:

8.3.4



Emergency procedures and contacts;



Environmental site rules;



Permit to pump procedure/guidance;



Project waste management procedures/guidance;



Project specific Water Management Plan;



Drivers Pack/Plan;



Environmental site specific tool-box talk topics;



Environmental briefing notes;



Safety and environmental good and best practices; and



Hazard spotting pro-forma (health, safety and environmental).

Supervisors must be familiar with ecological and environmental aspects in the
area they are working in. The Foreman’s Folder must either include or make
reference to the environmental scrolls/ecological strip maps for the Scheme
and provide information for where supervisors could see these documents.
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8.3.5

The MWC should submit a copy of the Foreman’s Folder, the procedures for its
application and any appropriate model forms, to demonstrate its format and
application, to the Project Team Manager or his nominee for acceptance as
part of the construction phase PEMP and construction phase Health and
Safety Plan.
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9

RECORD KEEPING

9.1.1

A Scheme Environmental system complying with National Grid Gas procedures
would be established at the construction site base.

9.1.2

A comprehensive photographic archive of the Scheme would be maintained
prior to, and during the construction phase.

9.1.3

A hand-over document would be prepared in accordance with National Grid
Gas procedures and passed to the client in accordance with contractual
requirements.

9.1.4

The MWC's and National Grid Gas’ records should be kept in accordance with
the Project Document Control Procedure NGUK/Con/BP 154G (refer to
Appendix C) and the National Grid Gas procedure for Project Health and
Safety File and Handover Records NGUK/Con/BP 007G (refer to Appendix C).

9.1.5

The Environmental File is a record of information for National Grid Gas which
focuses on environmental aspects and effects that would need to be dealt with
during maintenance, repair or further construction works/operations or
decommissioning and abandonment of equipment. The contents of the
Environmental File form the main part of the environmental handover
documents.

9.1.6

At all stages of design completion a handover document should be compiled
and continually updated that collates together all the relevant information on
environmental issues and effects that must be forwarded on to the construction
phase of the Scheme. Separate files may need to be collated and compiled to
allow for different works within the Scheme.

9.1.7

In turn the construction phase MWC should update this as necessary and
include this information in the Scheme Environmental File which forms part of
the handover documents.

9.1.8

The typical content of the Scheme Environmental File is:


Current version of the PEMP;



Land purchase documents;



Environmental studies and surveys;



Archaeological finds/surveys reports;



Information on bio-security issues;



Consents;



Planning consents;



Integrated pollution control authorisations;



Consents to discharge;



Trade effluent consents;



Waste management licences;
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Agreements on noise measurements;



Organisations' consulted;



Records of consultations;



Details of environmental design features [This section should include
design features installed to minimise environmental impact. For example
using bunding and close board fencing to minimise ecological, visual,
noise and heritage impacts];



Details of environmental control equipment fitted [This section describes
control equipment installed on the final asset. The control equipment
differs from the design features. Design features design out a problem,
whereas control features are required because the problem could not be
designed out. For example interceptor bunds on the drainage system, oil
detector pumps, and "as laid" post-construction drainage plans];



Water Management Plan;



Emergency Response Procedures;



Environmental Control Procedures;



Details of all environmental complaints and actions taken;



All incident reports;



Results of environmental monitoring e.g. noise monitoring;



The MWC’s environmental method statements;



Environmental aspects register; and



Controlled Waste Transfer Note (CWTN) and Hazardous Waste
Consignment Notes (HWCN) (only include ones which are required to be
kept under the legislation i.e. CWTN must be kept for two years and
HWCN must be kept for three years).
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10

DESIGN CHANGES

10.1.1

In the event of the MWC modifying the temporary works layout as shown on
the indicative Site Layout Plans (DCO Document Reference 2.4B) then a
review should be undertaken to determine whether the temporary works layout
modification would lead to a change in the significance of the environmental
effects reported in the ES or require any further consents.

10.1.2

The following procedure should be followed:

10.1.3



Identify the design change and confirm if appropriate for further
consideration with National Grid Gas from an engineering and design
perspective;



Undertake a review of the design change against the published ES by
topic to scope the risk of there being a change to the effects reported;



For those topics where there is a potential risk of change to the effects
reported, undertake further environmental assessment e.g. appropriate
modelling and report results to National Grid Gas for review.



A register should be maintained of all design changes considered and the
accompanying document assessing the effects of these changes – this
would be submitted to the relevant Local Planning Authority on a monthly
basis.



Ensure that any commitments in this CEMP (and the MWC PEMP) are
updated accordingly and where relevant supply a Best Practice to National
Grid Gas.

The National Grid Gas Design Coordinator is responsible for change control
and would monitor adherence to this procedure.
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Appendix A

National Grid Environment Policy

The River Humber Gas Pipeline Replacement Project

Environment Policy
We want to be a recognised
leader in the development
and operation of safe, reliable
and sustainable energy
infrastructure to meet the
needs of our customers and
communities and to generate
value for our investors.
One of the ways we will
achieve this is to protect and
enhance the environment,
always seeking new and
innovative ways to lighten
the environmental impact
of our past, present and
future activities.

Steve Holliday
Chief Executive

We commit to:
n 	Preventing pollution

n Using resources more efficiently

n	Complying with environmental,
legal and other obligations

n	Protecting the ecosystems and
biodiversity of our workplaces

n	Continually improving our
environmental management
systems

n	Reducing greenhouse gas
emissions: 45% by 2020 and
80% by 2050

n	Ensuring employees have the
n	Adapting to the effects of
competency and equipment to meet
climate change
our environmental commitments
n	Helping stakeholders develop
n	Ensuring those working on
more effective environmental
our behalf demonstrate the same
policies and targets
commitment to the environment
n	Helping consumers access
as we do
more sustainable energy
n	Transparently share environmental
n	Integrating environmental
progress and performance
sustainability into our
n	Actively manage any risks
decision making
associated with our past
n	Driving more environmental
operational contamination
sustainable programmes
and activities.

September 2013

For more details
on this policy, visit
the SSR Infonet
homepage or
nationalgrid.com
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Appendix B

Environmental Constraints Plan
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LISTED BUILDINGS
1. CHURCH OF ST ANDREW
2. THE HALL
3. STABLES AND ADJOINING
COACH HOUSE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE HALL
4. THORNGUMBALD CLOUGH
LOW LIGHTHOUSE
5. THORNGUMBALD CLOUGH
HIGH LIGHTHOUSE
6. THE OLD LIGHTHOUSE AND
ADJOINING KEEPER'S HOUSE
7. CHAPEL FARM HOUSE
8. STABLE/GRANARY
ASSOCIATED WITH CHAPEL
FARM HOUSE
9. GOXHILL HALL

EAST RIDING
OF YORKSHIRE
PAULL

ROSE HILL FARM

LOW PAULL
THORNGUMBALD DRAIN

6

3
FORT PAULL

1

BOREAS HILL FARM

SOUTH PASTURE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
LAKES FARM

2

SCHEDULED MONUMENTS
1. PAULL HOLME MOATED SITE
AND TOWER
2. PAUL POINT BATTERY
3. GOXHILL MOATED SITE WITH
ITS ASSOCIATED DRAINAGE
SYSTEM, FISHPONDS AND
FIELD SYSTEM

2

6

7

DAWSON CLAY PITS

PAULL AGI

3
THORNGUMBALD ROAD
DEM'S WOOD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
2

1

4
5
LODGE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

1
6

EAST MARSH FARM

PAULL HOLME RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
PAULL HOLME STRAYS

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE
50

LYNTON STUD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
HUMBER ESTUARY
FIR TREE FARM

GOXHILL MEADOWS

SPRING FARM

MARSHLANDS COTTAGE

GOXHILL AGI

KEY
7&8

72

RED LINE BOUNDARY
ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATION SITE
RAMSAR SITE

SEE INSET

SITE OF SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC INTEREST

CHAPEL FARM

SPECIAL AREA OF CONSERVATION

7&8

SPECIAL PROTECTION AREA

EAST HALTON BECK

72

PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY

73

HISTORIC LANDFILL
PAULL HOLME QUARRY

71

9
3

GOXHILL

70

SCHEDULED MONUMENT
LISTED BUILDING
LOCAL WILDLIFE SITE
LOCAL WILDLIFE SITE (DELETED)
ALTHOUGH SITES OF LOCAL ECOLOGICAL VALUE

KEY RESIDENTIAL RECEPTOR
N.T.S

WILDLIFE TRUST RESERVE
CONSERVATION AREA
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NGUK/PM/SHE/20
FOREWORD
This Management Procedure was approved by Derek Bickers, Transmission SHE Manager on October
2009, for use by managers, engineers and supervisors throughout National Grid.
National Grid SHE Standards are revised, when necessary, by the issue of new editions. Users should
ensure that they are in possession of the latest edition by referring to the SHES ToolBox available on the
company intranet.
Compliance with this Document does not confer immunity from prosecution for breach of statutory or
other legal obligations.
BRIEF HISTORY
First published as HS&E Directive 04
Re-issued to comply with GRM as T/PM/SHE/20
Editorial update for National Grid re-branding
Revised and reissued to include update to Appendix A
to include new mailbox address

December 1999
September 2004
October 2005
August 2007

EPSG/T07/2025

Revised and reissued, with minor amendments – SMS
review 2009

September 2009

SEDDS SHES/68

KEY CHANGES (Identify the changes from the previous version of this document)
Section

Amendments

Non material changes Updated references to Job roles, Titles and and applications.
to procedure
throught.
Appendix A

Link to launch WORD version of Enforcement Form.

DISCLAIMER
This document is provided for use by National Grid and such of its contractors as are obliged by the terms
and conditions of their contracts to comply with this document. Where this document is used by any other
party it is the responsibility of that party to ensure that this document is correctly applied.
MANDATORY AND NON-MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS
In this document:
shall:

indicates a mandatory requirement.

should: indicates best practice and is the preferred option. If an alternative method is used then a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment shall be completed to show that the alternative method delivers
the same, or better, level of protection.
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MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE FOR

SHE COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION
1.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?

General
1.1
Information required to manage SHE shall be communicated to all people working for National
Grid. Furthermore, provision shall be made to effectively communicate any matter that may affect SHE
management, and to ensure that appropriate people are consulted.
1.2
Liaison with external bodies shall be maintained to ensure that SHE requirements are identified
and fully addressed.
1.3

Specific minimum requirements to address these needs are defined below.

Internal Communications
1.4
Effective mechanisms shall be established to regularly communicate SHE matters to all people
working for National Grid (e.g. TeamTalk, Team Briefings, mailshots etc.). Frequency of such
communications will be coordinated by SHE Directorate.
1.5

SHE shall be included on the agenda of all Management Meetings.

1.6
National and local SHE Committees shall be established to enable effective consultation with
employees. SHE shall be included on the agenda of the following employee representative meetings,
where they exist:
•

Joint Councils

•

Joint Industrial Councils

•

Joint Partnership Councils

•

SHES Forums

Terms of Reference for the relevant meeting shall be developed, reviewed and revised to ensure that the
meeting is used to:
•

solicit SHE concerns from employees

•

provide employees with feedback on National Grid and local SHE performance (eg audit
findings, incidents and near-misses).

•

communicate new, or changes to, SHE procedures, lessons learned from previous injuries,
incidents and near-misses, and best practice.

1.7
In addition to the formal meetings described above, general information about SHE
management shall be provided, making best use of internal communications systems such as TeamTalk,
company intranet, notice boards and company publications. As a minimum, this general information shall
include:
- local safety and emergency instructions
- injury, incident and near miss summaries and lessons learned
- notification of changes to SHE management systems and requirements

1.8

External Communications and Liaison
External SHE liaison shall be carried out with:
•

Health & Safety Executive Hazardous Installations Division (HID)
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•

Health & Safety Executive Policy Division

•

Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)

•

National Consumer Council (formerly energywatch)

•

Environment Agency (EA)

•

Local HSE Offices

•

Local EA Offices

•

Fire Authorities

•

Ofgem

•

Industry Groups

•

SHE Professional bodies

1.9
All formal communications with outside parties shall be coordinated through the SHE
Directorate.
Any contact with external enforcement agencies (HSE, EA, SEPA, Local Authorities, Fire Authorities etc.)
shall be recorded and notified to SHE Directorate using the process in Appendix A.
2.
WHO SHOULD DO IT?
2.1
Level 3 Managers shall ensure that effective mechanisms are in place for ensuring that the
required SHE information is briefed to the line managers for dissemination to employees.
2.2

Each line manager shall ensure effective SHE communication for their team.

2.3

The SHE Directorate shall ensure that the appropriate SHE information is available.

2.4
All employees shall communicate any SHE concerns to their immediate line manager either
directly or through Team Briefings or formal meetings.
2.5

The SHE Directorate is responsible for developing a SHE communications strategy to:
•

ensure that all SHE specialists are aware of and briefed on the latest SHE information.

•

communicate the existence and activities of all SHE-related working groups and task
forces to the business.

3.
3.1

WHY IS IT NECESSARY?
To comply with legislation and to ensure effective communication.

4.
4.1

REFERENCES
Legislative requirements and guidance
- Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999
- Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
- Safety Representatives and Safety Committee Regulations 1977
- Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996.

5.
DEFINITIONS
SHE Information - All information associated with the implementation and operation of the SHE
management system e.g., audit reports, injury/incident reports, Procedures.
Line Manager/Management - National Grid employee responsible for directing the work activities of
other employees.
© National Grid plc 2007- All Rights Reserved
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APPENDIX A
CONTACT WITH THE HEALTH & SAFETY EXECUTIVE, ENVIRONMENT, AGENCIES AND OTHER
EXTERNAL ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES.
Exemptions to this Appendix
These requirements do not apply to the planned routine discussions that take place with the Enforcement
Authorities over policy and performance. The SHE Directorate manages these separately
1.1
Contact from Enforcement Authorities to National Grid
1.1.1
In the event of contact with the Enforcement Authorities, a record of the conversation or
request shall be made, using the External Enforcement Authority Contact Form Version 5 attached. This
report shall be sent electronically, within 2 working days of the contact, to MS Outlook mail box account
.box.EnforcementContact
For contractors and Alliance employees the external e-mail address is
EnforcementContact@uk.ngrid.com
1.1.2
If local documentation is requested by the Enforcing Authority this shall also be noted, and
details forwarded to the MS Outlook mail box on the External Enforcement Authority Contact Form
Version 5, within the same timescale.
1.1.3
On no account should national level documentation (e.g. National Grid SHE Procedures,
National Grid Engineering Procedures) be sent to the Enforcement Authority without prior consultation
with the relevant SHE or Network Strategy section.
1.1.4
All Notifications of COMAH Inspections by an Enforcing Authority shall be reported to the mail
box .box.EnforcementContact entitled ‘<Site name> COMAH Inspections’ using the External
Enforcement Authority Contact Form Version 5.
1.1.5
Locally, the SHE Account Holder, should act as the contact co-ordinator for contact with the
Enforcement Authorities and should put in place a process for documenting and tracking any queries or
requests raised locally by these agencies.
1.2
Contact from National Grid to External Enforcement Authority.
1.2.1
There are a number of existing routine and well-documented contacts from National Grid to the
External Enforcing Authorities (e.g. reports of injuries, incidents & occupational ill-health under RIDDOR;
HSE Liaison groups).
1.2.2
Any contact with the Enforcement Authorities regarding organisational or strategic changes that
affect or potentially affect Safety Cases or other statutory documents should only be carried out after
discussion with the relevant SHE/Network Strategy section.
1.2.3
Queries from employees or their representatives on health, safety & environment matters
should normally be raised in the first instance with their manager, who may in turn contact SHE
Directorate
1.2.4
If not already documented elsewhere, non-routine contact with the External Enforcement
Authority from National Grid shall also be recorded using the External Enforcement Authority Contact
Form Version 5.
2.
WHO SHOULD DO IT?
2.1
The Level 3 Manager shall ensure that all contact between National Grid and External
Enforcement Authority is noted and the details passed to SHE Directorate, via MS Outlook mail box,
within 2 working days, using the External Agency Contact Form Version 5. SHE Directorate will act as a
Contact Co-ordinator to record local-level contact with the External Enforcement Authority.
2.4
The SHE Directorate shall ensure that contact with External Enforcement Authorities is
monitored and that subsequent action is implemented and communicated adequately within National
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Grid. This is to include liaison within SHE Directorate with other parties in regular contact with the External
Enforcement Authorities.
Please fill in this form in the event of any contact to or from the HSE, Environment Agency, Scottish
Environment Protection Agency, Local Authority Environmental Health Officers and Fire Authorities and
forward to SHE Directorate within 2 working days via MS Outlook to .box.EnforcementContact (external
address is EnforcementContact@uk.ngrid.com)
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External Enforcement Authority Contact Form Version 5
CLICK HERE FOR WORD VERSION OF THIS FORM
Date of Contact:National Grid/Alliance Representative, Name :Job Role
:Location (Network)
:Site Name/Address:(inc. postcode)

If COMAH Inspection, Tier:Hours on Site:-

TOP

/

LOWER

(please delete)

External Agency :HSE / EA / SEPA / OTHER
External Agency Representative, Name :Job Role/Department
:-

(please delete)

Reason for Contact :(Complaint/Incident/Site Inspection/other)
Compass Ref. Number, if relevant:-

Details of specific areas of discussion :-

Details of External Agency Comments/Instructions/Actions :-

Details of Documents submitted to External Agency :Further contact expected :(Only local documents to be submitted without consultation with SHE Directorate)
Please send this completed form via MS Outlook to ,box.EnforcementContact
(external address is EnforcementContact@uk.ngrid.com)
If COMAH Inspection please entitle email ‘<Site name> COMAH Inspection’.
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ENDNOTE
Comments
Comments and queries regarding the technical content of this document should be directed to:

Safety and Engineering Registrar
SHE Directorate
National Grid
National Grid House
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill
Warwick
CV34 6DA
Buying documents
Contractors and other users external to National Grid should direct their requests for further copies of
National Grid documents to the department or group responsible for the initial issue of their contract
documentation.

Copyright National Grid plc 2007 ©, all rights reserved. No part of this publication may by reproduced in
any material form (including photocopying and restoring in any medium or electronic means and whether
or not transiently or incidentally) without the written permission of National Grid plc except in accordance
with the provisions of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
National Grid has duties, under current health, safety and environmental legislation and Approved
Codes of Practice, when using contractors for the design, construction, modification, operation and
maintenance of National Grid Gas Assets. National Grid is required to take reasonable steps to ensure
those engaged as contractors comply with their statutory duties.
This procedure sets down National Grid UK Construction requirements for the production and review
of Risk Assessments and Method Statements for work carried out by its contractors. The process is
shown in the attached Flowchart Appendix A.

PART 1 - PROCEDURAL
1

GENERAL
National Grid UK Construction contractors will have generic operating/construction
procedures, site specific method statement and risk assessments for controlling health &
safety, environment and quality management activities. Any controlling documents should be
concise, easy to understand and communicate, whilst covering all the essential elements of
the work.
Copies of these generic procedures will be evaluated and must be kept on site and be
accessible to National Grid project management. Contractor’s personnel must be trained,
experienced and have knowledge of the procedures for the tasks they perform, records of
this shall be available on site. Work frequently carried out by competent personnel in
accordance with the generic procedures and risk assessments may at times be regarded as
routine and of low risk.
In addition to identifying the generic procedures site specific written controls specifies how
the significant health, safety and environmental hazards, which have been identified during a
risk assessment, are controlled. Such activities may be regarded as non-routine.
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RISK ASSESSMENT
For each work activity, the Contractor’s competent personnel must carry out a site-specific
risk assessment to identify and where possible eliminate the hazards associated with the
task. Where the hazards cannot be eliminated, the risks related to the hazards must be
assessed. The hazards and risks should be grouped in accordance with their severity and
likelihood, and then evaluated.
It is important that the safety, health and environmental hazards and risks identified in the
work activity have a corresponding and identified mitigation measure to remove the hazard
or risk or to reduce them to an acceptable level. There should be no identified hazard or risk
without a corresponding identified mitigation measure and conversely there should be no
mitigation measure identified in the risk assessment, which is not addressing an identified
hazard or risk.
Following the risk evaluation, the Contractor’s competent personnel must specify the
precautions to be taken to reduce the risks to an acceptable level. As a guide, where the risk
evaluation has been quantified as ‘Low’, the work may be regarded as routine and can be
carried out in accordance with the generic procedure and site-specific risk assessment.
Where the risk evaluation is either ‘Medium’ or ‘High’ then the work activity should be
regarded as non-routine and a method statement will be required to supplement the generic
procedure. The method statement should be concise, easy to understand and communicate,
whilst covering all the essential elements of the work. A the method statement must also
stipulate the safety measures to be put in place to reduce all of the significant risks to an
acceptable level i.e. from either Medium or High to Low.
The Contractor shall have a process in place to verify all generic procedures, method
statements and risk assessments prior to commencement of work on site.
The following may be used as a guide to assess the adequacy of the Contractor’s risk
evaluation.
Fundamentally, the risk assessment must take into account a number of factors:•

Likelihood that an accident or incident will occur;

•

Potential loss in terms of injury, damage or loss;

•

Frequency of exposure;

•

Number of people affected

A quantative approach to the detailed assessment of risk is then used through the use of an
overall task rating, to identify higher risk actives
An overall task risk rating (OTRR) may be calculated as OTRR = Likelihood of occurrence x
Potential loss x Frequency of exposure x Number of people affected.
3

REVIEW
The Contractor’s review process, including the identification of competent persons, will have
been evaluated and accepted by National Grid on award of contract. Before the work
commences, all the relevant competent personnel within the Contractor’s project team must
review all risk assessments and method statements. The Contractor shall approve these
documents before they are submitted to National Grid.
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Sub-contracted operations shall be under the direct control of the Main Works Contractor.
National Grid requires such activities to be carried out by competent and authorised
contractors working to Procedures/Method Statements and Risk Assessments. These
procedures, method statements and risk assessments shall be controlled documents and
shall be approved for use by the Main Works Contractor. The Main Works Contractor shall
ensure the competence of those engaged to carry out the works. National Grid will not deal
directly with sub contractors. All contact must be made through the Main Works Contractor.
The role of National Grid-Construction in the review process is to ensure that the Contractor
has a safe system of work for the job being carried out and that the process used to produce
the method statements and risk assessments is suitable and sufficient. All method
statements shall be reviewed by personnel with the relevant knowledge and experience of
the work being carried out. The method statement review questionnaire attached as
Appendix B.
A method statement, once reviewed, shall be returned to the Author using the document
control and review sheet.
The contents of a method statement will depend on the nature and complexity of the work as
well as the experience and competence of those involved in carrying it out, but it should be
checked for the following:
a)

Scope of work to be carried out

b)

Document reference number

c)

Generic construction/operating procedure reference

d)

Persons at risk (in the risk assessment)

e)

Responsibilities

f)

Risk assessment and evaluation (either Health, Safety or Environmental)

g)

COSHH assessment (where required)

h)

Control measures to be taken (eliminate, reduce, isolate, control etc.)

i)

Is permitry required

j)

Materials, plant and equipment including relevant certification

k)

Supporting documents (if required) e.g. drawings, sketches, calculations etc.

In addition to the above, trenchless operations i.e. tunnels/shafts etc the contractor should
ensure that a risk assessment with a contingency plan is prepared. In particular, the risk
assessment should include:
l)

Evaluation of site layout by environmental specialists

m)

Review and risk assessment of drainage plans

n)

Consideration to adverse weather conditions, disease, pollution to groundwater etc.

o)

details of potential sources of polluting material such as contaminated land on brown
field sites,

p)

risk assessment for spillage or accidental discharge, and response required in the
event of an incident
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q)

identification of the mitigation measures required to remove each hazard or risk or to
reduce them to an acceptable level, and where appropriate inclusion of the design and
location of this mitigation

r)

triggers for the need for further site inspections e.g. loss of bentonite

s)

response required in the event of all foreseeable incidents.
Reference to the risk assessment should be made.

t)

access points in the event of an emergency

u)

reporting lines and responsibilities, including between sub-contractors,
The Contractor, Environmental Response Crews, and the Environmental departments
of the Contractor and National Grid

v)

The Contractor should produce briefing notes from his method statements and
disribute them to relevant persons on site such as machine drivers. Topics to be
covered include top soil stripping, stream protection, protection of trees, surface water
run off and stream excavation and reinstatement. Precautions to be taken when
working on or adjacent to contaminated ground.

Note: National Grid shall not approve the documents or instruct the Contractor on what
needs to be done. Comments should be limited to identifying what needs to be modified.
Where a method statement is reviewed and requires modifying, the work referred to in the
document shall no be progressed until a satisfactory response is received, and an
acknowledgement of acceptance issued.
A copy of the method statement/procedure shall be retained on the site where the works are
being carried out, by the site supervisor/foreman.
The Contractors site Supervisor/Foreman shall ensure that the content of the method
statement generic procedure and risk assessment is briefed and understood by the workers.
A record of the briefing should be kept in the site Health and Safety File.
When work commences on site, the activities will be monitored, to ensure that the work is
being carried out in accordance with the method statement/procedure.
Any variations to the method statement, imposed by unforeseen on-site circumstances, shall
be agreed and recorded, by both the Employer and Contractor.
Any work affected by the change in circumstances, which effects safety, health and
environment must be suspended until the changes are agreed.
The Contractor shall compile and maintain a Register of Risk Assessments & Method
Statements (RAMS) relating to construction works and permanent works (e.g. welding,
coating). Risk Assessments & Method Statements (RAMS) relating to the permanent works
(e.g. welding, coating) will form part of NGUK/Con/BP007G.
Where contaminated ground has been identified reference should be made to
NGUK/PM/SHE/206 Management of Potentially Contaminated Land.
4

WORK ACTIVITIES NOT REQUIRING PERMITRY
The Project Manager/Engineer shall manage the review of risk assessments and method
statements on behalf of National Grid UK Construction. The Project Supervisor shall include
them in the site document control system. Each risk assessment and method statement shall
be passed to relevant competent personnel for comment. Key personnel will be identified in
the Project Safety Plan.
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Method statements shall not be issued for construction, unless they have been reviewed and
accepted. Where a risk assessment or method statement is either unacceptable or requires
clarification it shall be returned to the contractor along with comments raised during the
review have been included on the Document Review Sheet B. Amended risk assessments
and method statements shall be reviewed as above to clarify that the comments raised
during the review process have been included, addressed and responded to by the
Contractor.
5

WORK ACTIVITIES REQUIRING PERMITRY
In addition to the requirements set out above, risk assessments and method statements may
require review and acceptance for the purpose of compliance with T/PM/SCO91:
The Project Manager/Engineer shall transmit documents, which have been accepted by the
Project, to either the Site Controller/Authorising Engineer (Compressor Stations/Terminals
and LNG Storage sites) or the Network Controller/Authorising Engineer (Network pipelines &
AGIs).
The relevant Site Controller/Authorising Engineer will review the risk assessment and
method statement and if acceptable, endorse the Document Review Sheet Appendix B and
issue the appropriate permit to work/form of authority.

6

USE ON SITE
A copy of the generic procedure, method statement and risk assessment must be available
at associated work locations. All personnel involved in an operation shall be briefed on the
contents of the ‘Work Pack’, including the site-specific risk assessment and method
statement, by the works’ supervision. The contractor should arrange for all attendees of the
briefings to sign to say they understand the document. The record of attendance should be
kept on site in the site health safety file and available for inspection / audit.
The conduct of the work should be monitored to ensure that the prescribed work operations
and control measures set down in the safe system of work e.g. method statements and
procedures are followed.
Where significant changes to the method statement are required, as a result of unforeseen
circumstances, the method statement shall be revised and reissued for review by National
Grid in accordance with this procedure. Work must be suspended until the changes are
accepted.

7

FORMS AND RECORDS
NGUK/Con/BP141G.01

Document Review Sheet

PART 2 – DEFINITIONS AND DOCUMENT HISTORY
8

METHOD STATEMENT
A written document setting down the work procedures and sequence of operations to ensure
health and safety and minimise risk to the environment. It results from the risk assessment(s)
carried out for the task or operation and the control measures identified.
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APPENDIX A - METHOD STATEMENT ASSESSMENT FLOWCHART
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This procedure outlines the typical organisation of a Project Delivery Team (PDT), minimum roles and
responsibilities for designated key personnel together with Terms of Reference (TOR) for regularly
scheduled Project Meetings on Capital Delivery gas construction projects.
Role designations detailed in this procedure may not necessarily be the same as an individual’s
contractual job role e.g. a person employed as a National Grid ‘Project Engineer’ may be appointed to
the role of a ‘Project Manager’ or ‘Design Coordinator’ within a PDT if competencies align to the
requirements of a role.
Not all roles detailed in this procedure will be required for all projects; each role shall be selected
depending on the type, size or complexity of a project. An individual may fulfil a number of roles
depending on their competencies and where the size and complexity of a project allow this. Appointed
personnel shall be recorded on the relevant organisation chart and any additional or non relevant roles
shall be added / deleted as appropriate.
Where it is deemed necessary due to the size or complexity of a project to appoint an ‘Assistant’ to a
role, then their delegated responsibilities will be consistent with those detailed in this procedure for a
given role (e.g. Assistant Project Manager). ‘Assistants’ and details of their delegated responsibilities
shall be detailed as a local procedure in the Project Control Manual.
For any other roles appointed outside those identified within this procedure, the project manager shall
liaise with the project quality adviser to review the role and responsibilities to ensure there is no conflict
or negative impact on the core roles identified. Assuming no impact then a local procedure shall be
written and approved and included in the project control manual.
The matrix in part 3 identifies the key Capital Delivery Business Procedures associated with each
project role.
This procedure shall be read in conjunction with NGUK/Con/BP134G Project Delivery and Execution
Requirements procedure.
The organisation charts referenced in the forms and records section, reference NGUK/Con/BP133G.10
shall be developed and maintained in the project control manual for the life of the project.
Competence Management
The project Quality Adviser with support from the CDMC (on behalf of the National Grid Project
Manager) shall ensure that the appropriate processes and systems are in place to manage the
competence of the entire Project Delivery Team (including National Grid, National Grid Representatives,
Consultants, Contractors, Designers and Sub-contractors). The project CDMC shall ensure that
competency records are available at a nominated project office or on site (depending on phase of
project i.e. design or construction) for review and audit. As a minimum, the following items shall be
available to demonstrate a suitable competence process is in place:
•

Authorised competence management procedure shall be available addressing all issues such
as appointment, change in roles, assessment frequencies, etc.

•

A matrix or similar of all project related roles.

•

A comprehensive role profile to include; outline of the role, key accountabilities and
responsibilities and experience, knowledge, training and qualifications requirements (which
shall take due cogniscence of the H&S Sub-Group matrix).

•

Individual assessments against the job role (STC).

•

Evidence of gap action management.

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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Availability / access to records and supporting data.

The Principal Contractor and Sub-Contractors have individual responsibilities to ensure the competence
of all of their appointees and workers.

COMPETENCE MANAGEMENT MEASURES
Vendor Qualification

UVDB verify / Achilles - In order to qualify for a Qualified
Vender Database (QVD), the Contractor shall provide records
to demonstrate how competence is managed.

Scheme Phase

Competence Management / Verification Processes

Tendering Stages
including PQQ / RFP

 Evaluation process to check the competency of individuals
proposed for a given project delivery teams
 Provision of the project General and Technical, H&S and
Environmental requirements
 National Grid / Project Services staff Competency monthly
process safety report

Design

 National Grid / Project Services staff Competency monthly
process safety report
 T/PM/G/17 or 35 - Design Approvers and Appraisers shall be
registered on the approved data base
 NGUK/Con/BP139G - Quality Monitoring of Construction
Projects (competence associated with audits)
 NGUK/Con/BP136G – H&S Monitoring & Inspection
(competence associated with audits)
 NGUK/Con/BP156G – CDM Management (appointment of
CDMC)
 T/PM/HAZ/9 – Management of FPSA’s (appointment of
chairperson)
 Process Safety Triangle - Competency management system
checks as part of monthly Reporting

Construction

 National Grid / Project Services staff Competency monthly
process safety report
 T/PM/SCO/91 - Management Procedure for Safe Control of
Operations. Competent Persons and Authorising Engineers
shall be registered on the SCO database
 NGUK/Con/BP139G - Quality Monitoring of Construction
Projects (competence associated with audits)
 NGUK/Con/BP136G – H&S Monitoring & Inspection
(competence associated with audits)
 NGUK/Con/BP142G - Inspection Reporting Requirements
(British Gas Approval Scheme (BGAS) for pipeline inspection
activities)
 NGUK/Con/BP214G – Tier 2 SHEQ audit & Inspection
(competence associated with audits)
 CompEx certification scheme for electro-technical
craftsperson working in potentially hazardous or explosive
atmospheres
 Energy and Utilities Skills Contractor Safety Training
 NGUK/Con/BP216G – Management of Temporary works
(appointment of Temporary Works coordinator / Supervisor)

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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Commissioning

Project Delivery Team Roles and Responsibilities
NGUK/Con/BP133G Issue 6 November 2013

 National Grid / Project Services staff Competency monthly
process safety report
 T/PM/SCO/91 - Management Procedure for Safe Control of
Operations
 NGUK/Con/BP134G - the assessment of competence of the
nominated commissioning team to undertake performance
test activities

Only qualified inspectors under the BGAS certification scheme shall be used, any deviation from
this shall be agreed with the National Grid Capital Delivery Inspection Team Manager.

PART 1 – PROCEDURAL
1

NOMINATION OF SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
During the project development stage there will be ongoing dialogue between Capital Delivery
and Asset Management, to agree the nominated Senior Project Manager (SPM). The SPM
may then nominate a Project Manager to progress the project on their behalf.

2

NOMINATION OF THE PROJECT DELIVERY TEAM MEMBERS
The nominated Project Manager will consult with the Senior Project Manager on all matters
relating to the Project Team organisation.
The Senior Project Manager will liaise with the Senior Project Manager (Engineering &
Design) with regards to the requirement / appointment of the following project team members:
•
•
•
•
•

3

Project CDM Coordinator
Lead Design Coordinator
Project Design Coordinator
Inspection Controller / SPI
Quality Adviser

PROJECT DELIVERY TEAM
Project Delivery Team roles and responsibilities detailed in this document are grouped in the
following categories:
•
•
•
•

Core Team Members
Commercial Support
Gas Transmission Engineering Team Support
National Grid Project Support

Project specific organisation charts shall be developed for each project and included in the
Project Control Manual (refer to Project Delivery and Execution Requirements procedure
NGUK/Con/BP134G). The presentation of organisation charts shall be consistent with the
Template Project Delivery Team Organogram (NGUK/Con/BP133G.10).
All members of the Project Delivery Team shall be familiar with and comply with the
requirements of the Capital Delivery Gas Transmission - Quality Management System.
In addition to the specific duties for each role, it is the responsibility of all Capital Delivery
personnel to report unsafe and safe acts on the National Grid ESD system in a timely manner
irrespective of the phase or stage of a project activity.

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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Project Delivery Team Roles and Responsibilities
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CORE TEAM MEMBERS
4.1

Senior Project Manager
The SPM is accountable to the Head of Gas Transmission, Capital Delivery and has overall
responsibility for Health, Safety and Environment, Contract Management, Finance
Programme and Resources during the delivery of a project.
The SPM is the appointed 'Project Manager' under the various forms of conditions of
contract typically used by Gas Transmission for project delivery. The SPM may delegate
their powers and actions under the conditions of contract or part thereof (apart from NG
financial Delegated Form of Authority) to the Project Manager or Project Engineer to
progress the project on their behalf.
The Senior Project Manager shall be responsible for the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4.2

Providing Health, Safety and Environmental leadership for the project to set the Safety
culture for the project
Represent Capital Delivery within the Investment Scheme Team under the Gas Project
Development and Delivery Process (UKBP/TP/146G) throughout the life of the
investment
Provide support to project and contract strategy and scope development in support of
the National Grid Investment group during project development
Ensure project delivery in accordance with the project sanction
Manage Programme co-ordination of multiple connected projects
Ensure all project statutory, legislative and internal Governance processes are applied
to project delivery throughout the life of the project
Appoint the Project Team with technical support from Gas Transmission Engineering
as required after Pre Works Sanction to ensure all required resources are in place
Nominate the Project CDMC to SPM (Engineering & Design) in accordance with
NGUK/Con/BP156G
Manage project team resources to ensure delivery performance.
Co-ordinate and drive the Capital Delivery input into the various contract tender
processes for a project
Ensure project co-ordination with the various Capital Delivery and National Grid
stakeholders takes place effectively and in accordance with procedures
Attend and represent the Project at the Project Board meetings
Conduct SHE inspection visits during the construction phase of the project
Carry out periodic SHE inspection visits on a number of other projects / locations as
requested
Ensure National Grid finance and investment management procedures are adhered to.
Act as an escalation route for the resolution of key issues / risks within the project
Present Process Safety report at Project Board meeting.

Plant Strategy Manager
Reporting to the Senior Project Manager, the Plant Strategy Manager has responsibility for
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing plant delivery strategies to meet IED and RIIO requirements
Promote a safety culture
Lead a multi-disciplined project group
Develop and implement a plant project strategy
Manage and coordinate all plant project development activities
Manage a portfolio of contracts associated with the development and delivery of plant
projects including Front End Engineering Design (FEED) studies, original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) and Electricity Distribution Network Operators

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
4.3

Project Delivery Team Roles and Responsibilities
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Project Manager
Reporting to the Senior Project Manager, ensure systems and resources are in place to
comply with this procedure. The appointed Project Manager shall be responsible for the
following:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Assist the commercial team with compiling the design / construction ITT, taking
guidance from the Quality Adviser and Senior Environmental Adviser on Health and
Safety, and Environmental Requirements
The safe delivery of the project
Liaise with the Project CDM Coordinator to ensure duties as defined by the
Construction, Design and Management Regulations are undertaken during the
delivery of the Scheme
Ensure that all performance triangles for Safety, Environment and Process Safety are
developed and available
Ensure National Grid policies, procedures and QMS procedures are adhered to
That all design issues raised by the National Grid Project Delivery Team are
coordinated by the Design Coordinator
That commercial impact of design changes are implemented in accordance with the
Change Control Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP002G)
The delivery of the activities detailed in the project specific Design Schedule and
Internal Stakeholder Matrix in accordance with the procedure for Design Management
for Gas Projects (NGUK/Con/BP135G)
The project progresses in accordance with agreed terms and budget
With reference to NGUK/Con/BP133G identify all project meetings to be held and
prepare and maintain a formal Meeting Schedule in the Project Control Manual, to be
circulated to all project staff for information
Liaising with the CDM Coordinator, Quality Adviser, Design Coordinator, SHE
Manager prior to accepting the Design Plan, Quality Plan, Construction Phase Health
and Safety Plan, Project Environmental Management Plan
All relevant stakeholders and specialist sources (technical, environmental, financial /
taxation etc) are engaged during the delivery of the project
A project budget is established and monitored and financial authorisation approval
levels and signatories are established
The financial and contractual aspects of the project are managed
Monthly status report is prepared and issued
Ensure risk strategies are reviewed and monitored
Manage and maintain the relationships with external agencies
Act as a primary contact and focal point for National Grid for formal communications
and information to and from the Contractor
Ensure a Project Programme is established and shall be updated as the project
evolves
Liaise with Land & Development to ensure all milestones and requirements for the
Development Consent Order (DCO) are achieved
Liaise with GTAM to ensure outage requests are managed as per outage procedure
(add reference)
Liaise with Asset Management for asset data requirements as per National Grid
procedures e.g.T/PM/RE/18 the procedure for LNG Storage and NTS Commissioning
Operational and Asset Acceptance.
Where applicable, ensure the timely completion and delivery of T/PM/RE/18
requirements to enable commissioning and acceptance activities.
Ensuring that the National Grid Security Guidelines are adhered to in terms of
confidentiality and sensitive information
Ensure a project closeout report is produced in accordance with the Project Close out
Reporting Requirements procedure (NGUK/Con/BP140G)
Delivery of outstanding works

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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Ensure accident and incident investigations are carried out
Reporting of environmental incidents as soon as practicable to GNI environmental
engineering team to ensure legal incident reporting requirements can be met
Provide data and updates for Capital Delivery KPI reports
Act as a point of contact for complaints received, prepare responses, determine
corrective actions and ensure they are effective
Implement continuous improvement for the Capital Delivery Quality Management
System. Lessons Learned & Best Practice should be captured as per the
Performance Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Ensure that Technical Inspections and SHE Inspections are undertaken on the
project as required by the Quality Assurance Monitoring procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP139G) and SHE Audit Inspection procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

4.4

Project Delivery Team Roles and Responsibilities
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Project Engineer Gas
Reporting to the Project Manager, the Project Engineer Gas will be responsible for ensuring
the project proceeds and is completed in accordance with the programme, to Capital
Delivery Quality requirements and budgetary limits.
The Project Engineer will be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

NGUK/Con/BP133G

Deputise for the Project Manager as and when necessary
Establish and maintain the Project Control Manual as per the requirements of
NGUK/Con/BP133G
Liaise with the National Grid Site Assurance Manager, Contractors and other
personnel / companies appointed to the project by National Grid
Attends / chairs meetings as required and provides progress reports
Ensure the smooth operation of the project to deadlines and completion
Monitor progress against the contract programme
Co-ordinate and produce programmes for use by the project team as required
Ensure all Requests for Information (RFI) are logged and actioned
Liaise with the Design Coordinator, Main Works Contractor and sub-contractors
and assist with evaluations of submitted designs to check compliance with current
National Grid technical requirements and all relevant legislation
Provide programme and planning advice to the Project Manager and Site
Assurance Manager
Co-ordinate, liaise and deal with planning issues on the project
Ensure requirements of Statutory Authorities are carried out and notifications are
sent to the appropriate authority
Maintain liaison between existing gas installation operators and the Contractor
Co-ordinate activities with Land & Development to ensure all milestones and
requirements for the Development Consent Order (DCO) are achieved.
Liaise with the appointed CDM Coordinator on any CDM related issue
Manage the review of documents and method statements/risk assessments on
behalf of the Project Manager in accordance with QMS requirements
If requested, support with accident/incident investigations, as required by the
Incident Reporting and Investigation procedure NGUK/PM/INV/1
Implement continuous improvement for the Capital Delivery Quality Management
System. Lessons Learned and Best Practice should be captured as per the
Performance Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Review and implement relevant QMS Bulletins as agreed with the Quality Adviser
If requested by the Project SHE Manager, undertake H&S and/or Environmental
inspection activities in accordance with the SHE Auditing/Inspection Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Coordinate monthly SHE reporting on Contractors Safety Management System
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•
•
•

•
•
•

4.5
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Where applicable, coordinate the planning and submission of Commissioning
Operational and Asset Acceptance certificates in accordance with T/PM/RE/18
Submit RE/18 Planners and outstanding works on a monthly basis to the GTET
Manage and report the delivery of project drawings and records through all stages
of design and construction in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP007G and
T/PM/RE/13
Undertake Technical Inspection activities in accordance with the Quality Monitoring
of Capital Delivery Projects procedure (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Ensure the NRO register is maintained
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

Project Engineer Electric
Reporting to the Project Manager, the Project Engineer Electric will be responsible for
ensuring the project proceeds and is completed in accordance with the programme, to
Capital Delivery Quality requirements and budgetary limits.
The Project Engineer will be responsible for all of the above activities defined in 4.3 plus
TP144 Authorised Project Manager.

4.6

Project Design Coordinator
Accountable to the Design Manager or the Lead Design Coordinator (where appointed),
shall be responsible for:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

NGUK/Con/BP133G

Compliance with design related legislation, policy, procedures, and specifications
as required by the contract.
Undertake the Project Design Coordinator’s duties under NGUK/Con/BP135G
including;
Coordinate the Technical Query and Deviation process as per NGUK/Con/BP159G
Undertake the following specific duties under T/PM/G/17 or T/PM/G/35:
o Undertake the responsibilities of the Initiator in accordance with T/PM/G/17 or
T/PM/G/35
o Monitor quality / content of design appraisal pack submissions
o Sample check that design documents are signed off as ‘approved’ by the
appropriate T/PM/G/17 (T/PM/G/35) Approver
Ensure appointed T/PM/G/17 (T/PM/G/35) Appraisers and Approvers are
registered on the Approver / Appraiser database. Ensure competencies and
limitations are appropriate to the design work to be undertaken
Support the audit, review and delivery of project design, drawings and records as
per NGUK/Con/BP007G & T/PM/RE/13
Interface with Quality Adviser on a monthly basis to ensure suitable design
information is provided to facilitate production of the Process Safety Triangles
Review, comment and monitor the implementation of the Contractor’s: Design Plan,
Design Change Control procedure / register and CDM Risk Register
In consultation with the Project CDM Coordinator, review content and
implementation of Contractors Temporary Works procedures, including ensuring
that the Temporary Works Register is maintained and reviewed by competent
engineers
Attend (or provide representation) for all T/PM/HAZ/9 Formal Process Safety and
Assessments and T/PM/ENV/20 Formal Environmental Assessments including
closeout meetings
Ensuring that prior to the development of all Quantified Risk Assessments, the
Asset Management Safety & Engineering Team has been consulted
Attending project design progress meetings
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Ensuring the availability of the designer’s current drawing register throughout all
phases of the project
Work with the Contract Design Manager to identify the requirement and
implementation of Equipment Risk Assessments for sub-vendor packages
Attending client FAT / SAT activities to observe testing and review implementation
of any design change control, including any design issues raised by Internal
Stakeholders
Supporting the project in the delivery of the procedure for LNG Storage and NTS
Commissioning Operational and Asset Acceptance (T/PM/RE/18)
Establish recommended spares list, work with Gas Distribution Operations/MDG
Process Owner Representative (POR) to define required spares in accordance with
National Grid spares policy
Undertake Technical Inspections activities in accordance with the Quality
Monitoring of Capital Delivery Projects procedure (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

4.7
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Quality Engineer
The Quality Engineer shall be under the supervision of the Quality Adviser, but shall report
to the Project Engineer on a day to day basis. For some projects there may not be an
Quality Engineer appointed, in such cases these roles and responsibilities will become part
of the duties of the Quality Adviser. The Quality Engineer shall assist the Quality Adviser in
the following:
Carrying out reviews of quality plans and inspection and test plans.
Provide advice on the quality of installation works
Provide support in the development and maintenance of the project QMS
Provide technical support and advice on specifications and legislation
Attend Project / QA meetings as required
Undertake and report construction and technical audits as directed
Monitor the implementation and effective outcomes of performance improvement and
control registers (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Carrying out site inspections and witnessing factory / site acceptance tests.
If requested by the Quality Adviser, undertake Technical Inspection activities in
accordance with the Quality Management of Capital Delivery Projects Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP139G)
If requested by the Project SHE Manager, undertake H&S and / or Environmental
inspection activities in accordance with the SHE Auditing / Inspection Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Carrying out reviews of certification and documentation to support the project
commissioning activities and final handover records as per NGUK/Con/BP007G
Where required manage the data book tracking sheets
Implement continuous improvement for the Capital Delivery Quality Management
System. Lessons Learned and Best Practice should be captured as per the
Performance Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Note: The Quality Engineer shall not authorise Commissioning, Operational and Asset
Acceptance certificates (T/PM/RE/18) or authorise / sign off handover records.
4.8

Senior Quantity Surveyor
Accountable to the Project Manager, the Senior Quantity Surveyor is responsible for:
•

NGUK/Con/BP133G

Providing comprehensive commercial support to the Project Manager in the
management and administration of all contractual relationships entered into
comprising the project works and services
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Provide professional advice relating to commercial and contractual tender
evaluation and ongoing contract management and administration throughout the
duration of the project lifecycle
Support to tender evaluation/negotiation processes
Manage contractual correspondence
Manage receipt and issue of contractual administration requirements fully in
accordance with the to the range of individual contracts on a project e.g. Early
Warnings, Project Managers Instructions, Compensation Events, Variation Orders
etc.
Monitor and manage project spend to date and forecast spend business reporting
requirements to meet NG Governance and Regulatory reporting.
Support the project risk management process
Validate payment applications and preparation of contractual payment certification
Review and challenge of all spend to date transactional data to ensure compliance
with project scope
Auditing of contractor records as required
Prepare both commercial and technical formal contractual minutes
Preparation and completion of commercial records for archiving purposes
Collate information and prepare draft Project Closeout report in accordance with
Project Closeout and Reporting Requirements procedure (NGUK/Con/BP140G).

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.9
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Quantity Surveyor
Accountable to the Senior QS or Project Manager, the Quantity Surveyor is responsible for:
Providing commercial support to the Senior Quantity Surveyor in managing the
various contracts for a project
Support to tender evaluation/negotiation process for various contracts for a project
Support contractual correspondence process to the various contracts for a project
Support contractual transactional mechanisms relating to the various contracts for
project e.g. Early Warnings, Project Managers Instructions, Compensation Events,
Variation Orders, etc.
Collate project spend to date and forecast spend information
Contribute to project risk management process
Collate information for the contract payment certificates and invoice review
Review spend to date transactional data
Undertake estimation and assessment activities in relation to contractor variation
quotations
Preparation and completion of commercial records for archiving purposes
Collate information for Project Closeout report in accordance with Project Closeout
and Reporting Requirements procedure (NGUK/Con/BP140G).

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.10 Junior Quantity Surveyor
The Junior Quantity Surveyor under the supervision of the Quantity Surveyor will be
responsible for the following:
•

Provide commercial and contractual support to the Quantity Surveyor.

4.11 Site Assurance Manager Gas
Under the terms and conditions of an ‘Engineering and Construction’ (NEC) type contract
the Site Assurance Manager is the appointed Project Supervisor.
The Site Assurance Manager Gas shall assist the Project Manager to ensure that the works
are constructed in accordance with the contract. The Site Assurance Manager, after

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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notifying the Contractor, may delegate any of their responsibilities. The Site Assurance
Manager Gas shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Act as the formal National Grid Capital Delivery interface with the contractor for all
day to day construction site activities
Monitor Health & Safety systems of work operated by the Principal Contractor and
subcontractors throughout the duration of the project
Oversee the establishment of an effective system of all relevant permit
requirements and ensure it is being implemented by the contractor
Ensure all method statements have been reviewed as per NGUK/Con/BP141G and
all site activities are undertaken in accordance with the Method Statement to
minimise hazards and risk to personnel and plant
Ensure all site documents have been subject to formal document control.
Ensure Contractors install works to appraised designs
Ensure all personnel are suitably competent and authorised under SCO
Working with the Contractor to coordinate test and inspection activities detailed in
the Works Information and accepted QA Plan
Ensures that any pre-delivery test or inspection activities of plant and materials
detailed in the Works Information have been undertaken
Ensure that appropriate systems are in place to manage and control materials.
Monitor and report on site activities
Identifying, recording and notifying the Contractor of defects
Manage the close out of issues raised through Audit & Inspection activities and
provide the Quality Adviser with regular updates
Monitor and record close out of Health, Safety, environmental & technical
inspection actions
Interface regularly with Gas Distribution Operations or Maintenance Delivery Gas
with regards to site activities and SCO procedures
Support the review and preparation of Non-Routine Procedures, Risk Assessments
and Method Statements
Support delivery of SHE performance triangles
Report all incidents, accidents and near misses in accordance with
NGUK/PM/INV/1
Ensure that a programme of SHE inspections is undertaken in accordance with the
SHE Auditing/Inspection Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Implement continuous improvement for the Capital Delivery Quality Management
System. Lessons Learned & Best Practice should be captured as per the
Performance Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Implement relevant QMS Bulletins as agreed with the Project Engineer / Quality
Adviser
Coordinate monthly SHE reporting on Contractors Safety Management System
Ensure that a programme of Technical Inspections is undertaken in accordance
with the QA Monitoring of Capital Delivery Projects procedure NGUK/Con/BP139G
Ensure the timely close out of any actions from any technical inspections
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

4.12 Site Assurance Manager Electric
Reporting to the Project Manager, the Site Assurance Manager Electric will be responsible
for all of the above activities defined in 4.10 plus TP144 Authorised Site Engineer.

4.13 Project SHE Manager
A Project SHE Manager shall be appointed on multi-site / complex projects. Depending on
the size and complexity of the project, the Project SHE Manager may also undertake the

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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role of the Health & Safety or Environmental Adviser. The SHE Manager shall be
responsible for:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting a SHE culture that engages all employees and delivers continuous
improvements in Health and Safety and Environmental management.
Provide specialist advice to the project team and Project CDMC on H&S issues and
legislation
Assist the project team in the review of H&S and environmental plans
In liaison with the Project Manager and Contractor determine the project specific
implementation of SHE Bulletins / Alerts, Best Practice, Good Practice and Lessons
Learned in accordance with the Performance Improvement Procedure
(NGUK/CON/BP178G)
Ensure systems are in place to manage the SHE competence of the entire Project
Delivery Team (including National Grid, National Grid Representatives, Consultants,
Contractors, Designers and Sub-contractors)
Coordinate SHE training requirements for the National Grid PDT.
Ensure systems are in place to manage the SHE competence of the entire Project
Delivery Team (including National Grid, National Grid Representatives, Consultants,
Contractors, Designers and Sub-contractors)
In liaison with the Project Team Health & Safety and Environmental Advisers, create
a SHE Inspection plan and coordinate SHE inspection activities as required by SHE
Audit/Inspection Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Ensure the timely close out of any SHE audit and inspection findings
Ensure that all SHE events / incidents / accidents / dangerous occurrences are
reported to the Project Manager.
Support accident / incident investigations as required by the Incident Reporting and
Investigation procedure NGUK/PM/INV/1
Implement continuous improvement for the Capital Delivery Quality Management
System. Lessons Learned & Best Practice should be captured as per the
Performance Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Implement relevant QMS Bulletins as agreed with the Project Engineer / Quality
Adviser
Ensure MWC implement suitable and sufficient temporary works procedures and
provide support to the Design Coordinator and Project CDMC on the management of
temporary works
Liaises with the environmental regulators and other project stakeholders with an
environmental interest
Supports the development, implementation and adoption of project specific SHE
objectives and targets
Manage the activities of the H&S and Environmental Advisers
Oversee monthly Health & Safety and Environmental triangle reporting
Attend FPSA meetings as required
Chair monthly SHE meetings

4.14 Health & Safety Adviser
For less complex projects the Health & Safety Adviser shall also undertake the H&S
responsibilities as defined for the Project SHE Manager. The Health & Safety Adviser shall
be responsible for the following:•
•
•

•

Ensuring compliance with the Health & Safety contract requirements
Provide professional advice and support to the Project Manager, Project SHE
Manager and Project CDM Coordinator on Health and Safety issues
Ensure all works are carried out safely and in accordance with the agreed
construction phase plan and approved method statements and maintain a safe
working construction environment by monitoring, all activities carried out by the
Project Delivery Team and Main Works Contractors
Monitor the Construction Phase Plan during the lifecycle of the project

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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Review and comment on contractor risk assessments and method statements to
ensure that they comply with the Requirements for Method Statements and Risk
Assessments procedure (NGUK/Con/BP141G)
Support the development and ongoing management of the CDM Risk Register
Provide the interface between National Grid Gas Transmission Engineering team
(especially the Senior H&S Advisor) and the Project Delivery Team on H&S matters
Assist with review of contractor’s competence and identification of Health and Safety
training needs. Monitor delivery and recording
In liaison with the Quality Adviser and Project Team Environmental Adviser, create an
inspection plan and coordinate Health and Safety inspection activities as required by
the SHE Auditing/Inspection procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G). This includes
communicating and managing audit / inspection findings
Carry out SHE Inspections as required by the SHE Audit/Inspection Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
In liaison with the Project Manager / Project Engineer / SHE Manager and Contractor
determine the project specific implementation of SHE Bulletins / Alerts, Best Practice,
Good Practice and Lessons Learned in accordance with the Performance
Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Ensure that all SHE events / incidents / accidents / dangerous occurrences are
reported to the Project Manager and reported and investigated as required by the
Incident Reporting and Investigation procedure NGUK/PM/INV/1
Undertake or support incident / accident investigations where requested in
accordance with the procedure for Incident Reporting and Investigation
(NGUK/PM/INV/1)
Ensure compliance with permits / NRO procedures in accordance with SCO
procedures
Monitor the suitability and effectiveness of the MWC temporary works inspections
including the update of registers
Ensure records are kept of all Plant / Equipment / Lifting equipment
Support the review and delivery of the data books required by the Project Health and
Safety File and Handover Records procedure (NGUK/Con/BP007G)
Oversee monthly Health & Safety triangle reporting
Provide specialist support to the CDM Coordinator, for the review and acceptance of
the Main Works Contractors Construction Phase Plan prior to commencement of any
work
Provide specialist support to the Environmental Adviser / Senior Environmental
adviser, for the review and acceptance of the Main Works Contractor Environmental
Plan prior to commencement of any work
Where required attend stakeholder / design management workshop activities

4.15 Health & Safety Officer
The Health & Safety Officer under supervision of the Health & Safety Adviser, shall be
responsible for the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Promote a SHE culture that engages all employees and delivers continuous
improvements in Health and Safety management.
Report on operational Health and Safety performance and make suggestions for
improvements. Monitor to ensure that effective action is taken.
Promptly alert management to significant accidents and incidents. Where requested,
support with investigations and ensure that the findings are reported in line with the
Incident Reporting and Investigation procedure (NGUK/PM/INV/1)
Undertake H&S and/or Environmental inspection activities in accordance with the
SHE Auditing/Inspection Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Ensure all activities are undertaken in accordance with the accepted risk
assessments and method statements
Ensure best practices and lessons learned are adopted, captured and / or
implemented.

NGUK/Con/BP133G
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4.16 Environmental Coordinator
The GTAM Environmental Engineering Team Manager and the Project Manager shall
determine the need for, and appoint a Project Environmental Coordinator. The appointment
shall be made from the pre-approved list, managed by the GTAM Environmental
Engineering Team. The experience of the identified Environmental Coordinator should
reflect the complexity of the project. The appointment of the Environmental Coordinator is
expected to be appointed in the early in the project, as defined under the Gas Network
Development process. The Environmental Coordinator will report to the Project Manager
and shall be responsible for:































Delivery and compliance with T/PM/ENV/20 - The Application of Formal Environmental
Assessments during Engineering Design and Project Delivery Phases, including
chairing the FEA Planning Meeting
Facilitating the transfer of project requirements and information relating to the
T/PM/ENV/20 process between the GTAM Environmental Engineering representative,
the Project SHE Manager, the Land and Development project Consents Officer, the
Project Senior Environmental Adviser and the Project Design Co-ordinator
Facilitating the transfer of project information with the FEED Consultant and Detailed
Design Build and Construction contractors’ environmental representatives. This shall
be in accordance with the Project Document Control Process
Contributing to the development of the Basis of Design Document, at pre-FEED
Optioneering phase, as specified in T/PM/ENV/20
Attending, as appropriate, Formal Process Safety Activities as defined in T/PM/HAZ/9.
Supporting the preparation of tender information
Jointly with the nominated project Consents Officer, prepare the scope of technical
environmental assessments, permit and consent applications (as agreed at the FEA
planning meeting) in line with the relevant specifications and procedures defined under
T/PM/ENV/20. It is envisaged that the Environmental Coordinator role will focus on
permitting requirements and the consents officer on Planning / EIA requirements, but
this would be agreed on a project by project basis
Jointly with the nominated project Consents Officer, provide the interface with the
appointed environmental specialists undertaking the technical assessments, preparing
permit and consent applications
Ensuring the consenting and permitting implications of design changes are identified
through liaison with the Project Design Coordinator and communicate required actions
to relevant project team members and the GTAM Environmental Engineering
representative
Identify, through review of draft submissions, applications, consents and permits the
potential for future environmental non-compliance of the plant and operations, and
ensure approval by the Environmental Engineering Team Manager (or their delegate)
prior to submission
Facilitate the BAT evaluation process in line with T/PM/ENV/21 BAT Assessment for
Compressor Machinery Train
Manage the Consents Officer, as required, in the delivery of the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) or planning process
Attending relevant meetings associated with the permitting or consenting process, for
example with the Environment Agency / Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA)/Natural Resources Wales (NRW), Local Planning Authority, Planning
Inspectorate or other key stakeholders
Reviewing applications for environmental consents, permits and conditions.
Ensure all National Security obligations with regard to withholding information from
public register are met
With the consents officer, jointly manage specialist project support required to complete
the environmental assessments
To manage the Consultation Schedule and the Aspects and Impacts Register through
the life of the project
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Supporting (as required) the Senior Environmental Adviser to ensure all construction
phase environmental consent applications meets National Grid’s needs prior to final
submission to the relevant regulator
Provide professional advice and support to the Project Manager, Project SHE Manager
and Design Coordinator on environmental permitting and consenting requirements
Support incident investigations where requested by the investigating manager in
accordance with the Incident Reporting and Investigation procedure NGUK/PM/INV/1
and inform the Project Manager of any environmental implications as soon as
practicable
Support the preparation and review of the Project Environmental File and Handover
Records as required by the procedure
Support the promotion of an enthusiastic SHE culture
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.





•

•
•
•

4.17 Environmental Adviser
During the construction phase of the project, the project manager may require an
Environmental Adviser. For less complex projects the Environmental Adviser shall
undertake the environmental responsibilities as defined for the Project SHE Manager. The
Project Environmental Adviser shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Ensuring compliance with the Environmental contract requirements
Assist the Senior Environmental Adviser with the review and acceptance of the
project environmental management plans
Provide professional advice and support to the Project Manager, Project SHE
Manager and Design Coordinator on environmental issues
Ensure all works are carried out in accordance with the agreed Environmental Plans
and approved method statements
Monitoring all activities carried out by the Project Delivery Team and Main Works
Contractors to ensure minimal damage to the environment
Ensure implementation of National Grid’s Environmental Management System on the
project
Ensure communication and implementation of any Environmental consent conditions
Review and comment on environmental aspects of contractor risk assessments and
method statements
Check competency of Contractor Environmental staff
In liaison with the Project Team and SHE Manager, create a SHE Inspection plan and
coordinate Environmental inspection activities as required by the SHE
Audit/Inspection Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Ensure that all Environmental incidents / accidents / dangerous occurrences are
reported to the Project Manager, Senior Environmental Adviser as required by the
Management Procedure for Incident Reporting and Investigation (NGUK/PM/INV/1)
Support incident / accident investigations where requested in accordance with the
procedure for Incident Reporting and Investigation (NGUK/PM/INV/1)
Support the preparation and review of the Project Environmental File contained within
the Handover Records as required by NGUK/Con/BP007G and T/PM/ENV/20
Ensure best practices and lessons learned are adopted, captured and / or
implemented
Attend project environmental meetings as required.

4.18 Compliance Delivery Manager
For complex projects a Compliance Delivery Manager may be appointed to ensure the
project is completed in accordance with the SHEQ requirements, and shall be responsible
for the following:
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Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G
Undertake Technical Inspection activities in accordance with the Quality Monitoring of
Capital Delivery Projects procedure (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Monitor SHE performance
Monitor risk assessments and method statements as per NGUK/Con/BP141G
Monitor permitry
Monitor competence as per NGUK/Con/BP133G
Monitor the compilation and delivery of handover records as per NGUK/Con/BP007G
Monitor the status of the G17 / G35 design approval and appraisal process
Support incident / accident investigations where requested in accordance with the
procedure for Incident Reporting and Investigation (NGUK/PM/INV/1)
Liaise with the Quality Adviser on all matters relating to Quality & Compliance

4.19 Project Controls Manager
For complex projects a Controls Manager shall be appointed to ensure the project is
completed in accordance with contract and SHEQ requirements, and shall be responsible
for the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Define Project Controls and Earned Value Management policies, procedures and the
standards required to deliver projects
Support project handover meetings engaging with the Project Manager and
Commercial team
Work closely with the Project Manager and Project QS to maximise the potential of
each project, attend site meetings when necessary to discuss progress and update
the project plan together with reporting back on any knock-on effects to the business
unit
Represent the business at client meetings
Work with the Planning Manager to ensure that the Project Controls function
interfaces effectively with the other departments
Support programme integration, governance, formats, plan optimisation, and Project
Controls best practices
Gather benchmarking information to aid the Value For Money (VFM) assessment on
each project.
In conjunction with the Risk Management and Project Manager, input into the risk,
issue and opportunity register for assigned projects.
Keep abreast of current and new Project Control techniques, technologies and
initiatives which may have a benefit for the business
Maintain ongoing development and delivery of a co-ordinated change agenda for
business improvement
Monitor and control programme compliance in respect of our contractual obligations
Undertake additional tasks / responsibilities as directed by Line Manager
In conjunction with other members of the team, take responsibility for meeting
agreed business and project targets, controls costs in achieving to achieve targets,
managing risks effectively and delivering all agreed outputs, within the agreed
economics and safety regulatory frameworks
Contributing to the identification and formulation of strategic objectives.

4.20 Project Controls Coordinator
For complex projects a Controls Manager shall be appointed to ensure the project is
completed in accordance with contract and SHEQ requirements, and shall be responsible
for the following:
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Key Document Control – review, update and maintain programme & project specific key
documentation, e.g. Contract Status Report, Through Life Management and Project
Controls Team Plans
Financial Risk Analysis – support financial controls with the quantitive programme risk
analysis activities
Stakeholder Management – review, update and maintain management plans whilst
engaging with all stakeholders
Integrated Schedules & Plans - review, update and maintain the programme business
plan & project key milestone delivery schedule
Project Team Schedules & Plans – support projects in developing technical schedules
& plans and support on-going maintenance throughout the project lifecycle
Progress and Performance Reporting - generate various project performance reports,
charts and graphs for client management review
Tools and Processes - assist in the implementation and publication of project controls
tools and technical processes
Up-skilling and Mentoring – support project team members in learning key project
controls tools and processes whilst `training on the job’
Data Entry- utilizes database and spreadsheet queries to harvest and manipulate
data/information to create reports for management review
Automation - automate manual processes to make data/information extraction and
calculations compilation streamlined and more efficient
Day to day - assist with ad-hoc requests within the programme team to maintain the
minimum set of controls.

4.21 Agricultural Liaison Officer (ALO)
The Agricultural Liaison Officer shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Attend land owner / farmer meetings as appropriate
Liaise with land owners and their agents to agree and manage easements
Liaise with the Land and Development
Liaise with main contractors and sub contractors to ensure all agricultural associated
works are to specification
Liaise with Inspection Controller for Agricultural Inspection activities
Ensure any design changes resulting from ALO responsibilities are reviewed by the
Design Coordinator and approved by the appropriate design authority for the contract
before any change to works are authorised
Ensure pre-entry visits are undertaken and documented
Ensure the ground is reinstated such that the land owners will agree to full and final
settlements on crop loss
Undertake technical inspections as required by the SAM in accordance with
NGUK/Con/BP139G
Undertake SHE inspections as required by the Project SHE Manager in accordance
with the SHE Audit / Inspection Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Raise and submit observation reports for activities that are observed to be good
practice or unsatisfactory during routine surveillance.

4.22 Document Control Manager
For complex multi site projects a Document Control Manager shall be appointed to ensure
the project is completed in accordance with the contract and SHEQ requirements, and shall
be responsible for the following:
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Take the lead for Document Control activity on projects ensuring the appropriate
project standards and procedures are applied and adhered too
Manage the document control team to ensure that the appropriate service is provided
at all times (covering for absence and illness)
Coach, guide and generally support and develop Document Control staff, building
morale and personal esteem and generally encouraging teams to give their best
performance.
Organise document controllers to ensure that all activity is as efficient as possible and
sufficiently flexible to react to changes in the Project
Advise project managers on document control issues representing document
controllers’ views at meetings/discussions where appropriate
Create a culture of continuous improvement through the use of systems and
procedures such as SharePoint and hardcopy filing
Manage the archiving of all project documents including implementation of archiving
procedures
Raise and submit observation reports for activities that are observed to be good
practice or unsatisfactory during routine surveillance.

4.23 Document Controller
The Document Controller shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Set up and maintain a site Project Documentation system as per the procedure for
Project Document Control (NGUK/Con/BP154G)
Administer the document control system, ensuring documents are filed, files
adequately indexed, ad hoc reports produced as and when required
Ensure the system is backed up on a daily basis with copies of the data being stored
in a fire proof cabinet on site or at an alternative location
Support the handover of data to the MWC for inclusion in the handover records as
required by the procedure (NGUK/Con/BP007G).
Provide suitable registers for Observation reports, Method statements, Technical
Queries, Technical inspections, Drawings, Welding procedures, NDT procedures,
Commissioning procedures, etc.

4.24 Clerical Assistant
The Clerical Assistant shall be responsible for the following:•

Provision of administration and secretarial services to the Project Team.

4.25 Senior Planner
For complex projects a Senior Planning shall be appointed to ensure the project is
completed in accordance with the contract timescales and requirements, and shall be
responsible for the following:
•

•
•
•

NGUK/Con/BP133G

Build, optimise and implement planning and programmes (including resources,
outages, consents and way leaves) in conjunction with interested parties to deliver
the work
When necessary produce detailed trackers to be used to collect and report progress
made on a weekly/monthly basis
Work with the Planning Manager and the planning team to develop a planning
culture throughout the business units and projects
Able to execute contracts such as the NEC ECC3 and its requirements with regard
to time.
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Define Planning management policies, procedures and the standards required to
deliver projects
Take ownership of project handover meetings engaging the Project Manager and
Commercial team
Work closely with the Project Manager and Project QS to maximise the potential of
each project, attend site meetings when necessary to discuss progress and update
the project plan together with reporting back on any knock-on effects to the business
unit
Represent the business at client meetings
Work with the Planning Manager to ensure that the planning function interfaces
effectively with the other departments
Support programme integration, governance, formats, plan optimisation, and
planning best practices
Gather benchmarking information to aid the Value For Money (VFM) assessment on
each project
In conjunction with the Risk Management and Project Manager, proactively input into
the risk, issue and opportunity register for assigned projects
Keep abreast of current and new planning techniques, technologies and initiatives
which may have a benefit for the business
Maintain ongoing development and delivery of a co-ordinated change agenda for
business improvement
Monitor and control programme compliance in respect of our contractual obligations
Undertake additional tasks / responsibilities as directed by Line Manager
In conjunction with other members of the team, take responsibility for meeting
agreed business and project targets, controls costs in achieving to achieve targets,
managing risks effectively and delivering all agreed outputs, within the agreed
economics and safety regulatory frameworks
Contributing to the identification and formulation of strategic objectives
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

4.26 Planner
The Planner reports to the Senior Planner or Project Manager and shall be responsible for
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation of high level National Grid plan for each Project including all activities
and contracts required for a project
Support ITT evaluation of contractor’s programmes providing expertise on the logic,
technical and risk aspects to the Project Manager
Update and integrate all contractor’s programmes into the high level National Grid
Project plan and Programme
Challenge and review the contractor’s programme during the life of the contract
Prepare schedule risk and opportunity analysis to the Project Manager
Support the commercial team with programme analysis in relation to commercial
issues
Provide management reporting at Programme, Project and Contract level
Support the commercial risk process
Attend progress meetings as required
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

4.27 Complaints Coordinator
This role may be fulfilled by an individual or a Community Relations Agency. The
Complaints Coordinator shall:
•
•

Implement and manage the project Complaints Management System
Liaise with Communications Officer on any complaints received
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Advise the Project Manager of complaints received
Refer complaints that do not relate to Construction to the correct Business Area
Coordinate and issue prepared responses to complaints
Capture data related to the complaint.

4.28 Communication Officer
The Communications Officer will be appointed by the Regional Communications Adviser
and shall be responsible for the following:
•

•
•
•
•

To assist the National Grid project team in its requirements to consult and inform with
all key external stakeholder affected by the proposed development e.g. residents,
community groups etc.
To establish and maintain a relationship with the local community and its
representatives
To project a positive image of National Grid to local authorities, local residents and
opinion formers e.g. information events, project leaflets, community investment projects
To take a proactive approach in advising National Grid on the community relations
“risks” to the Investment
To help the business deliver projects on time and to budget by reducing the risk of
opposition from those groups and communities affected by our assets.

4.29 Commissioning Manager
A commissioning Manager shall be appointed on multi-site / complex projects and shall be
accountable to the Project Manager. Depending on the size and complexity of the project,
the Commissioning Manager may also undertake the role of the Commissioning Officer.
The role and responsibilities shall be in accordance with T/SP/RE/30 - Specification for the
Testing and Commissioning of Equipment on a Compressor Installation and Central
Planning Document TP/205.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure suitable permitry systems are implemented to support commissioning
Provide advise to the project team on relevant legislation
Undertake or support incident / accident investigations where requested in
accordance with the procedure for Incident Reporting and Investigation
(NGUK/PM/INV/1)
Ensure suitable risk assessments, method statements and SHE plans are in place
to support commissioning activities
Review and accept commissioning plans and procedures
Participate in design, G17 / G35 and FPSA activities to ensure commissioning
requirements are addressed
Review and advise on the competence of commissioning personnel
Review and advise on the requirements for temporary works during commissioning
Provide support to the project team on the collation of commissioning records in
accordance with NGUK/Con/BP007G
Manage the activities of any appointed commissioning officers
Attend meetings as required
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

4.30 Commissioning Officer
For less complex projects the Commissioning Officer shall also undertake the
responsibilities as defined for the Project Commissioning Manager. The Commissioning
Officer shall be accountable to the Commissioning Manager and shall be responsible for
the following.
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Carry out reviews of commissioning plans, procedures, results and records
Endorse commissioning records to verify compliance
Monitor the implementation of permit systems
Monitor the implementation of tempoary works that impact on commissioning
Provide support to the project by witnessing inspection and test activities
Attend design / FPSA meetings as required
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.31 Risk Manager
For Complex projects a Risk Manager shall be appointed reporting to the Project Manager
and shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•

Formulation of the project risk strategy and effective implementation of the Risk
Management Plan
Direct the activities of the Risk Analyst
Check and approve formal risk registers produced by the Risk Analyst
Undertake activities associated with the Risk Analyst role.

4.32 Risk Analyst
For less complex projects the Risk Analysts shall also undertake the responsibilities as
defined for the Risk Manager. The Risk Analyst reports to the Project Manager / Risk
Manager and shall be responsible for the following:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate and implement risk management procedures as requested by the Project
Manager throughout the project lifecycle to ensure both commercial and schedule
risks to the project are assessed and managed.
Facilitate and chair monthly risk workshop meetings
Prepare, update and run cost risk models for both to overall project and the main
works contract
Prepare and issue monthly QCRA (Quantitative Cost Risk Analysis) reports showing
50th Percentile allocation cost breakdowns, changes from previous reports and the
significant project risks
Prepare monthly reports showing affect of risks identified and compare against
baseline cost breakdowns as well as previous results
Prepare, update and maintain Risk Management Record Sheets on individual risks,
detailing measures with agreed risk owners
Prepare ‘S’ curve graphs showing the full range of results and graphs demonstrating
the change risk mitigation measures with agreed risk owners in results
Provide critical path analysis reporting
Attend project meetings as required.

4.33 Surveyor Draughtsman
The Surveyor Draughtsman reports to the Project Manager and shall be responsible for the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide 1:10000 route plans and easement drawings
Coordinate and carry out a range of land surveys
Undertake field surveys and produce drawings of areas of significance
Monitor compliance with policy and procedures
Carry out daily monitoring of contractors surveying procedures and processes
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Monitoring bending engineers calculations
Liaison with ALO and archaeological services.

COMMERCIAL SUPPORT
5.1

Senior Commercial Manager
The Senior Commercial Manager is accountable to the Head of Gas Transmission, Capital
Delivery and shall be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

5.2

Management of the Gas Transmission Commercial Team supporting project delivery
throughout Gas Transmission
Commercial delivery of major project activities within agreed sanction values and
timescales
Development and implementation of relevant procedures to ensure consistency of
commercial activities across individual projects
Ensuring major project activities are delivered in accordance with contractual
obligations
Ensuring project commercial activities are undertaken fully in accordance with NG
Governance requirements
Provide professional and strategic advice and guidance relating to commercial
contractual arrangements for individual projects
Implement and manage the contractual dispute resolution process
Provide strategic advice relating to the negotiation and settlement of claims
Development and implementation of consistent financial reporting procedures across
a range of projects which meet NG Governance and Regulatory reporting
requirements
Reviewing financial reporting, forecasting and implementation of any revised delivery
plans
Development and implementation of commercial audit processes and procedures
Development and implementation of risk management processes and procedures
Ensure compliance with project close out reporting in accordance with Project CloseOut Reporting Requirements (NGUK/Con/BP140G)
Commercial Manager

Accountable to the Senior Commercial Manager, the Commercial Manager is responsible
for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.3

Provide professional and strategic advice and guidance relating to commercial
contractual arrangements to individual projects
Support contractual dispute resolution process
Support negotiation and settlement of claims
Support co-ordinated financial reporting, forecasting and implementation of any
revised delivery plans
Support project commercial risk management
Prepare and review project budget forecast with Project Manager
Support commercial evaluation of Invitation to Tender
Support Project Manager with contract management activities
Ensure compliance with project close out reporting in accordance with Project
Close-Out Reporting Requirements (NGUK/Con/BP140G)

Project Administration Manager
For complex projects a Project Administration Manager shall be appointed and shall be
responsible for the following:
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Ensure the project progresses in accordance with the agreed terms and budget
Support negotiation and settlement of claims
Support financial reporting, forecasting and any revised delivery plans
Review overall processes to ensure competency of individuals
Ensure financial reconciliation occurs
Ensure project organogram and manning levels are maintained
Act as a primary contact for the employer in all formal communications with the
project services consultant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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GAS TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING TEAM
6.1

Senior Project Manager (Engineering & Design)
The SPM (Engineering & Design) is accountable to the Head of Gas Transmission, Capital
Delivery and is responsible for overall Design, Quality and CDM compliance.
The SPM Engineering & Design shall be responsible for the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Management of technical support and compliance
Delegating CDM Coordination responsibilities to Project CDMC’s
Appointing the Project CDM Coordinator
Participate in project board visits to evaluate the effectiveness of design and
engineering outputs
Takes a lead on process safety across projects
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

Project CDM Co-ordinator
An individual who is appointed to each project to represent the SPM (Engineering &
Design) to carry out CDM Coordinator duties.
The appointed Project CDM Co-ordinator shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Carry out duties on behalf of the Gas Transmission CDM Co-ordinator by discharging
the CDMC’s responsibilities in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP156G
Compile pre-construction information including the initial CDM Risk Register for the
Works Information
Notify the HSE about the project (F10) and provide updates where necessary
Chair CDM Induction Workshop and manage closeout of actions
Ensure and that the Construction Phase Plan (CPP) complies with CDM Regulations
2007 and notify acceptance of the CPP to the main works contractor, in accordance
with procedure NGUK/Con/BP/156G
Reviewing design plan and ensuring that the design of temporary works has been
given appropriate consideration
Ensure the Coordination of design work, planning and other preparation for
construction, including temporary works, where relevant to health and safety
Provide specialist advice to National Grid in order to help them to comply with their
CDM duties
Ensure systems are in place to manage the competence of the entire Project Delivery
Team (including National Grid, National Grid Representatives, Consultants,
Contractors, Designers and Sub-contractors engaged in permanent and temporary
works)
Promote and manage collaborative working between duty holders
Ensure the suitability of welfare provisions are provide and maintained
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
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Review updates to the CPP during the project to ensure its continued suitability
Review content and implementation of Contractors Temporary Works procedures in
consultation with the Design Coordinator
Monitor the appointment and performance of Temporary Works Coordinators and
Supervisors.
Liaise with the Design Coordinator to ensure that the Temporary Works register is
being maintained and reviewed by competent engineers
Ensure Temporary Works inspection is planned and implemented
Ensure the flow of health and safety information between National Grid (Client),
designers and contractors
Monitor the development and management of the CDM Risk Register throughout all
phases including the identification and ownership of mitigation measures and the
communication of residual risk to the asset operator
Provide monthly updates to the Quality Adviser on status of CDM Risk Register
Attend design reviews and Formal Process Safety Assessments
Attend Design progress meetings as required
Attend site SHE meetings as required
Provide feed back on any hazards removed in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G
If requested by the Project SHE Manager undertake H&S and / or Environmental
inspection activities in accordance with the SHE Auditing / Inspection Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Undertake audits in accordance with procedure (NGUK/Con/BP136G and 139G) in
liaison with the Quality adviser
Chair CDM Workshop and interface meetings for multi site occupancy as and when
required
Facilitate the production and update of the Health and Safety file as required by the
procedure for Project Health and Safety File and Supporting Handover Records
(NGUK/Con/BP007G) and issue the H&S file acceptance certificate in accordance
with NGUK/Con/BP156G
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

Design Manager
Reporting to the Gas Transmission Engineering & Design Manager, the Design Manager is
responsible for the delivery of design solutions, ensuring compliance with National Grid
policies, specifications and procedures. The Design Manager shall be responsible for:
• Design Management and Internal Stakeholder Engagement in accordance with
NGUK/Con/BP135G
• The appointment of a Lead Design Coordinator (where required)
• Responsibilities of the Lead Design Coordinator where one is not appointed
• Ensuring compliance with CDM regulations and the application of “safety by design” for
all project development and design solutions
• Developing optimised/innovative designs in conjunction with Asset Management and
the Senior Project Manager to enable scheme costs, schedule and deliverability to be
determined for sanction
• Appointment of the project Technical Support Team (where applicable).
• Ensure compliance with design related legislation, policy, procedures and specifications
as required by the project requirements
• Defining & implementing testing and commissioning requirements
• In liaison with the Senior Project Manager, ensure the delivery of all drawings and
design records in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP007G & T/PM/RE/13
• Acting as the focal point on all engineering & design matters within Capital Delivery Gas
Transmission and working to ensure a consistent approach to design
• Influencing the development of external and internal standards, policies and
specifications
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• Ensuring competence of engineering & design resources engaged in design activities
• In liaison with the Senior Project Manager, support the selection and appointment of the
Designer
• Engaging with internal and external stakeholders and designers to promote continuous
improve
• Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G
6.4

Lead Design Coordinator
It may be necessary depending on the complexity or volume of projects to implement the
role of Lead Design Coordinator - Reporting to the Design Manager, they shall be
responsible for the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.5

Ensure compliance and consistency in the implementation of NGUK/Con/BP135G
Coordinate the development & collation of project specific technical requirements for
inclusion within the tender / contract documentation Provide expert engineering &
design guidance and support to Project Design Coordinators
Ensure compliance with design related legislation, policy, procedures, and
specifications as required by the project requirements
Ensure “safety by design” for all project development and design solutions.
Ensure that a project specific Stakeholder Activity Schedule is created and
embedded within the project contractual requirements
Attend T/PM/HAZ/9 and T/PM/ENV/20 planning meetings to agree project specific
scope of FPSA and FEA activities
Planning and availability of National Grid approved personnel e.g. T/PM/G/35
Approvers / Appraisers, T/PM/HAZ/9 FPSA Chairpersons
Provide advice and support on testing and commissioning activities.
Provide advice and guidance during assessment of the financial and programme
impact and giving advice in relation to design changes, new or modified policies and
specifications.
Review and comment on the Contractor’s Design Plan, Design Change Control
procedure / register and CDM Risk Register.
Undertake regular project Design Assurance Review meetings with the Project
Design Coordinator.
Lead activities as detailed in the project specific Stakeholder Activity Schedule.
Support the production of the Process Safety Triangles.
Review and monitor the performance of the planning and attendance of stakeholder
engagement activities.
Capture and implement Lessons Learned
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

Discipline Engineer
Working as part of the Technical Support Team, provide appropriate specialist engineering
support to enable the Design Coordinator to discharge their responsibilities. Including for
example the following disciplines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety Engineering
Mechanical
Welding
NDT
Control & Instrumentation / Gas Quality & Metering
Rotating Machinery (Including gas and electric drives)
Electrical
Civil & Structural
Software
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Cathodic Protection
Process Engineering
Tunnels

Typical responsibilities shall include;
• Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.
• Witness inspections and tests
• Review documentation
• Undertake Technical Inspection activities where requested
• Attend project meetings and design reviews.

6.6

Inspection Team Manager
The Inspection Team Manager shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.7

Appoint inspection controller / senior inspector on a project
Review proposed inspection personnel for suitability on a project
Review all NDT inspection procedures submitted by the contractor before production
commences
Review Radiographs / AUT results on a regular basis and provide feedback to the
project on inspection performance
Provide advice on approved suppliers and products
Provide advice on surplus materials in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP017G
Ensure all inspectors are aware of their HSE responsibilities
Investigate any instances where an inspector has failed to meet expected
requirements
Audit site inspection activities and inspection reporting as agreed by the project
Quality Adviser
Monitor site inspection activities and inspection reporting
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G
Attend project meetings as required.

Inspection Controller
The Inspection Controller shall be responsible for the management and efficient
deployment of the on site inspection team. For some projects there may not be an
Inspection Controller appointed, in such cases these roles and responsibilities will become
part of the duties of the Senior Pipeline Inspector.
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Monitor performance and activities of project inspection personnel to ensure
compliance with all specified technical, quality control and HS&E requirements
Ensure all inspection personnel are aware of and work in accordance with Inspection
Reporting Requirements procedure (NGUK/Con/BP142G and associated documents
NGUK/Con/BP142G(a-f)
Issue weekly report to the Inspection Team Manager
Verify that Inspectors have current and appropriate competencies and approvals.
Issue appropriate method statements, risk assessments, procedures, inspection
forms and equipment relevant to the duties that they are to undertake to each
inspector
Ensure all inspection and test equipment is suitably stored, identified, logged on the
Equipment Register and that copies of valid calibration certificates are available on
site. Ensure there is evidence of safety checks where appropriate. (e.g. PAT tests).
Review all inspection reports and countersign before inclusion into the project
documentation
Witness weld procedure qualifications and associated mechanical testing and record
details on the Weld Procedure Qualification Record
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Ensure that the working practices of the radiographic sub-contractor are monitored in
accordance with the Specification for Non Destructive Testing of Welding Joints on
Construction and Fabrication projects (T/SP/NDT/2) on a regular basis to ensure safe
working
Ensure that the nominated Ultrasonic Testing (UT) subcontractor has carried out
qualification of the UT system and operator(s) on a known defective weld and
submitted a report to the Inspection Team Manager for review and acceptance prior
to commencement of UT activities
Ensure a formal handover of Master AUT/Phased array data to the Inspection Team
Manager
Monitor and audit the production of bar chart records for AGI and mainline welding to
ensure that all relevant and accurate information is included
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G
When working on existing pipelines, ensure that the requirements of the procedure
for Working on Pipelines Containing Defective Girth Welds of Unknown Quality
(T/PR/P/18) are fully complied with
The Inspection Controller shall not agree to any deviation from contract/specification
requirements. All such issues shall be dealt with formally in accordance with the
Technical Query Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP/159G)
If requested by the Project SHE Manager undertake H&S and / or Environmental
inspection activities in accordance with the SHE Auditing / Inspection Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Interface with National Grid Quality Adviser on quality related issues
Undertake Technical Inspection activities in accordance with the Quality Management
of Capital Delivery Projects Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Attend project progress and Quality meetings as required.

Senior Pipeline Inspector (SPI)
The Senior Pipeline Inspector will be responsible for the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
6.9

Carry out all day to day inspection activities as directed
Ensure that construction activities are monitored for technical compliance in
accordance with the Inspection Reporting Requirements procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP142G and associated documents NGUK/Con/BP142G(a-f)
Provide ad-hoc and technical advice to the Site Assurance Manager
Interface with National Grid Quality Adviser on quality related issues
Reporting to the Inspection Controller
Where relevant, verifying compliance with contract requirements, standards and
specifications
Ensure that all inspection team members are trained in Hazard Spotting
If requested by the Project SHE Manager, undertake H&S and/or Environmental
inspection activities in accordance with the SHE Auditing/Inspection Procedure
NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Undertake Technical Inspection activities in accordance with the Quality Management
of Capital Delivery Projects Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Undertake the responsibilities identified for the inspection controller, for projects
where an Inspection Controller in not appointed
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G
Attend project progress and quality meetings as required

Inspector (welding, coating, agricultural or technical)
The Inspector will be responsibility for the following:
•
•

Carry out all day to day inspection activities as directed by the Inspection Controller.
Monitor construction activities for technical compliance with the NGUK Capital
Delivery Procedures and forms
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Report inappropriate working practices
Ensure that the work complies with contract requirements, standards and
specifications
If requested by the Project SHE Manager undertake H&S and/or Environmental
inspection activities in accordance with the SHE Auditing/Inspection Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Undertake Technical Inspection activities in accordance with the Quality Management
of Capital Delivery Projects Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

6.10 Technical Clerk (Inspection)
The Technical Clerk under the supervision of the Senior Pipeline Inspector or Inspection
Controller and shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•

Collate analysis and produce technical reports
Prepare and manage the pipe tracking systems
Provide support to the Quality Engineer / Adviser, Document Controller and
Inspection Controller in the preparation of technical data and reports
Support the delivery of the data books for the Project Health and Safety File and
Handover Records as required by the procedure (NGUK/Con/BP007G).

6.11 Quality Assurance Manager
The Quality Assurance Manager shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage the quality, health, safety and environmental contract requirements
Manage the SHEQ evaluation of tender returns
Appoint project Quality adviser
Management of Capital Delivery’s Quality Management System and Gas QMS
SharePoint site
Liaison with GTAM/SSR on PAS-55, ISO14001 and ISO9001 certification audit
requirements
Ensure that Safety by Design and CDM are considered at all stages of the project
Delivery of Process Safety reporting across all projects as per procedure
Performance Improvement (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Ensure that Quality Assurance, Health, Safety, Environment issues are proactively
managed on all projects
Manage the efficient deployment of core QA team through all phases of project
delivery
Ensure that the competence of QA staff is maintained and periodically reviewed
Ensure implementation of quality audit plans for each project as required in
procedure for Quality Monitoring of Capital Delivery Projects (NGUK/Con/BP139G)
Authorisation of all project audit reports & review of findings to identify trends and root
cause analysis
Establish and maintain good working relationships with all stakeholders
Advice and support to projects on policy and procedures
Ensure the capture & implementation of Lessons Learned & Best Practice
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

6.12 Senior Environmental Adviser
The Senior Environmental Adviser shall be responsible for the following;
•
•

Shall administer the environmental requirements for project delivery
Carry out Environmental evaluation during the Detailed Design Build and
Construction Contractor tendering process
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Review and accept project PEMP’s
Ensure Sustainability Reviews are undertaken for projects in accordance with the
procedure for Design Management for Gas Projects (NGUK/Con/BP135G) using the
Sustainable Options Assessment Tool (SOAT)
Coordinate project data to populate the Sustainable Construction Implementation
Plan (SCIP)
Ensure the Carbon Interface Tool is completed for projects and the SimaPro model is
completed
Provide professional advice to the Project Manager, Project SHE Manager and CDM
Coordinator on construction environmental management issues
Ensure implementation of the UK Construction’s Quality Management System on
projects and enable continuous improvement by encouraging the use of the
Performance Improvement Procedure (NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Ensuring environmental competence of the Project SHE Manager and Environmental
Adviser
Attending Challenge and Review meetings regarding the Environmental Statement
prior to it being sent to the DECC for acceptance
Reviewing the Environmental Statement to ensure the document meets National
Grid’s needs with respect to construction stage activities.
Attend Formal Process Safety and Environmental Assessments in accordance with
the procedure for Design Management for Gas Projects (NGUK/Con/BP135G)
In consultation with the SHE Manager and Quality Adviser advise on requirements for
any SHE audits in accordance with the procedure for SHE Audit and Inspection
(NGUK/Con/BP136G)
Assisting with National Grid’s ISO 14001 audit and accreditation process
Act as a point of contact between the project environmental team and other parts of
National Grid, e.g. other construction projects or National Grid SHE Directorate
Support the review and delivery of the data books for the handover records in
accordance with the procedure for Project Health and Safety File and Supporting
Handover Records (NGUK/Con/BP007G)
Support the BAT Assessment Process for Machinery Train and Balance of Plant
Work with the Environmental Coordinator in applying the ENV suite of GTAM
requirements and how these are delivered on projects
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

6.13 Quality Adviser
The QA Adviser shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate quality criteria within tender submissions and provide support during
contract evaluation and award
Provide ISO 9000:2008 Assessments of Contractors / Sub-contractors when
necessary
Ensue the following project briefings are undertaken; QMS Induction, Process Safety,
Temporary Works and CDM Workshop
Provide professional advice to the Project Manager and Project CDM Coordinator on
quality, process safety, and compliance with the Capital Delivery QMS
Provide professional advice on the Contractor’s QA arrangements
Support and monitor the implementation of the Capital Delivery’s Quality
Management System on projects in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP134G
Monitor the implementation of the Performance Improvement Procedure
(NGUK/Con/BP178G)
Review and accept the project specific Quality Plans
Implement all SHEQ project audit plans and ensure all mandatory audits are
undertaken in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP136G and NGUK/Con/BP139G
Report audit findings in accordance with audit procedure NGUK/Con/BP012G
Review of proposed material suppliers to ensure compliance with National Grid’s
requirements
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Coordinate any factory acceptance testing requirements with stakeholders
Ensure the acceptance of welding and Non Destructive Testing procedures and other
process procedures
Monitor and review the status of Technical Inspections and observations on a
monthly basis
Provide an agreed project specific index for project Health and Safety File and
Handover records
Monitor, review and authorise contractor’s handover records as required by the
procedure for Project Health and Safety File and Supporting Handover Records
(NGUK/Con/BP007G)
Provide monthly Process Safety triangle reports, SHEP business plan and data book
trackers for project board meetings
Chair quality meetings, as defined in NGUK/Con/BP133G
Provide guidance on the implementation of QMS Bulletins, alerts and best practices
Review & authorise Commissioning, Operational and Asset Acceptance certificates
as per T/PM/RE/18
Raise and submit observation reports in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP178G.

NATIONAL GRID PROJECT SUPPORT
7.1

Investment Team Leader / Sponsor (Transmission Projects Only)
The Investment Team Leader carries responsibility to monitor the progress of the
Investment over its duration from initiation to closure, to engage all relevant Investment
team members (stakeholders), to ensure any governance submissions that might be
required are submitted and to arrange all required meetings.
The Investment Sponsor is to act as a support for the Investment Team Leader,
progressing any deviations from sanction through the relevant governance cycle to obtain
acceptance.
Network Design, as the budget holder, is responsible for monitoring and reporting the
progress of the Investment and therefore the Investment Sponsor shall be made aware of
the implication of any changes to scope, cost or timescales by the Investment Team
Leader.
Refer to NTP\PR\TP146G, Gas Investment Development and Delivery Process, for more
details.

7.2

Global Procurement – Category Buyer
The Global Procurement Buyer shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Maintain compliance with EU Procurement Legislation, Competition Law and internal
procurement policies and procedures
Ensure all aspects of applicable Purchasing Legislation, Regulations and Directives
are adhered to.
Provide professional advice on Conditions of Contract and related issues.
Assist in the development of evaluation techniques and auditable and equitable
Contract Award Criteria.
Evaluate commercial tender submissions and input into technical and financial
submissions, including management of information flow during the tender evaluation
period.
Ensure that all free issue goods and services are procured in a timely and efficient
manner.
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Liaise with the Gas Transmission Engineering Team to ensure that all specifications
and requirements are clearly identified within purchase orders of free issue material.
Ensure that relevant certification has been requested for free issue material for review
and acceptance by the Quality Adviser.
Immediately informing the Project Manager of anticipated delays in supply of free
issue material or queries, etc.

Consents Officer
The Consents Officer shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•

7.4

Provide professional advice on consenting requirements for the project
Co-ordinate with National Grid’s Legal Department to obtain all necessary consents
for the project e.g Development Consent Orders
Liaise with external stakeholders.
Attend project meetings as needed

Lands Officer
The Lands officer shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.5

Appointment of the Land Agent
Manage & monitor the progress of the Land Agent
Attend landowner / farmers meetings as appropriate
Establish base rate for land agreed with the NFU / CLA
Liaise with external stakeholders
Attend project meetings as needed

Land Agent
The Land Agent shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•

7.6

Provide professional advice on land issues and co-ordinate with National Grid’s Legal
Officer and Lands Officer on all land consents and acquisitions.
Obtain all the necessary land consents for the project and attend Public meetings as
appropriate.
Liaise with landowners and their agents to agree and manage Easements and
Compensations.
Liaise with the ALO and Lands Officer.

Legal Representative
The Legal Representative shall be responsible for the following:
•

7.7

Provide Legal advice on all matters related to the Bilateral Agreements and
Construction Agreements as required on behalf of the Project.

Communications Adviser
The Communications Adviser shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•

•

To provide the initial advice to project delivery team about the community relations
risks
To project a positive image of National Grid to the local media and MP’s
To act as a communication channel between the Project Manager and Community
Relations agency on investments where Community Relations agency resource is
used
To sign off the wording, layout and branding of all project related literature.
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Gas Distribution Operations / MDG Process Owner Representative (POR)
The GDO/MDG Process Owner Representative shall be responsible for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.9

Review site security arrangements.
Have a good understanding of the process and plant under construction.
Issue permits/NRO procedures in accordance with SCO procedures
Produce site specific operational procedures.
Attend weekly progress meetings at site and possible design issues meetings off site.
Where applicable support the T/PM/RE/18 procedure for LNG Storage and NTS
Commissioning Operational and Asset Acceptance
Ensure that process inspections are carried out in accordance with the programme.
Allocate GDO/MDG resources to ensure agreed programme is met.
Assist with identification of and overseeing the delivery of GDO / MDG’s operating and
maintenance documentation requirements
Have a good awareness of audit programme and audit results.
Progress audit actions and support incident investigations.
Support the review and delivery of the data books for the Project Health and Safety
File and Handover Records as required by the procedure (NGUK/Con/BP007G).
Reallocation of redundant equipment
Selection and storage of new operational and strategic spares.
Support the development and delivery of post project support requirements, including
training, spares, technical support and documentation.

Commissioning Liaison Engineer(s)
This role shall report to the Commissioning Officer for all commissioning activities. Single
point contacts will be appointed to represent key stakeholders (denoted by bold type).
Reference shall be made to T/SP/COMP/36 - Specification for the Testing and
Commissioning of Equipment on a Compressor Installation. Responsibilities for key
stakeholder representatives detailed below:
All
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend Commissioning Panel meetings
Review and comment on:
The design with respect to commissioning activities
Commissioning team resources
Test and Commissioning procedures and records
Liaise with Commissioning Officer to Compile commissioning requirements in ITT

MDG
• Represent Maintenance Delivery Gas (MDG) with regards to the commissioning
activities, throughout the design and build phase of a new asset.
• Using the appropriate reporting process an within defined timescales review and
comment:
• The design with respect to commissioning activities
• Commissioning team resources
• Test and Commissioning procedures and records
• Coordinate MDG’s representation at witness tests (factory & site)
• Preparation of NROs to final version in accordance with SCO94 including selection of
AE/CP.
• Liaison with Commercial regarding commissioning dates.
• Liaison with GNI regarding integrity issues.
• Organise permits and pre start meeting(s) in accordance with SCO91.
• Agree requirements for inclusion in the T/PM/RE/18 MDG acceptance certificate.
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Communicate out that Asset has been commissioned including technical limitations.
Close out SCO91/94 paperwork.
Include the appointment and management of personnel to create draft NROs
Plant and Pipeline Specific items to be developed

Gas Operations (GNCC Strategy & Support)
• Act as a single point of contact for Gas Operations for all commissioning activities
throughout the design and build phases
• Arrange and Chair the Gas Operations Commissioning Panel meetings
• Ensure Gas Operations commissioning programmes and procedures are reviewed
and available
• Liaison and coordination of GNCC, Technical Requirements team, SCADA team,
Operational Performance team, Measurement Assurance and Shrinkage Team, Gas
Energy Assurance team to ensure Gas Ops deliverables are achieved
• Manage Gas Ops commissioning plan
• Ensure Gas Ops key requirements and dependencies are in place at the appropriate
time slot.
• Liaison with relevant IS function
GNI
• This will be the Investment Team Leader, however separate discipline engineers will
be seconded as appropriate.
• Represent Gas Network Investment with regards to the commissioning activities
throughout the design and build phase of a new asset. Including liaison with Risk &
Integrity, Engineering Support and others within GNI including:
• Metering
• Gas Quality
• Telemetry (system level)
• Environmental
• Compressor Performance
• Pressure Systems / Boundary Control
• Electrical Systems (Including HV)
• Corrosion
• AGI
• Coordinate GNI’s representation at witness tests (factory & site)
• Act as a single point of contact for GNI for all commissioning activities throughout the
design and build phases
• Attend commissioning Panel meetings
• Arrange and Chair the GNI Commissioning panel meetings
Commercial
• Represent Commercial with regards to the commissioning activities throughout the
design and build phase of a new asset.
• Liaison with customers
• Review requirements for commissioning in construction / operational agreements.
• Ensure compliance with relevant construction agreements with all parties.
• Negotiate and put in place the relevant operational agreement
• Agree / communicate commissioning programme with customers.
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PROJECT MEETINGS
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to identify all meetings to be held and prepare and
maintain a formal Meeting Schedule in the Project Control Manual, to be circulated to all project
staff for information.
All meetings shall be recorded and minutes maintained within the document control system. All
meetings shall be conducted in accordance with pre prepared agendas and attendees shall be
nominated to ensure efficient and effective meetings are undertaken. Minutes shall include action
dates and responsibilities, and should be issued within 7 days of meeting date.
Other than progress and commercial meetings, the Contractor should provide suitable resources to
facilitate the meeting and take minutes. For Tier 2 projects the agenda items of individual meetings
may be combined. This shall be detailed within the Meeting Schedule in the Project Control
Manual.
The Terms of Reference (ToR) below give guidance to the minimum requirements for each
meeting (depending on the scope, phases and complexity of the project, with the agreement of all
chairpersons, it may be beneficial to combine some meetings e.g. Design & Quality).

Key Project Meetings

Terms of Reference

Project Board Meeting

NGUK/Con/BP133G.01

1.0 Project Pre-Start

NGUK/Con/BP133G.02

2.0 Project Progress

NGUK/Con/BP133G.03

3.0 Health & Safety

NGUK/Con/BP133G.04

4.0 Environmental

NGUK/Con/BP133G.05

5.0 Quality Assurance

NGUK/Con/BP133G.06

6.0 Design Progress

NGUK/Con/BP133G.07

7.0 Project Commissioning Meeting (Commissioning Panel
Meeting ToR’s defined NGUK/Con/BP135G)

NGUK/Con/BP133G.08

8.0 Tier 2 Project Meeting

NGUK/Con/BP133G.09

9.0 Template Project Delivery Organogram

NGUK/Con/BP133G.10

Note: Reference should be made to Project Delivery and Execution Requirements
(NGUK/Con/BP134G) for meeting schedule.
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FORMS AND RECORDS
NGUK/Con/BP133G.01

-

Project Board Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.02

-

Project Pre-Start Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.03

-

Project Progress Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.04

-

Health & Safety Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.05

-

Environmental Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.06

-

Quality Assurance Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.07

-

Design Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.08

-

Project Commissioning Meeting Terms of
Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.09

-

Tier 2 Project Meeting Terms of Reference

NGUK/Con/BP133G.10

-

Template Project Delivery Organogram
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PART 2 – DEFINITIONS AND DOCUMENT HISTORY
9

DEFINITIONS
None

10

AMENDMENTS RECORD
Issue

2

3

4

Date

Summary of Changes / Reasons

Author(s)

Approved By
(Inc. Job Title)

March

New Gas procedure (G) based on
integrated procedure
NGUK/Con/BP134G Issue 9

Paul Martin

Stuart Kennedy

QA Team
Manager

Senior Project
Manager

Kate Neary

Paul Martin

Quality Adviser

Design Manager

Jessica
Richardson

Paul Martin

2008

April 2009

November
2009

Procedure review and update

Updated for Project Services
framework

Project Engineer

Design Manager

Reviewed and updated every role for
clarity and to reflect changes in other
UK Construction BPs. Added
Environmental Adviser (EIA) role.
Section on Special Project Support
has been updated to reflect the recent
collaborative work with GNI on Gas
Asset Commissioning process

5

February
2011

Reviewed and updated terms of
reference for all project meetings.
Added the Project Commissioning
meeting Removed requirement for
Commercial, Planning, Land Issues,
Project Board and Claims meetings
because these are not run by the
project delivery team. Also removed
the ToR for weekly site meetings since
the agenda will be highly changeable.
These changes have affected the
numbers of the associated forms.

Jessica
Richardson

Paul Seymour

Project Engineer

Quality Assurance
Manager

Colin Overington

Paul Seymour

Design Assurance
Engineer

Quality Assurance
Manager

The Template Project Delivery
Organogram has been updated to
reflect changes to the procedure, and
is now form 09 (previously 14).

6

November
2013

Significant re write to include:- addition
of Environmental coordinator and
removal of Snr Health & Safety
Adviser. General update to roles and
aligned to new Project Services
Framework. Ref to Construction
changed to Capital Delivery. Added
section on Competence. TOR’s
updated and board visit TOR included.
Model Org Charts updated and
Appendix A added.

PART 3 - GUIDANCE NOTES AND APPENDICES
Appendix ‘A’ Project Roles Responsibilities with reference to key procedures Matrix
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Role

NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/ NGUK/Con/
BP007G
BP012G
BP016G
BP017G
BP133G
BP134G
BP135G
BP136G
BP139G
BP140G
BP141G
BP142G
BP144G
BP151G
BP154G
BP156G
BP159G
BP177G
BP178G
BP181G
BP214G
BP216G
BP002G
Project Health
& Safety File
Change Control
Management of
and Supporting
Procedure
Audits
Handover
Records

Senior Project Manager (SPM)
Plant Strategy Manager
Project Manager
Project Engineer (Gas)
Project Engineer (Electric)
Design Coordinator
Quality Engineer
Senior Quantity Surveyor
Quantity Surveyor
Junior Quantity Surveyor
Site Assurance Manager (Gas)
SAM (Electric)
Project SHE Manager
Health & Safety Adviser
Health & Safety Officer
Environmental Coordinator
Environmental Adviser
Environmental Officer
Compliance Delivery Manager
Project Controls Manager
Project Controls Coordinator
Agricultural Liaison Officer
Document Control Manager
Document Controller
Clerical Assistant
Senior Planner
Planner
Complaints Coordinator
Communication Officer
Commissioning Manager
Commissioning Officer
Risk Manager
Risk Analyst
Surveyor Draughtsman








Senior Commercial Manager
Commercial Manager
Project Administration Manager










SPM Engineering & Design
Project CDM Coordinator
Design Manager
Lead Design Coordinator
Discipline Engineer
Inspection Team Manager
Inspection Controller
Senior Pipeline Inspector (SPI)
Inspector
Technical Clerk (Inspection)
Quality Manager
Senior Environmental Adviser
Quality Adviser
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Mandatory And Non-Mandatory Requirements
To establish compliance with this document, it is necessary to be able to identify those
provisions that are to be satisfied and those that give freedom of choice. Within this
document, this is expressed in the following manner:
Shall:

Indicates a mandatory requirement

Should: Indicates best practice and is the preferred option. If an alternative method is used
then a suitable and sufficient risk assessment shall be completed to show that the alternative
method delivers the same, or better, level of protection

Key Changes (2014 Review)
Section

Amendments
Major formatting changes to the entire procedure to make this more interactive
Title change to reflect the approach of Reporting and Investigating Incidents
Re-design of process flow with interactive elements
Level at which Incident Investigations are categorised has been amended
Preferred Incident Analysis method, TapRooT® included
Contractor Management has been included
Additional guidance documents have been included in the Appendices
Procedure has been amended so that responsibilities are more clearly defined

Information Boxes- What do the colours mean?
Grey Background
Information within these boxes are procedural requirements &/or define responsibilities

Yellow Background
Information within these boxes provide additional detail to achieve procedural requirements
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
This procedure describes the arrangements required for the reporting and investigation of incidents.
Timely reporting, appropriate establishment of incident root cause(s) and delivering appropriate
actions to close identified weaknesses will help ensure that the number of repeat incidents or near
misses will be reduced to the lowest level reasonably practicable.
This document consists of three sections – ‘Purpose and Scope’, ‘Standard’ and ‘Procedural
Requirements’.
The ‘Purpose and Scope’ and ‘Standard’ apply to all those working on behalf of National Grid in the
UK including employees, agency staff, secondees, contractors, sub-contractors and any person
who attends a National Grid controlled site under a contract (e.g. suppliers delivering to site).
Arrangements for Joint Ventures will be specified on an individual basis.
The ‘Procedural Requirements’ are to be put in place for those working directly for National
Grid e.g. employees, agency staff, secondees, individuals with contracts with National Grid to
perform duties and when one part of National Grid provides a service to another part or externally
(although contractual arrangements may specify additional requirements).
Where specified in the contract the ‘Procedural Requirements’ will also apply beyond those
working directly for National Grid.
All those working for National Grid including those under contract to National Grid shall be made
aware of the need to report incidents and near misses that arise from National Grid assets and
activities, and controls, to enable them to undertake their own investigation and determine the
controls necessary to minimise the risks to health, safety and the environment.

This procedure defines the process of reporting incidents and undertaking Incident Investigations in
relation to the following activities:
 Safety, health, environmental or security incidents such as a fatality, injury, fire, explosion,
dangerous occurrence, security breach, environmental incident, hazard or near miss
 Process Safety events including asset failures and power system failures
 Failures of critical IS systems, gas quality failures and security of supply
 Motor vehicle incidents whilst travelling on National Grid Company business, on National Grid
sites or involving a National Grid commercial vehicle.
For general definition of terms used within this document see Appendix A.
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1.2 Standard
When an incident or a near miss has occurred there shall be a robust process in place to:
 Make safe the site and preserve the evidence for investigation without damaging or discarding
information
 Report and record the incident into the company incident management database
 Investigate and identify the causal factors of the incident
 Identify root causes with the aim of preventing re-occurrence through the delivery of

To achieve this there shall be a:
1. Process to report incidents to National Grid by calling the National Grid SHE Incident Desk on
0800 7 77770 within 1 hour of the incident being brought under satisfactory control. For out of
hours incidents an answer machine is available. When an Immediate Notification or Fast Track is
required inform a responsible manager
2. Process to identify and complete statutory reporting to enforcing agencies within specified time
frames
3. Process to classify the incident so that the appropriate level of communication and proportionate
resources and skills can be assigned to fully investigate
4. Competent resource(s) to undertake investigations of all types
5. Method(s) of recording incidents, their investigation, findings and actions and subsequent input
onto the company incident management database
6. Process to monitor the completion of the agreed actions
7. Process/system to analyse incident trends and communicate learning points within National Grid
and with other parties as deemed necessary
8. Specific focus on the arrangements within the contractual chain (i.e. client, principal contractor,
contractor) and their possible contribution to the incident when undertaking the investigation
9. National Grid reserve the right to interview all those involved in an incident or near miss including
all those involved in the incident, including contractors
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2.0 Procedural Requirement
The process flow outlines the requirements to manage an incident from its occurrence, through
reporting requirements, undertaking an investigation and recording and monitoring improvement
actions. The following process flow contains access to a range of support information and
access to incident investigation tools and definitions.
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3.0 Incident Reporting and Classification
3.1 Incident Reporting: Responsibility
Following an incident the individual on site shall:
Start Incident
Immediate Actions
and Initial Data
Gathering

SHE Incident Desk &
Input into IMS
0800 777770

Ensure that the incident is reported verbally to their Responsible
Manager (or the appropriate Duty Manager outside normal working
hours) then telephone the SHE Incident Desk on
0800 77 77 70 or 77 7 70. This shall be completed as soon as
possible and at the latest within 1 hour of the incident being
brought under satisfactory control

In order to facilitate the above process a checklist has been developed to support the gathering of the
minimum amount of information required to report the incident. This is identified in Appendix B.
Consider the need to test those involved in the incident for the misuse of drugs and alcohol. Details on testing
can be obtained via the HR Infonet site link: National Grid Drugs and Alcohol Policy

SHE Incident Desk: Responsibilities
At the time of reporting the SHE Incident Desk shall:
SHE Incident Desk &
Input into IMS
0800 777770

Does the
incident require external
reporting?

Immediate
Notification
Required?

Classification
Decision - Severe/
Moderate/Minor/
Data Capture

Create a record in the company incident management database by
obtaining as much information from the reporter as possible collated
from the checklist tool (See Appendix B).
Assess, with support from the Safety, Sustainability and Resilience (SSR)
Directorate, whether an immediate notification (See Appendix D for
Immediate Notification Process) is required to inform the business. The
distribution list shall be maintained by the SHE Incident Desk.
Assign the Initial Incident Classification Level (or information only) for
the incident based on the initial information provided (See Section 4.1).
The classification level will determine the appropriate level of
communication applicable to the incident. The incident classification
levels and corresponding communication required are as follows:

Classification Level

Communication required

Severe

•

Line Manager and two levels above

Moderate

•

Line Manager and one level above

Minor

•

Line Manager

Data Capture (for information only to be in-putted into IMS) - Line Manager

If further information becomes available the SHE Incident Desk, SSR
and the Investigation Team should review the Initial Classification Level
and amend the Incident Investigation Level.
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 For incidents classified as Severe inform Line Manager and SSR by telephone and e-mail of the details of
the incident. The e-mail shall also include managers at the next two organisational levels above the Line
Manager
 For incidents classified as Moderate inform Line Manager by telephone and e-mail of the details of the
incident including the manager at the next organisational level above the Line Manager
 For incidents classified as Minor or Data Capture (for specific information only) inform Line Manager and
reporter of the details of the incident via e-mail only
 SHE Incident Desk will assign the Initial Incident Investigation Level. This will initially correspond directly to
the Incident Classification Level of the incident (See Section 4.1); however, the Investigation Level can be
amended with Band B approval.
 The SHE Incident Desk shall assign an Investigation Team Leader via the company incident management
database hierarchy and notify them of the level of investigation required (See Section 4.1). This
Investigation Team Leader can be changed with Band B approval.

4.0 Incident Investigation
4.1 Incident Investigation Level/Data Capture
The levels of investigation appropriate to the incident are:
 Advanced
 Standard
 Basic
 Data Capture (for specific information only, no investigation required)
The Initial Incident Investigation Level may be adjusted as the investigation progresses and facts
are established with agreement from SSR and action through the SHE Incident Desk to the Revised
Incident Investigation Level. There may be occasions where incidents classified as Moderate that are
repeat incidents which are unlikely to produce much learning would be investigated at a Basic Level.
Equally, repeat Minor level incidents may require a Standard level investigation to establish broader
learning.
Classification Level

Investigation Level(s)

Severe

Advanced

Moderate

Typically Standard (potentially Advanced or Basic)

Minor

Typically Basic (potentially Standard or Data Capture)

Data Capture

Typically Data Capture (potentially Basic)

Information gathered during the investigation will be used to track trends and pro-actively identify
areas for improvement for business change more broadly across the organisation.
9
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Data Capture (for specific information only, no investigation required)
Incidents classified as Data Capture do not require an investigation; however, they shall require
specific information to be collected and in-putted into the company incident management database
via the SHE Incident Desk. The Incident Record will not be closed until all mandatory fields have been
completed. From here, the information will be used to track trends and identify areas of improvement
across the business. This will usually be facilitated by discussions with the SHE Incident Desk and
closed over the phone with no investigation required although specific actions may be identified and
allocated to remove the hazard(s). If, for any reason, it is deemed by the persons on site or otherwise
that the incident should undergo a Basic investigation, a review will take place and the incident will
be re-classified by the SHE Incident Desk.

Basic Level Investigation (10 days to complete)
A Basic Level Investigation is usually applicable to a Minor Level classification incident and requires
specific information (including the underlying factors and root cause(s)) to be in-putted into the
company incident management database. There is no requirement for Basic investigations to input
written reports onto the company incident management database in line with the agreed template.
A Basic Level Investigation shall be completed within 10 days of the reporting of the incident into the
company incident management database, unless an extension is approved by a Band B manager.

Standard Level Investigation (20 days to complete)
A Standard Investigation is usually applicable to a Moderate Level classification incident. This will
involve the formation of an Investigation Team (See Appendix F) and the Investigation Team Leader
will require a level of independence; this will be ensured by the senior management of the business
line affected. The independence will be further checked by the Incident Review Panel as part of their
quality assurance check. A Standard Level Investigation shall be completed within 20 days of the
reporting of the incident into the company incident management database, unless an extension is
approved by a Band B manager.

Advanced Level Investigation (30 days to complete)
An Advanced Investigation is usually applicable to a Severe Level classification incident in which
the outcome is more (or potentially more) severe such as a fatality or significant loss of supply
which is likely to generate external, media and regulatory interest. This will involve the formation
of an Investigation Team (See Appendix F) and the Investigation Team Leader will require complete
independence; the allocation of the investigation team leader role will be approved by a Band B
manager within SSR in discussion with the relevant line of business senior management and Legal.
The Advanced Level Investigation Team should be chaired by a Band A Director. The incident is
likely to be complex and will therefore require a more detailed analysis that goes beyond the other
investigation levels identified and will require an additional level of resource (See Section 6.0). An
Advanced Level Investigation shall be completed within 30 days of the incident being reported into
the company incident management database, unless an extension is approved by the Chair of the
Investigation Team.
10
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5.0 Statutory Reporting
 Certain types of incidents require a statutory report to be submitted to the appropriate Enforcing
Authority by the Responsible Manager for the line of business as soon as reasonably practicable.
A list of such reporting requirements is provided in Appendix E and further advice obtained from
your SSR Business Partner
 To ensure the company incident management database is current and auditable, the Investigation
Team Leader shall provide the Enforcing Authority reference number and attach the relevant
copy report to the incident record held within the company incident management database (See
Section 6.1)
 Further detailed information on the statutory reporting of gas related incidents is provided
in work procedure NGUK/SHE/INV/3 “The Reporting of Gas Related Incidents and Injuries for
Operational Managers.” For electricity related incidents refer to primary legislation
 Where a report is required by an Enforcing Authority then Legal shall be consulted before
information is issued
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6.0 Incident Investigation Team
Investigation
Team Forms.
Formed within 48
Hours

The Investigation Team shall be formed within 48 hours of the incident being
reported into the company incident management database. If at any stage in
the investigation the Investigation Team Leader or Safety, Sustainability and
Resilience (SSR) believes that the level of investigation needs to be reviewed and
adjusted they should inform the SHE Incident Desk. This may require a broader
discussion that may include SSR and Legal. The resources to carry out the incident
investigation at a new level need to be reviewed and adjusted to the Revised
Incident Investigation Level. All Investigation Teams shall consider the involvement
of a Safety Representative.
For more information about the Investigation Team and level of competence
please see the table in Appendix F.

Advanced Investigation Team
Advanced Investigations shall be carried out by a team that includes a Band A Director independent
of the line of business where the incident occurred, an Investigation Team Leader who shall lead the
investigation team including a Technical Secretary.
The Investigation Team leader shall be competent to carry out an investigation. This can be
demonstrated by a combination of; relevant industry experience, previous involvement in an
investigation, a relevant qualification suitable for the type of investigation. Either the Investigation
Team Leader and/or Technical Secretary shall have attended High Level Investigation Training
provided via Learning and Development and the relevant TapRooT® training.
The list of competent Investigation Team Leaders and Technical Secretaries are available via the SSR
Infonet web page.

Standard Investigation Team
Standard Investigations should have an independent (separate from the immediate line manager
as a minimum) Investigation Team Leader and must exclude anyone who may have a conflict of
interest about events being investigated. The Investigation Team Leader shall have completed the
appropriate training course provided via Learning and Development and TapRooT®.
Where the incident involves contractors please refer to Appendix H.

Basic Investigation Team
Basic Investigations should be carried out by an Investigation Team Leader who has completed the
Web Based Training package for Incident Investigations available at National Grid E-Learning. It is
likely that this will be the line manager from the area where the incident has taken place. This will be
confirmed by the SHE Incident Desk. Where the Investigation Team Leader role is performed by the
contracting company, National Grid should review the report as outlined in Appendix H.
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6.1 Investigation Team Responsibilities
The Investigation Chair (Advanced level only) shall:
•
•
•
•

Be accountable for the quality of the investigation
Consider the sharing of learning with other business units
Ensure broader company issues and interested parties such as Legal and Communications are
fully considered and managed
Be likely to lead the communication issues around the findings of the investigation

The Investigation Team Leader shall:
 Undertake a complete and accurate investigation and make a record of the actions, due date and
their assignment in the company incident management database
 For Advanced and Standard Level investigations consideration should be made to producing
Terms of Reference (ToR) to define time resources and scope of the investigation. More detailed
guidance is provided on the INV/1 Infonet page
 Ensure that the causal factors and root cause(s) of incidents are correctly identified and recorded
using TapRooT®. This requires the investigation team to look broadly at management process
failures rather than just directly at the actions or omissions of employees directly involved. It is
important to look beyond the individual and consider management systems and processes
 If a contractor or sub-contractor is involved in an incident ensure a specific focus on the
arrangements within the contractual chain (i.e. client, principal contractor, sub-contractor,
operative) and their possible contribution to the incident is fully considered
 Consider throughout the investigation whether the correct Incident Classification has been
applied. If at any stage of the investigation this needs to be reviewed they should inform the SHE
Incident Desk. This may require a broader discussion that include SSR and Legal
 Consider the involvement of a Safety Representative as part of the Investigation Team
 Consider the need for any additional support as required (E.g. Technical expert/SHE professional)
 If the incident is reportable (See Appendix E), provide the Enforcing Authority reference number
and attach the relevant copy report to the incident record held within the company incident
management database
 Consider the misuse of drugs and alcohol as a cause of the incident as early as reasonably
practicable. The National Grid Drugs and Alcohol Policy can be found via the HR Infonet site
 Throughout the investigation consider the need for sharing learning across the company to
prevent recurrence elsewhere. This is outlined via the Sharing Learning Effectively process (See
Appendix I)
 Establish SMART (Specific, Measurable, Agreed, Realistic and Time-based) Corrective Actions to
address the immediate, underlying and root cause(s) and prevent re-occurrence
 Ensure ensure all contributors and action holders are provided with an opportunity to comment
on the draft report . The action description and the completion due date shall be agreed with the
action holder prior to the record being made in the company incident management database
 Confirm the status of the investigation with regard to Legal privilege with Legal
13
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Technical Secretary (or Line Manager) shall:
 Coordinate the investigation process in conjunction with the Investigation Team
 Gather and collate all relevant information (including interviews, forensic evidence, photographs,
HSE documents, technical data etc.) associated with the investigation
 Following completion of the investigation ensure full records are made in the relevant sections
in the company incident management database. Seek advice from the SHE Incident Desk if any
updates cannot be made directly to the record on the company incident management database
 Ensure the investigation is completed and entered into the company incident management
database within the appropriate time scales, commencing the day after the incident occurred.
A time extension request can be made for an Advanced or Standard level investigation
where circumstances are beyond National Grid’s direct control e.g. an asset failure requiring a
manufacturer’s forensic report. All investigation time extensions shall be approved by a Director
or direct report to a Director and shall confirm the revised due date
 All extensions shall be recorded by the SHE Incident Desk (SE.incidentdesk@nationalgrid.com)
and should be submitted five days before the agreed closure date as a minimum
 Ensure all supporting information is attached to the incident record retained in the company
incident management database in line with Global Data Retention Policy.

The Investigation Action Holder(s) shall:
 Carry out the actions agreed with the investigation Team Leaders within the time scale agreed
and recorded on the company incident management database (See previous section)
 Inform the Strategy & Performance team at (SHES.PerformanceandReporting@nationalgrid.com)
with a CC to the Investigation Team Leader of any changes to the action description or due date
with agreement from SSR/Investigation Team Leader. This request should outline the justification
for the change or due date extension. Where the action holder is to be changed the same process
shall be followed and shall in addition with prior agreement include the new action holder
 Provide action closure evidence commensurate with the scope of the action. This shall be
attached by the action owner to the incident action record at the time the action is closed in the
company incident management database. Any extensions to an action is approved by a Director
or direct report to a Director

Safety Representative(s) shall:
 Be an integrated member of the investigation team providing a workforce perspective on the
process/environment
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7.0 Other Responsibilities
7.1 Management of Contractor(s) Responsibilities
The arrangements between National Grid and its supply chain can be complex. Depending on
the type of incident that has occurred the process for reporting, undertaking investigations and
approving are detailed in Appendix H.

7.2 Safety, Sustainability & Resilience (SSR) shall:





Manage the SHE Incident Desk
Manage and maintain requirements for this Reporting & Investigation procedure
Maintain the company incident management database
Undertake detailed analysis on information captured by the company incident management
database to provide performance information and trends. This data shall be shared with incident
review panels across the National Grid business and at National Grid performance and board
meetings
 Use information provided by the company incident management database to inform future
proactive safety campaigns and initiatives to prevent recurrence and focus on key risk areas
 Working with Learning and Development to manage the competency framework and associated
approving the training requirements for this procedure and maintain the register of competent
investigation team members available via Infonet: Click Link

7.3 The Incident Review Panel(s) shall:
 Challenge and review a selection of investigations (relevant to appropriate line of business
‘Incident Review Panel’ or equivalent) to ensure complete accurate and high quality investigations
have been undertaken
 Ensure that the process for sharing learning effectively and the completion of corrective actions
are working effectively
 For further information please see the Incident Review Panel section of the SSR Infonet pages.

8.0 Retention of Information
Investigation reports will be retained in the company incident management database for a minimum
seven years. Health related records are required for forty years or until the injured party reaches
eighty years old. Additionally, copies of statutory reports shall be kept for at least seven years by the
appropriate business unit.
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9.0 Appendices
Appendix A: General Definitions
Appendix B: Information Gathering to Report an Incident
Appendix C: Classification Table
Appendix D: Immediate Notification Process
Appendix E: Statutory Reports
Appendix F: Forming an Investigation Team
Appendix G: Advanced and Standard Level Investigation
		

Report Format

Appendix H: Contractor investigation process
Appendix I: Sharing Learning Effectively
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Appendix A: General Definitions
Title

Definition

Company Incident Management Database
(Incident Management System- IMS)

National Grid Company Database for
i. Recording
ii. Monitoring actions and
iii. Tracking trends on incidents

Immediate Cause

The most obvious reason/explanation for the event or incident (there may
be several of these). For example, the injury was caused by the worker falling
down the hole.

Causal Factor

Otherwise known as Contributing or Underlying Cause. The mistake(s) or
failure(s) that, if corrected, could have prevented the incident from occurring
or would have significantly mitigated its consequences. There may be several
underlying causes identified in any one incident and all should be identified
if relevant.

Root Cause

Statutory Reporting

The absence of best practices or the failure to apply knowledge that would
have prevented the incident (or significantly reduced the likelihood of the
incident occurring). Management system failures such as policy, procedures,
inadequate or inappropriate design standards, planning, enforcement or
other organisational failings. Often these causes go beyond the individual.

The forms that require completion for regulatory compliance can be found
on the relevant enforcement body website E.g. HSE/LA/DECC/EA/SEPA

Incident Classification Level

The level that the incident has been classified based on severity (or potential
severity) of an event (Severe, Moderate, Minor & Data Capture). This does not
necessarily correspond with the level of investigation but will determine the
appropriate level of communication applicable to the incident.

Initial Incident Investigation Level

The level of investigation assigned to the incident (Advanced, Standard, Basic
and Data Capture). This level of investigation can be reviewed as information
is gathered and facts are established and is then termed the Revised Incident
Investigation Level. Unless this level is revised this level will remain as the
Investigation Level throughout the investigation process.

Revised Incident Investigation Level

The level at which the incident investigation has been re-classified following
advice from the Investigation Team Leader or SSR Business Partner as more
information has been gathered following an incident which would indicate
the level of resource needs to be adjusted.

Risk Control Measures

Precautions put in place to reduce the risk of an incident recurrence. Risk
is referred to as the likelihood of a hazard (anything that has a potential to
cause harm) occurring and the severity of the consequences.

Responsible Manager

The manager responsible for the process where the incident occurred (not
necessarily the Investigation Team Leader)
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Minimum Information Requirement for SHE Incident Desk
- Date of Incident
- Who’s Involved:
Employee (Name required)
Contractor (Name and company required)
Temporary employee (agency)
Member of public
Third party contractor (Name and company required)
N/A
- Time of incident
- Manager notified
- Date and time of notification
- Reporter’s name
- Contractor’s name (if applicable)
- Contractor company (if applicable)
- What has happened?
- Pressure (if applicable)
- Voltage (if applicable)
- Number of people injured (if applicable)
- Location type
- Site name
- Address
- City
- Activity (Not applicable for ‘Hazardous Condition’)
- Source/object
- Task type
- Switching/relay cause (if applicable)

Incident type
The incident type will be selected by
the Incident Desk dependant on what
is being reported.
Some incident types will require
further information that needs to
be provided before the notification
email can be sent out to the relevant
managers.
No additional information is needed
for the following incident types: Near
miss, Public incident, Hazardous
Condition, Switching/relay,
Environmental, Security.
Additional information is required for
the following incident types:

Injury
Motor vehicle incident
Asset related

Injury
- What was the person doing when they were
Injured?
- Nature of the injury
- Injury/illness type
- Part(s) of body injured
- First aid date and description (if applicable)

- Medical treatment date and description
(if applicable)
- Emergency room and/or overnight stay?
- RIDDOR reportable? Days lost or
restricted duties

Motor vehicle incident
- Vehicle reg number, make and model
- Where was the driver?
- Seat belt worn?
- Collision with?
- Weather
- Road surface

- Light
- Action of vehicle driven by employee/
contractor
- Direction of other vehicle (if applicable)
- Damage to vehicle

Asset related
- Is this a National Grid asset?
- Which business area owns the asset?
- What type of asset are you reporting about?

- Activity of persons regarding this asset?
- What has failed on this asset?
- Who found the asset?
20
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Level of Initial Classification for an Incident
The following incident classification levels are provided for guidance. Depending on their
significance, incidents are initially classified as:





Severe
Moderate
Minor
Data Capture

The way the incident is communicated to the business will depend on this level of classification. An
appropriate investigation will be assigned to the incident dependant on the significance or frequency
of the incident.
If an investigating manager requires a change to the level of investigation assigned; this shall be
discussed with a member of the SSR safety team. If this change is agreed then this request should be
emailed to .box.SE.IncidentDesk with an approval from their Director or direct report to their Director.

Classification Level

Email notification from IMS

Initial Investigation level

Severe

Line Manager, plus next two levels up

Advanced Level Investigation

Moderate

Line Manager, plus next level up

Standard Level Investigation

Minor

Line Manager

Basic Level Investigation

Data Capture

Line Manager

No investigation required

Categories (in priority order)
Injury

Injuries to anyone

Asset

Damage/failure/encroachment to an asset

Environment

Any occurrence which results in or may have resulted in environmental damage

Security

Incidents involving theft or attempted theft, vandalism or personal security

Vehicle Incident

Incidents where any type of vehicle was involved

Near miss

Incidents which had the potential in other circumstances to have been more serious

Hazard

An unsafe condition that has been managed prior to reporting
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INJURY
SEVERE

•
•

MODERATE

•
•

•

Any fatality to workers and non-workers, with the exception of suicides, if they arise from a
work-related incident, including an act of physical violence to a worker
Any HSE reportable Specified Injury suffered by a National Grid employee or contractor arising
out of works being carried out by or on behalf of National Grid as follows:
• fractures, other than to fingers, thumbs and toes
• amputations
• any injury likely to lead to permanent loss of sight or reduction in sight
• any crush injury to the head or torso causing damage to the brain or internal organs
• serious burns (including scalding) which:
• covers more than 10% of the body
• causes significant damage to the eyes, respiratory system or other vital organs
• any scalping requiring hospital treatment
• any loss of consciousness caused by head injury or asphyxia
• any other injury arising from working in an enclosed space which:
• leads to hypothermia or heat-induced illness
• requires resuscitation or admittance to hospital for more than 24 hours
Injury to a Member of the Public where medical practitioner treatment is given and/or a HSE
Specified Injury if confirmed
A work-related injury that results in lost working time or restricted duties of one or more days
beyond the day of the injury. When calculating days lost, the day of the incident is excluded,
but days the individual is unable to work due to the injury, including weekends or holidays shall
be included. (restricted work days or days lost above 7 days need to reported to HSE)
A work-related injury with no lost time requiring GP/Hospital treatment that results in medical
treatment beyond first aid, for example:
• Significant work-related injury diagnosed by a physician or other licensed health
care professional e.g. fractured or cracked bones, punctured eardrums, hearing loss,
dislocation, hand arm vibration syndrome (HAVS), skin and respiratory reactions etc.
• Any needle stick injury or cut from a sharp object
• Prescribed medication (non-prescription/over the counter medication is not medical
treatment)
• Loss of consciousness
• Stitches (including butterfly stitches, sterra strips or glue)
• Tetanus (required for a serious cut)
• Restriction of work or motion, or transfer to another job (Restricted work status occurs,
when, as the result of a work-related injury, an employer or medical professional keeps,
or recommends keeping, an individual from doing the routine functions of his or her job
or from working the full workday that the employee would have been scheduled to work
before the injury occurred, excluding the day of the injury) An X-ray that does not result in any of
the above will be classed as no treatment.

MINOR

•
•

•
DATA
CAPTURE

•

•
•

Any first aid injury or one-time treatment of a worker and subsequent observation of an injury
which does not require professional medical treatment. First aid injuries may include cuts,
burns and splinters
An incident which causes physical harm to an employee or contractor whilst undertaking a
work related activity which results in no lost time from work. For example if an individual goes
home on the day of the incident and returns to work the next day this is a Non Lost Time Injury
(NLTI)
Injury to member of the public (not captured in the Moderate level) or near misses involving
Minor injuries which DO NOT require treatment include: minor scratches, paper cuts, minor
bumps, minor bruises, minor scalds, minor muscle strains, member of the public carbon
monoxide poisoning, travel to and from when (if not peripatetic) or on a specified break etc.
These types of incidents shall be closed in the National Grid Company Database at the time of
reporting
Member of the public incident (non National Grid attributable)
Any treatment given by a qualified first aider
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ASSET
SEVERE

•

Any unplanned incident associated with National Grid’s operational assets resulting in equipment failure or reduced
system security e.g. catastrophic failure of a circuit breaker, cup seal failure on a gas holder

•

Damage (greater than £250k) to National Grid or non-National Grid assets where National Grid operations are involved

•

Any explosion or fire whether actual or potential due to an unintentional escape of gas from the network upstream of
the emergency control valve where there is an associated fatality, major injury and/or major damage to property

•

Electricity loss of supply – e.g. a loss of supply resulting from multiple circuit trips or equipment failures

•

Process Safety Catastrophic or Serious events as defined in the guidance document Process Safety Event Reporting
and Categorisation

•

Damage to National Grid or non-National Grid assets caused by National Grid or persons working on behalf of
National Grid. For electrical cables greater than 1000 volts

MODERATE

•

Electricity loss of supply resulting from equipment failure affecting only one substation, during normal operations

•

Damage (greater than £50k and lass than £250k) to National Grid or non-National Grid assets where National Grid
operations are involved

•

Any explosion or fire whether actual or potential due to an unintentional escape of gas from the network upstream of
the emergency control valve other than in severe category

•

Any explosion or fire due to an escape of gas from internal pipework, meter or appliance on domestic premises
downstream of the emergency control valve, arising out of or in conjunction with the gas being conveyed by National
Grid

•

Any failure or potential failure of gas supply for whatever reason, to a large industrial or commercial customer taking
more than 75,000 therms per annum or to more than 250 supply points

•

Any failure or potential failure of gas conveyed to conform to the content and characteristic requirements in terms of
odorisation, odour intensity outside prescribed limits or wet gas affecting more than 25 supply points

•

Incidents which are reportable to the HSE under Regulation 31 of the Electricity, Safety, Quality and Continuity
Regulations (ESQCR) e.g. unauthorised entry to a tower or substation (Electricity Transmission only), or loss of supply
incidents reportable to DECC under Regulation 32

•

Damage to National Grid or non-National Grid assets caused by National Grid or work being carried out on behalf of
National Grid, e.g. electrical cables less than 1000 volts

•

Process Safety Significant events as defined in the guidance document Process Safety Event Reporting and
Categorisation

MINOR

•

HSE reportable incident (GSMR, DO) e.g. pipeline damage with a gas release greater than 500kg

•

Damage to National Grid assets caused by third parties

•

Damage (less than £50k) to National Grid or non-National Grid assets where National Grid operations are involved

•

Electricity loss of supply - a loss of supply resulting from an inadvertent system trip during site works, with a short
restoration time

•

Third party activity within 3 metres of National Grid assets without consent

•

Gas or electricity - Loss of supply greater than 5 and less than or equal to 250 properties or less.

•

Pipeline damage with a gas release of 500kg or less

•

Media cable or water service strike

•

Potential/near miss incidents which are reportable to the HSE under Regulation 31 of the Electricity, Safety, Quality
and Continuity Regulations (ESQCR) e.g. unauthorised entry to a tower or substation (Electricity Transmission only), or
potential loss of supply incidents reportable to DECC under Regulation 32

•

Process Safety Potential events as defined in the guidance document Process Safety Event Reporting and
Categorisation

DATA
CAPTURE

•

Any fatality or major injury suspected to be due to carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning reported to, or identified by
National Grid and arising out of or in connection with the gas being conveyed by National Grid

•

Any incident where a Competent Person, approved in accordance with the Gas Safety (Installation and Use)
Regulations 1998, has sufficient information for it to be reasonable to decide that a gas fitting or any flue or ventilation,
is or has been likely to cause a fatality or major injury, due to poor design, construction, installation, modification or
servicing (but not lack of servicing except where there are landlord duties)
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ENVIRONMENT
SEVERE

•
•

Catastrophic environmental incident
Category 1 - Any occurrence connected with National Grid operations that:
• May cause significant environmental damage;
• Results in potential (i.e. likely) for the company to be subject to enforcement action such
as a Caution or Warning Letter, or, prosecuted by a regulatory body;
• Is likely to lead to adverse public perception of National Grid

MODERATE

•

Category 2 - Any occurrence connected with National Grid which results in environmental
damage and where prosecution or enforcement action by a regulatory body or adverse public
perception is deemed unlikely

MINOR

•

•

Category 2 - Any occurrence connected with National Grid which results in minor
environmental damage and where prosecution or enforcement action by a regulatory body or
adverse public perception is deemed unlikely
Environmental near misses - An incident which under different circumstances could have
resulted in harm to the environment
Fly tipping on National Grid property

•
•
•
•

Waste Management
Hazardous spills removed not affecting environment
Invasive and injurious plants observed during National Grid operations
Fly tipping not on National Grid property i.e. access ways before boundary gates

SEVERE

•
•
•

Kidnapping
Act of terrorism
Breach of site with complete loss of equipment/asset

MODERATE

•
•

Unauthorised access to National Grid property where equipment or asset was stolen
Any incident involving firearms, offensive weapons or actual violence in connection to National
Grid operations

MINOR

•
•
•
•

Breaches where all reasonable practical controls are in place
Breach to secure site and the site left unsecured
Breach with minor theft
Assault on personal safety where no injury is sustained (Where an injury is sustained, this shall be

•
•
•

Sites left unsecured which could have resulted in a security breach/theft.
Persons loitering or acting suspiciously around National Grid properties.
Leaving your desktop unlocked and unattended, not wearing lanyard when required,
confidential papers left unattended.
Theft of or from Company vehicle whilst on own time
Verbal abuse received whilst on company business

•

DATA
CAPTURE

SECURITY

DATA
CAPTURE

•
•

categorised as Moderate and further information captured within the Injury section.)
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MOTOR VEHICLE INCIDENTS (MVI)
SEVERE

•

Any MVI resulting in fatality, loss of limb, severe disability or multiple casualties (as captured
within Injury section)

MODERATE

•

Occupied motor vehicle incident with injury and/or major damage

MINOR

•

Occupied motor vehicle incident with minor damage

DATA
CAPTURE

•
•
•

Motor vehicle near miss.
Stone chips, punctures or windscreen damage that have led to a near miss.
Unoccupied motor vehicle incident or occupied motor vehicle incident occurring in own time

SEVERE

•

Any High Potential Incident (HPI). Full details on HPIs can be found on INV1 Infonet site

MODERATE

•

Significant near misses, Dangerous Occurrences which are not HPI

MINOR

•

Near miss with investigative actions to be assigned

DATA
CAPTURE

•

Near miss not requiring an investigation and with no further actions

SEVERE

•

N/A

MODERATE

•

N/A

MINOR

•

Hazardous condition with actions to be assigned

DATA
CAPTURE

•

Hazardous condition found and removed

NEAR MISS

HAZARDS

*The above classifications are Initial Incident Classification Levels. The Investigation Level assigned is subject to change
when further information becomes available during the investigation
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Introduction
This Immediate Notification Process is intended to enable the business, in conjunction with the
Safety, Sustainability and Resilience (SSR) Directorate to identify and communicate incidents as soon
as possible to relevant managers and to the wider business including Corporate Affairs, Insurance
and Legal. There are specific requirements for the initial communication and ongoing updates of fatal
incidents detailed below.

Immediate Notification Process
All severe incidents require notification under the Immediate Notification Process.
For fatalities the following actions need to be taken:
 Verbal notification to the CEO and Executive Director via the line manager and Business Unit
Director - immediate
 Briefing note to CEO and Executive Director for onward circulation to Board Members and
employees - within 24 hours (target)
All other severe/appropriate moderate incidents are communicated through the National Grid
database email system (SMINV). The SHE Incident Desk maintains the Immediate Notification
email distribution list in line with organisational changes. Any changes should be notified by the
responsible manager to SE.incidentdesk@nationalgrid.com. The following incident types fall under
this process:









Major Injuries
Explosion or fire
Major damage/Environmental harm (Category 1 Environmental Incident)
Actual or potential failure of supply to more than 250 consumers
Failure of supply to industrial/commercial consumer greater than 75,000 Therms per annum
Significant near misses
Any major electrical supply failure or fallen conductor
Reputation or publicity impact

Fast Track Notification Process (severe gas incidents)
UK Gas Distribution operate a parallel process outlined within NGUK/SHE/INV/3 processes to ensure
details of severe/appropriate moderate incidents are communicated to relevant line managers.
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Reporting to National Grid Insurance
The Insurance Claims Team must be notified of any incident involving loss, damage or injury. This is
required to ensure The Insurance Claims Team can notify insurers to comply with insurance policy
terms and conditions. The Insurance Claims Team will provide advice, assistance and take action as
necessary to ensure the business is prepared to respond to any claims, demand or action from any
third party and to collate any claim to be presented by the National Grid business to Insurers.
The Insurance Claims Team can be contacted via email at:
.Box.Insurance
insurance.box@nationalgrid.com

Reporting to Legal
For incidents that require legal advice, please contact Legal’s Health Safety and Environment team.
The Legal team work on a rota basis, the details of which are notified by way of e-mail updates to
senior management. Additionally, details of who is on call is notified to the control rooms, and held
by Distribution call centre.
Legal’s Health Safety and Environment team provide:
 Out of Hours (24/7) legal support for severe incidents where there has been a fatality, major injury,
explosion of other significant health, safety or environmental event(s)
 The Legal team will advise on the immediate legal response including the use of legal privilege
 Support for incident investigation teams, which is primarily focused at Advanced and complex
standard investigations.
The Legal Health Safety and Environment team can be contacted via phone or via e-mail at:
.Box.Legal.HealthSafetyEnvironment
legal.healthsafetyenvironment@nationalgrid.com

External Statutory Reporting
We have statutory responsibilities to report a range of incidents to our regulators such as the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE) , The Environment Agency (EA), Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA), Natural Resources Wales and Local Authorities. These often have time periods in which
the report needs to be completed. For further guidance on these please seek advice from Safety,
Sustainability and Resilience (SSR).
For Gas Distribution the action necessary to deal with gas specific incidents is referenced in the work
procedure NGUK/SHE/INV/3 “Work Procedure for the Reporting of Gas Related Incidents and Injuries
for Operational Managers.”
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National Grid
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Statutory Reports
What happened

Explanation

Document
Reference

Report of an Injury

Report to Health and Safety Executive (HSE) as
soon as is reasonably practicable regarding workrelated fatality, specified injuries, over-seven-day
injuries & injuries to non-workers in compliance with
The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR). Full
details can be found at http://www.hse.gov.uk/
riddor/reportable-incidents.htm
A telephone service is provided for reporting fatal
and specified injuries only - HSE Incident Contact
Centre 0845 300 9923 (Monday to Friday 8.30 am
to 5 pm). Out of Hours HSE duty officer 0151 922
9235.

F2508IE:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/F2508IE

Report of an
Occupational Disease

Report to HSE as soon as is reasonably practicable
regarding reportable diseases in compliance with
RIDDOR regulations 8 & 9. E.g. Hand Arm Vibration
Syndrome (HAVS) etc. Full details can be found
at http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/occupationaldiseases.htm &/or http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/
carcinogens.htm

F2508AE:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/F2508AE

Report of a
Dangerous Occurrence

Report to HSE as soon as is reasonably practicable
regarding explosion or fire & any other event
detailed in Schedule2 of RIDDOR. Full details
can be found at http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/
dangerous-occurences.htm & http://www.hse.gov.
uk/pipelines/resources/reportingriddor.htm

F2508DOE:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/F2508DOE

Gas-related injuries

Report to HSE as soon as reasonably practicable
regarding death, loss of consciousness or taking
to hospital of a person because of an injury arising
in connection with that gas in compliance with
RIDDOR. Full details can be found at http://www.
hse.gov.uk/riddor/reportable-incidents.htm

F2508G1E:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/F2508G1E

Report of a Dangerous
Gas Fitting

Report to HSE following identification by a
registered Gas Engineer as soon as is reasonably
practicable regarding the design, construction,
manner of installation, modification or servicing of a
gas fitting which could have caused the death, loss
of consciousness or taking to hospital of a person
in compliance with RIDDOR. Full details can be
found at http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/reportableincidents.htm

F2508G2E:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/F2508G2E

Gas Quality –
Odorisation
Failure

Notification to HSE within 24 hours of an odorant
failure, which results in the declaration of a sub
national gas supply emergency

Gas Quality
Reports

Gas Quality –
Odorisation
Policy

Notification to HSE within 3 Months of a change to
odorant policy and practice

-

Gas Quality – Out of
Specification Gas

Notification to HSE within 24 hours of an
authorisation to convey gas not complying with
the requirements specified in Part I (but complying
with Part II) of Schedule 3 of the Gas Safety
(Management) Regulations 1996

GS(M)R – Out
of Specification
Gas

Or Phone Contact as per Explanation
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What happened

Explanation

Document
Reference

CO Poisoning
Notification

Notification to HSE and responsible shipper within
two hours of any fatality or major injury suspected
to be due to carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning
arising from the gas being conveyed by National
Grid. (Responsible shipper notified by Distribution
Customer Operations – Dispatch). Notification to
HSE within 14 days in compliance with RIDDOR

CO

COMAH Notification

Notification to the Competent Authority (under
Regulation 15(3) of COMAH) as soon as is
reasonably practicable in the incident of a major
accident at a COMAH site via local HSE office

COMAH

Electricity TransmissionSpecific
Electricity Incidents

Report to HSE as soon as is reasonably practicable
regarding any serious injury or fatality attributable
to the National Grid system in compliance with
Regulation 31 of The Electricity Safety, Quality and
Continuity Regulations 2002

ESQCR1:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/esqcr1

Electricity TransmissionReport of Loss of
Supply

Report to the Department of Energy Climate Change
(DECC) as soon as is reasonably practicable
regarding any loss of supply event attributable to
the National Grid system that meets the specific
criteria in compliance with Regulation 32 of The
Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations
2002.
To report supply interruptions out of hours contact
DECC’s duty officer on 020 7215 3234

ESQCR1:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/esqcr1

F2508G1E:
https://extranet.hse.gov.uk/lfserver/
external/F2508G1E

Or Phone Contact as per Explanation

Notification of Incidents Notification of an incident with potential effects on
With Potential Effects on food safety should be made by telephone as soon
Food Safety
as is reasonably practicable directly to the Incident
Response Team, Contaminants Division on 0207
276 8448 (24Hr) or foodincidents@foodstandards.
gsi.gov.uk

Food Standards
Agency

DSS Regulations

Statutory requirement for the recording of all injuries
sustained at the workplace should be recorded as
soon as is reasonably practicable. Electronically
held within the National Grid Company Database.
Report via SHE Incident Desk 0800 777770

Incident Management SystemAccident Book Record

Notification of
environmental
incident/breach of an
environmental permit/
PPC permit site

Report of an environmental incident is verbally made Environmental Permit or PPC Permit
immediately, via internal environmental/ Operational
SHE teams/Safety, Sustainability and Resilience
(SSR), to the permit regulatory enforcing authority
without delay. Written submission as required by
the permit is made within 24-hours following the
incident

Fluid Filled Cable leak in
a sensitive area

Report to the environment agency as soon as
possible on the environment agency’s 24-hour
incident helpline number 0800 807060

Operating Code on the Management
of Fluid Filled Cable Systems

Fluid Filled Cable leak
outside of a sensitive
area

Report to the Environment Egency as soon as
possible, during office hours, on the environment
agency’s 24-hour incident helpline number 0800
807060

Operating Code on the Management
of Fluid Filled Cable Systems

Notification of a breach
of a discharge consent

Notification to the regulatory enforcing authority as
soon as possible

Discharge Consent

Notification of a
Notification to the regulatory enforcing authority as
significant environmental soon as possible
incident (non-permitted
site)

-
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Forming the
Investigation Team
Safety, Sustainability and Resilience
National Grid
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The Investigation Team
It is important that the make up of the investigation team is carefully considered. For Advanced or
Standard investigations this may include a broad range of skills and experience both in investigation
techniques and the process being investigated. Consideration of an element of independence from
the management line involved in the incident is also recommended for Standard level investigations,
an required for Advanced Level Investigations.
As well as being a legal duty, full consideration should be given to including a Safety Representative
in the investigation team. A list of Safety Representatives trained in investigation techniques are listed
in on the SSR Infonet site.
The Incident Investigation Team shall be formed within 48 hours of the incident being reported to the
SHE Incident Desk. Membership of the investigation teams shall be made up of the following roles:

Role

Responsibilities

Investigation Chair
- Band A/Band B

• Accountable for the quality of the investigation
• Considers extended learning for the business, and
• Ensuring broader company issues and interested
parties such as Legal and Communications are fully
considered and managed
• To front the communication issues around the findings
of the investigation

Independent
of the business
involved in the
incident

• R
 esponsible for managing the investigation and
producing a quality investigation report
• Managing the resources of the investigation team
and relationships with the business involved in the
incident, and
• Determining along with the business appropriate
corrective actions

Investigation Team
Leader

Advanced

Technical Secretary

Supporting the investigation team by:
• Co-ordinating the interviews
• Collating evidence that is presented
• Verbal notes from interviews
• Technical documents and photographs
• Drafting the incident report
• Reporting into the company incident management
database on teams behalf

Subject Matter
Experts - may be
more than one
person

• S pecific to the subject area under investigations and
experienced.
 Examples may be in the area forensic science, security
or data management, IS systems, engineer psychology
and human behaviour
• May be a safety, medical health or environmental
expert

Safety
Representative

• S upporting the investigation to provide a workforce
perspective on the process and environment

Standard
(Complex*)

Standard

Basic

Independent
of the business
involved in the
incident

Independent
of the business
involved in the
incident

Independent
of the
management
line involved in
the incident

Likely to be the
Line Manager

If required

If required

Please Note: The quality of incident investigations, the identification of root causes and enduring corrective actions to prevent incident
recurrence increases significantly if more than one person is involved in the investigation
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Competency Requirements
When selecting an Investigation Team Leader it is important that they are competent for the level
of investigation. Competency includes the appropriate experience, confidence, credibility, training,
leadership and understanding of the business to deliver the required level of investigation.

Role

Competency/Training requirement

Advanced Level Investigation Team Leader

•
•
•
•

Incident Investigation Leader training course
2-day TapRooT® training
Completion of 2 Standard investigations per annum as a minimum
Preferable NEBOSH safety certificate or equivalent

Standard Level Investigation Team Leader

•
•
•
•

1 day Investigator training course
2-day TapRooT® training
Leading or involvement in an investigation team completing 2 Standard investigations per annum
as a minimum
Completion of e-learning Computer Based Training refresher training every 2 years as a minimum

•
•
•

Completion of e-learning Computer Based Training as a minimum
Completion of optional 1 day investigator training preferred
Experience in the business area of the incident is essential

Basic Level Investigation Team Leader

Please Note: SSR will maintain the register of competent investigators for Standard and Advanced Investigations. Current registers can be found on the SSR
Infonet site. The WBT Learning Resource Centre will maintain a register of employees that have successfully completed the e-learning package.
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Format
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National Grid
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National Grid Advanced and Standard Investigation example template
All reports should comprise:
 Title - Including incident location, date and time and incident number
 Date of report and version control information
 Author - Investigation report author; Investigation team members including safety representatives
 Circulation List
 Executive Summary- A succinct summary of the entire report, including significant conclusions
and recommendation(s) for corrective action(s)
 Contents Page
 Introduction
- Incident details (e.g. location, contractor/direct labour, date, incident type [category and the
Company Database number], fatalities/injuries)
- Terms of Reference
 The Investigation
- The methodology used (e.g. TapRooT® Root Cause Analysis)
- Sites visited (and dates)
- People interviewed (and dates)
- Referred documents, including the relevant Procedures and Legislation
 Description of the Incident
- What happened before, during and after the incident- sequence of events (SnapCharT®)
- The outcome, including damage or loss
 Analysis and Conclusions
- Consider Human Factors - Assess whether Human Error was involved and if so, what type. Also
consider wider issues which may have “set this person up to fail” with recommendations to
prevent re-occurrence

National Grid Reports- The use of TapRooT® Root Cause Analysis is mandatory:
 SnapCharT®
 Root Cause Tree
 Corrective Action(s) Recommended

Contractor Reports- The use of TapRooT® Root Cause Analysis is not mandatory
 Alternative methodologies may be used e.g. HSG48, Johnson’s MORT, 5 Why’s
 Recommendations and Corrective Actions
- Immediate actions taken to avoid recurrences
- Recommendations for permanent remedial actions, and/or design specification changes
including target date for completion and named person responsible for each action
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 Sharing Learning Effectively
- Identification of any findings/recommendations that have national implications
- Identification of any bulletins, investigation summaries or other communication required
- Identification of any learning points for wider circulation within the business, contractors, etc.
 Acknowledgements
 Appendices
- Copy of the Company Database form/incident notification, statutory forms (if appropriate)
- Terms of Reference
- List of those people interviewed (it is not necessary to include witness statements)
- Photos, drawings, schematics, plans, etc.*
*Technical Secretaries should be mindful that all supplementary evidence collected throughout the
investigation should logged and retained within the company accident database at the request of
Legal. E.g.
- Witness statement(s) & interviewers notes
- Forensic Reports
- Technical information- specifications, maintenance logs, call logs etc.
- Relevant current working policies and procedures
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Incident Investigations Involving Contractors
National Grid may experience incidents involving contractors and a variety of approaches adopted to
investigating these. This appendix provides an update of the principles, considerations and current
thinking on how to approach this issue.

Principles
1.	Applying the Clear Bright Line, National Grid should not interfere in matters properly left to the
contractor, so joint investigations are inappropriate
2.	National Grid has to fulfil its obligations to investigate as a Client, Occupier and Regulatory Duty
Holder (RDH) related to Safety from the System, where relevant
3.	Investigations are to be proportionate to the level of risk and liabilities and the opportunity to
learn lessons.
4.	The process will need to be suitable for all types of contractor investigations from more remote
turn key contractors with advance safety management systems to smaller contractors on
National Grid sites with involvement of National Grid assets and operations.
In implementing the Clear Bright Line approach the following considerations have been applied:
1.	If the Contractor asserted that National Grid is wholly or partly to blame and National Grid did not
have its own report National Grid would be at significant risk:
a. In criminal and civil litigation including recovery of losses against the contractor.
b. That our insurers would instigate their own independent investigation.
3.	The Contractor is unlikely to be in a position to review the appropriateness of National Grid’s
contract management or the safety National Grid provides from the system (nor would we
want them too).
4.	There is no guarantee that in all cases the contractor would provide their full investigation in a
timely way e.g. where it is legally privileged.
5.	If the contractor’s investigation or report are unsatisfactory and require further work there will
be a delay during which time crucial information may be lost.
Please Note: We expect contractors to have established their own systems for recording and
reporting incidents to meet the standard highlighted at the start of this procedure. However,
they shall be required to add information relating to the type of incident in the company incident
management database coupled with the output from their investigation.
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Roles and Responsibilities
In the roles and responsibility table for investigations below, the principles and considerations have
been applied to National Grid’s three levels of investigations. This is detailed in the process flow
overleaf.

Principal
/ Main
Contractor
Level of
Investigation
Advanced

National
Grid

Principal
/ Main
Contractor

INVESTIGATION
Lead

Oversight
+ Ask own Qs

REPORT
Report

National Grid Report
Inc. Client, RDH, Occupier
aspects, and accept Contractor
report once quality standards
met

Report

National Grid Report
Inc. Client, RDH, Occupier
aspects, and accept Contractor
report once quality standards
met

Review:
• Accept
• Re-do
Standard
(Involving
NGrid asset)
NG to lead on
Safety from the
System issues

Lead, except
for Safety
from the
System issues

Oversight
+ Ask own Qs

National Grid

Review:
• Accept
• Re-do

Standard

Lead

Review:
• Accept
• Re-do

Report

Accept Contractor report once
quality standards met

Basic

Lead

Review:
• Accept
• Re-do

Report

Accept Contractor report once
quality standards met

Data Capture

Report into
company
incident
reporting
database

No action

No action

No action

NB: National Grid Reserve the right to undertake a simultaneous investigation at any point.
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Incident Investigation - Contractor Arrangements

National Grid (NG)

Main/Principal Contractor (NG)

Occupier, client, regulatory duty holder

Manages employees and Sub Contractors

Consider
notification
to insurance,
media relations
and legal

Consider
reporting to
regulator/
enforcing body

Initial classification of
Investigation type

Report to NG by phone - Input into
IMS detailing what happened (sense
checked by NG)

START
Incident

Establish facts and timeline/undertake
investigation and analysis (root cause)
and establish corrective actions. Input
into IMS

Basic

Significant impact on
NG owned assets, MOP,
security of supply?

Standard or
advanced

Contractor

No

Form investigation
team

Yes

Form simultaneous investigation teams - establishing
facts and recording sequencing of events (if possible)

Establish facts and
timeline

No

Establish facts
and timeline

(re-do)

No

(re-do)

2 days
Reviewed/
accepted

2 days

Reviewed/
accepted

Yes
No (re-do)

Undertake investigation and analysis
(root cause) and establish corrective
actions

Report reviewed/
accepted?

Yes

7 days

Yes
Conduct
investigation and
produce report

Report input into IMS

Carry out actions

Co-operate to carry
out actions

7 days

Report reviewed/
accepted

Yes

Report and actions
input into IMS

10 days

END

Carry out actions
END

NG IRP
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Preliminary Steps & Learning Opportunity Classification Process
START
Investigation Team
Formed

Trigger

OPTIONAL:
Prepare a SHE
Bulletin

Does the incident require an
immediate SHE bulletin to brief
others in the business?

Yes

Refer to NGUK/SHE/99
for Bulletin production
and distribution

No

OPTIONAL:
Prepare a PreInvestigation
Summary

Does the incident
require a Pre-Investigation
Summary to brief others in the
business?

Pre-Investigation
Summary
Yes

SHE Incident desk to
issue via Immediate
Notification Process
No

Conduct
Investigation

HOLD POINT

OPTIONAL:
Prepare a PostInvestigation
Summary

Does the incident
require a Post-Investigation
Summary to brief others in the
business?

Yes

Post-Investigation
Summary

No

How significant is the
learning opportunity?

Learning
Opportunity
Classification

Moderate Learning Identified
Minor/local Learning Identified
Learning that requires local briefing.
No identified benefit from sharing
the learning with other business
units.
END

Learning that is likely to have direct/
specific relevance to other business units;
or is new, insightful and unlikely to have
been identified elsewhere. The identifying
business unit has a responsibility to
consider sharing the learning with other
business units- this may include an
‘Incident Investigation Summary’ to the
workforce via the SSR Registrar Process
(refer to NGUK/SHE/99)
END

Significant Learning Identified
Learning arising from the most
severe and significant incidents.
Requiring a coordinated programme
of communication and feedback
to ensure the learning has been
embedded.

Follow Significant
Learning Process
END

Escalation

Preliminary Steps & Learning Opportunity Classification Process
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Significant Learning Process
START
Significant
Learning identified

Trigger

SLE Concept
Developed

Learning pack
concept developed

Concept developed by ‘Sharing Learning Effectively (SLE) Development
Team.’ This will typically consist of:
- Significant Learning Originator (E.g. Investigation Team Leader)
- Legal representative
- Relevant SSR business partner
- SSR Centre Safety representative

Is the SLE concept approved by the
originator and SSR?

Concept to be agreed by affected business unit and SSR Band B
Manager or above:
- Define intended learning outcomes
- Define target audience
- Define intended communication/media channels
- Provide indicative budget

No

SLE Concept
Approval

Yes

Develop
Learning Pack

Each learning pack is bespoke but could include:
- Incident Investigation Summary
- Multi media e.g. presentation, bulletin, video,
animated reconstruction, facilitated tool box talks,
posters, vehicle stickers, letters, postcards etc.
- Supervisor briefing documents
- Feedback template(s) with questions populated
- E-learning products

Develop Learning
Pack

No

Learning Pack
Sign Off

Packs authorised for
release?

Share with all
relevant SHE
committees

Does each SHE Committee
believe the content is relevant
for their BU?

No

Learning Pack

Yes

Other
Business Units
Affected
Business Unit

Learning Pack will be archived on SSR’s Incident
Investigation Infonet page.

Learning Pack to be shared with all business
unit’s SHE Performance Committees to allow a
local decision to be made as to whether further
dissemination throughout their business unit is
required.

Yes

Issue and
Business Unit
Roll Out

Deliver BU
Learning Pack

Feedback Loop
One (Optional)

Feedback from
Learning Pack
obtained

Feedback to be completed and can be returned to
SLE Development Team for review. Options could
include:
- Facilitated discussions and feedback capture
- Survey Monkey

Reinforcement
Initiatives
(Optional)

Deliver additional
round(s) of
learning material

Reinforcement initiatives can be utilised to embed
learning and maintain focus. Options could include:
- Targeted Effective Safety Discussions
- Text messages
- Targeted Supervisor monitoring
- Survey Monkey

Additional
Feedback Loops
(Optional)

Additional round(s)
of feedback
obtained

Reflect

Has learning
been genuinely
embedded?

Registrar(s) to
distribute learning
pack

No

Yes

Continuous
Improvement

END

Significant Learning Process
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Originally issued as Transco Incident Notification & Reporting
Procedure Version 3.0

June 1996

Reviewed and re-issued as Version 4.1

March 1997

Reviewed and published as T/PR/INC1

December 1997

Incident and Accident reporting and analysis procedures
combined and reissued as T/PR/INV1. This document
replaces T/PR/INC1

EPSG/L00/66

Editorial update to reflect de-merger November 2000

June 2000

Reviewed, updated and published as T/PM/INV1

June 2001

Editorial update to comply with GRM

January 2004

Revised and re-issued as NGUK/SHE/INV/1

August 2004

Editorial update to amend Appendix M colour

January 2006

Editorial update to amend Appendix L

March 2006

Minor Amendments to Appendix M test

March 2006

Updated incident analysis time scales, definitions, roles and
responsibilities

August 2006

Updated to align with Incident Management System, Restricted
duty changes to reporting to the regulator, fatal injury
notification, approval and action evidence recording
Major revision and re-issue of NGUK/SHE/INV/1

EPSG/T03/834
EPSG/T04/1323

T06/1825
SEDDS/195

May 2008
Feb 2012

SEDDS/242

April 2014

X

Key Changes
Section

Amendments
Major formatting changes to the entire procedure to make this more interactive
Title change to reflect the approach of Reporting and Investigating Incidents
Re-design of process flow with interactive element
Level at which Incident Investigations are categorised has been amended
Preferred Incident Analysis method (TapRooT®) included
Contractor Management has been included
Additional guidance documents have been included in the Appendices
Procedure has been amended so that responsibilities are more clearly defined
Competency framework has been reviewed
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This procedure applies to all Capital Delivery Gas & Integrated Security Solutions (ISS) Construction
employees (Direct or Indirect), with responsibility for the management and monitoring of Safety Health
and Environment (SHE) compliance of construction projects.
This document defines the SHE audit and inspection requirements to be undertaken from Project post
sanction for Gas Construction & ISS projects.
National Grid has duties to manage their contractors used for the planning, design, survey,
investigation, construction and commissioning of its Gas & ISS Assets. This includes contractors’ site
establishment and yard facilities, storage yards, pipe dumps, temporary access roads and advanced
protective works; and covers all activities of the permanent works and temporary works (as defined by
the Construction Design Management Regulations 2007). National Grid will have ongoing
responsibility for the SHE performance of its contractors. It is therefore essential that Capital Delivery
Gas & ISS Construction build into all contracts for any part of its operation, Quality Assurance and
SHE Compliance monitoring. This will ensure that contractors comply with SHE requirements of the
contract and current legislation in force.

PART 1 – PROCEDURAL
1

PROCESS
This procedure specifies the requirements for monitoring SHE compliance by auditing and
inspection of activities associated with Gas & ISS Construction projects.
1.1 SHE Inspections
SHE inspection is an important tool for identifying hazards, unsafe acts and conditions.
Actions can then be taken to eliminate or reduce the risk of an incident before it occurs. To
be effective, it is important that inspections are conducted in a systematic and thorough
manner.
The SHE Inspections shall be carried out by suitably trained project team personnel as
directed by the Project Manager. A suite of Inspection Checklists are available covering a
range of topics and site activities.
The Project SHE Manager (or nominee) shall select from this suite, relevant checklists
aligned to the construction programme and the current site activities.
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For both the Design and Survey, and the Construction and Commissioning phases of the
project, inspections shall be undertaken at a frequency aligned to the programme of
activities. The actual number of inspections carried out shall be dependent on the size,
nature, duration and complexity of the project.
The SHE Inspection Checklists to be used are listed in table 1.2 below; copies of all
Checklists are available from the Capital Delivery Gas Transmission & ISS QMS SharePoint
site.
Persons completing a checklist shall provide adequate information/evidence so that the
document is a standalone record of events.
The findings of all SHE inspections shall be detailed in the project SHE Action Log
(NGUK/CON/BP136G.35) which is maintained by the Project Manager (or nominee) .The
Project Manager shall ensure suitable corrective actions are taken to close out any findings.
The following templates may be used as the basis for the project SHE Inspection plan:
 NGUK/CON/BP136G.301A SHE Audit & Inspection Plan template
 NGUK/CON/BP136G.301B Multiple site SHE Audit Plan template
1.2 Health, Safety and Environmental Inspection Checklists
NGUK/CON/BP136G.01

Archaeology

NGUK/CON/BP136G.02

Boreholes

NGUK/CON/BP136G.03

Burning, Welding and Grinding

NGUK/CON/BP136G.04

Confined Spaces

NGUK/CON/BP136G.05

Drainage Activities

NGUK/CON/BP136G.06

Electricity

NGUK/CON/BP136G.07

Excavations

NGUK/CON/BP136G.08

Fire and Emergencies

NGUK/CON/BP136G.09

First Aid

NGUK/CON/BP136G.10

Hazardous Substances

NGUK/CON/BP136G.11

House Keeping

NGUK/CON/BP136G.12

Lifting Activities

NGUK/CON/BP136G.13

Location of Services and Ground Investigation

NGUK/CON/BP136G.14

Lower and Lay Activities

NGUK/CON/BP136G.15

Management of Sub-Contractors

NGUK/CON/BP136G.16

Manual Handling

NGUK/CON/BP136G.17

Noise

NGUK/CON/BP136G.18

Non-intrusive Survey Activities

NGUK/CON/BP136G.19

Offices and Stores
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NGUK/CON/BP136G.20

Permit To Work

NGUK/CON/BP136G.21

Personal Protective Equipment

NGUK/CON/BP136G.22

Pipe Dump Activities

NGUK/CON/BP136G.23

Pipe Stringing

NGUK/CON/BP136G.24

Plant and Machinery

NGUK/CON/BP136G.25

Protecting the Public

NGUK/CON/BP136G.26

Radiography

NGUK/CON/BP136G.27

Right of Way Preparation & Topsoil Stripping

NGUK/CON/BP136G.28

Safe Place of Work

NGUK/CON/BP136G.29

Site Establishment

NGUK/CON/BP136G.30

Traffic, Vehicles and Signage

NGUK/CON/BP136G.31

Trenchless Techniques

NGUK/CON/BP136G.32

Welfare

NGUK/CON/BP136G.33

Working at Height

NGUK/CON/BP136G.34

Vibration at work

NGUK/CON/BP136G.35

SHE Inspection Findings Actions Log

NGUK/CON/BP136G.36

Environmental Protection Inspection - Ecology

NGUK/CON/BP136G.37

Environmental Protection Inspection - Waste

NGUK/CON/BP136G.38

Environmental Protection Inspection - Water

NGUK/CON/BP136G.39

Concrete Activities

NGUK/CON/BP136G.40

Impressed Voltage

To satisfy the Design and Control of Temporary Works the following inspections shall be
carried out weekly irrespective of project size and complexity during the construction phase.


NGUK/CON/BP136G.07 Excavations (where applicable)



NGUK/CON/BP136G.31 Trenchless Techniques (where applicable)

.
1.3 SHE Inspection Findings Action Log and Central Findings Register
The findings from all SHE inspections shall be recorded on a rolling action log. The Action
Log template is available from National Grid’s Infonet (NGUK/CON/BP136G.35 SHE
Inspection Findings Actions Log).
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The Project Manager shall ensure the completion of corrective actions. Failure by the
Contractor to respond to the findings within the required timescales will result in formal action
being taken.
All SHE findings shall be taken from the individual Action Logs and compiled in to a central
findings register by the Project Manager. This register shall be maintained throughout the
life of the project and corrective actions tracked at the relevant progress / SHE project
progress meetings..
The Project Manager will include a summary of the inspection findings within the Project
Monthly Report.
The central findings register shall be available for review and audit by National Grid
Construction SHE personnel. Any deficiency or trends identified will be reported to the
Project Manager.
A copy of the completed inspection checklists and the action logs should be filed and readily
available in the site office for the duration of the project.

2.0 SHE Audits
All audits will be undertaken as per the requirements of NGUK/CON/BP012G – Management
of Audits procedure. The purpose of auditing is to review compliance with the Management
System.
It is the responsibility of the Construction SHE Manager (or nominee) to plan, undertake and
report project audits.
All SHE auditors shall have the appropriate training, competence and experience to
undertake such an audit and must be authorised by the Construction SHE Manager (or
nominee) in advance of any audits being undertaken.
All Projects will have a SHE Audit Plan, which will commence during the Design and Survey
phase. This shall be developed by the Project Manager in consultation with the Construction
SHE Manager (or nominee) in line with project programme requirements. The Audit Plan
must cover all aspects of relevant work activities and support National Grid’s commitment to
risk management within construction projects.
Where projects are undertaken at a number of different locations at the same time or
concurrently, an overarching audit plan may be drawn up, This plan must be flexible and
take due consideration of risk. The number of sites where statuary audits are undertaken
may be increased or decreased dependent upon the amount, type and severity of non
conformances identified.
The following template should be used to develop a project specific SHE audit plan:
 NGUK/CON/BP136G.301A SHE Audit & Inspection Plan template
 NGUK/CON/BP136G.301B Multiple Site SHE Audit Plan template
The issued audit plan shall be incorporated within National Grid’s Project Control Manual as
described in NGUK/CON/BP134G.

2.1 Health Safety and Environmental Audit Checklists
NGUK/CON/BP136G.301
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NGUK/CON/BP136G.302

Pre-Construction Environmental Audit

NGUK/CON/BP136G.304

Health & Safety Construction Phase Compliance Audit

NGUK/CON/BP136G.306

Environmental Audit Condition Compliance

NGUK/CON/BP136G.307

Environmental Audit Reinstatement

PART 3 - DOCUMENT HISTORY
3.1 AMENDMENTS RECORD

Issue

Date

Summary
Reasons

of

Changes

/

Approved By
Author(s)
(Inc. Job Title)
Keith Harker

1

September
2003

Initial Issue Management of Health,
Safety & Environment

2

Feb 2005

Title change, NSBP136, NSBP005
and NSBP008 combined to cover
electric and gas projects, Incident
Reporting removed and updated

3

June 2005

Final re-edit of document. Minor
revisions.

Martyn Hanlon

Construction
Services Manager

Paul Willats / Steve
Yeoman

Keith Harker

Martyn Hanlon
Paul Willats / Steve
Yeoman
Martyn Hanlon

Rewritten to cover gas only,
therefore renumbered to
NSBP136G.
4

May 2007
Section 3 amended, new checklists
added. Section 1 and 2 amended,
SHE roles listed.

November
2007

New form NSBP 136G.34, 104 and
105 added

6

July 2008

Renumbered from NSBP 136G
Issue 5

7

May 2009

Review and update of procedure
and checklists

5
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Services Manager
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Construction
Services Manager

Stuart Kennedy

Paul Martin
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Design Manager

Bob Wood

Paul Martin

Construction

Construction
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Yeoman

Paul Martin
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Removed section on roles and
responsibilities; this information is in
NGUK/Con/BP133G.

8

March 2010

Additional checklist 35(A)Temporary
Works (site activities)
Changed order of inspection,
monthly audit, LOP audits
explanation and clarified difference
between these.
Changed format of tables so
document number and document
title easier identify.
Reviewed and updated audit plan
templates, and some checklist (titles
only) as required.
Included requirement for Central
Findings Register.
Added Disputed Findings section.

Paul Willats, Steve
Yeoman & Jessica
Richardson

Paul Martin
Design Manager

Garry Owen, Paul
Willats & Steve
Yeoman

Paul Seymour QA Manager

Changes made to the following
forms:
136.202, 205,302,301A,301B
136.202/205/206 changed opening
paragraph to state that the Senior
Environmental Adviser will carry
these out.
Document has been revised as a
two stage document for Inspections
and Audits and simplified.
Three new Environmental Protection
Inspections have been introduced:EPI – EcologyEPI – Waste
EPI – Water
Temporary Works Design inspection
has been uprated to a formal audit

9

February
2011

Construction Phase H&S Plan Audit
scope has been extended and now it
titled the H&S Construction
Compliance audit.
Two new environmental audits have
been created:Environmental Audit Condition
Compliance
Environmental Audit Reinstatement
Environmental audits have now
been updated to include the issues
associated with contaminated land
Auger Bore and Tunnelling
inspection 136G.31, has been
renamed Trenchless Techniques

10

11

June 2014

Re aligned to Capital Delivery
Construction, SHE Department
requirements.
Removal of the Temporary Works
Management Checklist.

Sept 2014

Section 1.2 amended to include new
SHE inspection checklists .39 for
Concrete works & .40 for Impressed
Voltage. Updates to checklists
.301,.302,.304,.306
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this procedure is to provide guidance on project handover documentation for all
National Grid construction and maintenance projects for the delivery of new and / or modifications to
existing assets. The provision of this documentation shall demonstrate compliance with the National
Grid Safety, Health, Environment and Security (SHES) Management Framework NGUK/PL/SHE/100.
This procedure shall demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the Health and Safety
File as detailed in the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007.
The scope of this procedure excludes:
•

Maintenance of documentation

•

Documentation required during a project but not required in the final documentation for
archiving.

PART 1 – PROCEDURAL
1

INTRODUCTION
This procedure contains information that will assist the National Grid - Quality Adviser and
Project Team Managers when completing the Management Procedure for Commissioning,
Operational and Asset Acceptance, T/PM/RE/18.
Each Data book contains an index and where applicable a reference to standard National
Grid forms and Pipeline Inspection forms. With the agreement of the Project Manager and
Project Quality Adviser the Main Works Contractor may utilise their own forms providing they
contain sufficient data.
Before Construction commences it should be agreed between National Grid and the Main
Works Contractor how to structure the handover records. Where different asset owners are
involved e.g. for the AGI and pipeline, separate NGUK/Con/BP007G packages must be
provided. Where a single asset owner is involved suitable sub-division of handover records
must be utilised. In particular, separate sub-divisions of data must be provided for design,
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materials, construction, testing and O&M records. This document may be used for
Distribution Network (DN) projects, but should be agreed with the DN prior to use.
1.1

The Health and Safety File
The production and delivery of the Health and Safety File is mandatory. The information
contained in the file will support the safe delivery of future projects. The following table
details the requirements for the Health and Safety File.

Detail

Data
Book
Ref.

A brief description
of the work carried
out

DB1/001

Tender Document Works Information including technical
clarifications (all phases).

DB4/002

Formal Process Safety Reports

DB4/005

CDM Risk Register

DB9/011

DSEAR - Explosion Protection Document - DSEAR
Register / Emergency Plans / Fire Risk Assessments

DB4/009

Register and copies of Design Documents

DB4/010

Design of crossings including pipeline QRA

DB4/011

Ground Investigation Reports

DB3/007

Register of use of pest and herbicides

DB3/008

COSHH register, MSDS and assessments

DB3/009

Asbestos Survey Report & Register

DB6/002

Demolition Procedures

DB6/003

Decommissioning Procedures

DB9/001

Index and copies of Installation, Operation & Maintenance
Instructions for Plant & Equipment

DB9/002

Operation and Maintenance Manuals for lifting equipment
/ apparatus (Occupational Safety Registers)

DB9/003

Schedule of Planned Maintenance Requirements

Any residual
hazards which
remain and how
they have been
dealt with

Key structural
principles

Hazardous
materials used

Information
regarding the
removal or
dismantling of
installed plant and
equipment
Health and safety
information about
equipment
provided for
cleaning or
maintaining the
structure
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The nature,
location and
markings of
significant
services, including
underground
cables; gas supply
equipment; firefighting services
etc.

Information and
as-built drawings
of the structure, its
plant and
equipment (for
example, the
means of safe
access to and from
services).
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DB9/004

Recommended Spares List

DB9/005

Operator & Maintenance Staff Training Manuals

DB9/006

Lifting Plot Plan

DB9/007

Cathodic Protection Data and Drawings

DB9/008

Location & Nature of Utilities & Services.

DB9/009

Emergency & Fire Fighting Systems.

DB9/011

DSEAR - Explosion Protection Document - DSEAR
Register / Emergency Plans / Fire Risk Assessments.

DB4/003

Formal Process Safety Reports

DB9/010

Copies of Software Code, Programs, Passwords, version
details and licences

DB9/012

As-Built drawing register and scanned copies of As-built
drawings (CADD versions to be submitted on separate
Disc in accordance with T/PM/RE/13 for UKT projects or
T/PM/RE/3 for UKD projects)

DB9/013

Copy of Red Line Drawings

Data Book sections related to the Health and Safety File requirements are highlighted in bold
text in the data book tables below.

1.2

The Environmental File
The environmental file identifies all relevant data book sections to verify the requirements of
the Project Environmental Management Plan have been provided in the hand over records.

Data
Book
Ref.

NGUK/CON/BP007G Description

DB2/004

Environmental studies and surveys including information on bio security
issues

DB2/005

EA / SEPA Consents, correspondence and records of consultations

DB2/006

Other organisations consulted & records of consultations
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DB2/009

Land purchase documents

DB3/003

Final version of Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP)

DB3/003

Water Management Plan

DB3/003

Emergency response and control procedures, including details of all
environmental complaints / incidents and actions taken

DB3/004

Environmental Aspects & Impacts Register

DB3/009

Schedule of Archaeological Finds / Surveys / Reports

DB3/012,
014 and
015

Results of environmental monitoring

DB4/009

Details of environmental design features

DB4/009

Details of environmental control equipment fitted

DB7/026

Agricultural Drainage Reports

DB7/027
and
DB10/009

Reinstatement Reports (Agricultural, Drainage, Hedgerows, etc.)

DOCUMENTATION PACKAGE - CONSTRUCTION RECORD PROCEDURE
This procedure is generic and should be used as a basis to create a project specific
Construction Record handover package. The identification of applicable sections within the
data books must be agreed and recorded with the Project Manager or Design Coordinator,
Project Quality Adviser, CDM Coordinator and Main Works Contractor (refer to form
NGUK/Con/BP007G.002 Data book Checklist).
The data book indices of this procedure must be used for documentation for all project /
asset types. If documents are not applicable or not included, the indices must reflect this by
positive indication as appropriate. E.g. N/A must be added to description.
Where required documents exist, but are not included a sheet must be inserted in the
relevant section to indicate the location of document. If a document is later inserted into the
relevant section, the sheet can then simply be removed without the need to alter any indices.
Sections must not be left intentionally blank.
Records for archiving – Data books 1 to 10 - (stored electronically and hard copy) are
required to be handed over to National Grid in accordance with contract timescales.
Documentation must be completed in accordance with Plant & Equipment records Policy
T/PL/RE/1.
Data Book 11 contains sensitive material and is strictly CONFIDENTIAL. It shall not be
shared with the main works contractor or other external parties. This section must be put
together by the Senior QS, acting on behalf of NG, and should be handled separately from
the rest of the Data books. Due to its commercially sensitive nature, Data Book 11 shall be
archived under different circumstances to the rest of the handover documentation. Refer to
Guidance Note NGUK/Con/BP007G.001 for details.
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Where there is a requirement for hard copies of project documentation (Refer to Guidance
Note: NGUK/Con/BP007G.001) these shall be stored at the nominated UKT, UKD Asset or
Procurement and Contracts archive location.
For UKT projects the electronically stored records of the data books must be archived on the
National Grid - NTS Gas Records website. This will be treated as the live CDM Health &
Safety file for the installation.
For UKD projects this should be archived at the Distribution Gas Records facility.
Documentation must be stored using a CD / DVD as per the requirements of Appendix A; an
external USB hard drive is not acceptable.
Where site modification projects are undertaken, the appropriate sections of the Data Books
held by Asset must be updated, i.e. if new plant and equipment is added, the relevant
documentation must be added to the Data Books and any redundant documentation deleted
from the live H&S file.
Where required, the Project Team must provide certification for existing assets to the
Contractor, records are held either on the Asset Records Website, at the nominated archive
facility or by Supplier Chain Management (SCM) for new pipe and fittings (free issue
materials).
Where a project involves more than one site, separate NGUK/Con/BP007G Data Books shall
be generated. (E.g. For a new pipeline between two existing AGIs; Data Books must be
segregated for each AGI and the pipeline so that they can readily be incorporated into
existing Site Records / Data Books.)
Note. It is important to submit the as-built CAD files and the Data Collection sheets as soon
as they are available, and not wait until the Data Books are handed over in accordance with
T/PM/RE/13 or T/PM/RE/3 and T/SP/TR/38 UKT Asset Data Collection Required for MIMS.
All documents for inclusion must be the original or a verified true copy of the original. All
documents must be legible and in English. Where certification is provided in other languages
an English translation must be provided.
Records that are not in hard copy format but are recorded in electronic medium such as
auto-U/T records must be supplied separately in accordance with NGUK/Con/BP142G.
3

OPERATIONAL DRAWINGS, AS BUILT DRAWINGS & ASSET DATA BASE
INFORMATION
The scope and requirements for the Operational drawings, As-built drawings and the Asset
Data Base records will be agreed between the National Grid Project Team Manager (PTM),
or representative, in conjunction with the Main Works Contractor (MWC) and the Asset
Management Information Delivery section, or their representative nominally the Drawing
Appraisal Company (DAC), prior to construction. The work will be monitored to the
satisfaction of the Asset Management Information Delivery section. On satisfactory
completion the appropriate acceptance forms will be completed and a copy included in the
handover package Data Book 10 by the PTM and the MWC.
A CD / DVD containing a copy of the site Operational drawings and project As-built drawings
(all drawings including fabrication isometrics and sub-vendor drawings) will be included as
part of the final documentation package. For UKT projects refer to T/PM/RE/13 for
acceptable versions of Microstation. For UKD projects refer to T/PM/RE/3.

4

DOCUMENTATION

4.1

Construction Record - Cover Sheet DB0/001
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Databook Index Sheet

DB0/002

Data Book Title

Book Reference

Key Personnel & Contractors

Book 1

Notifications, Consents, and Approvals
(Including Environmental Assessments)

Book 2

Health, Safety & Environment / Quality Assurance

Book 3

Design & Planning including Survey Reports

Book 4

Materials & Equipment Supply

Book 5

Construction Method and Procedures

Book 6

Site Construction & Certification Records

Book 7

Site Testing

Book 8

Installation, Operating & Maintenance, Drawings
& Manuals

Book 9

Commissioning, Operational & Asset Acceptance

Book 10

Commercial

Book 11

All forms associated with each data book are available on the National Grid Infonet –
Construction website.
4.2

Applicability of Databook Sections
The applicability of sections within the data books for different asset types is annotated by
means of a code letter to identify what is typically relevant for the asset. It is anticipated that
the majority of data book indexes should be as per the generic data book index, however,
additional sections may be added as required to suit specific project needs with the
agreement of the Quality Adviser.
The penultimate column in each data book identifies which asset type the record is generally
applicable to and the following code letters are used.
P – Pipelines and AGIs including Uprating
C – Compressors and Terminals
E – Electrical and Instrumentation
N – Networks (including all assets up to metering points)
All – All Assets / Projects

4.3

T/PM/RE/18 Stages
To enable the completion of the commissioning, operational and asset acceptance
processes defined in procedure T/PM/RE/18, sections within the databooks have been
coded using a single or double asterisk to identify what is a mandatory section / requirement
at each stage of the process. Any mandatory items not available at the relevant stage will
prevent or delay the completion of the appropriate acceptance certificate.
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The final column within the databooks identifies the records required for the T/PM/RE/18
stages.
* Mandatory sections required for Commissioning Acceptance.
** Mandatory sections required for Operational Acceptance.
All remaining sections relevant to a specific project are required to enable final Asset
Acceptance.

5

FORMS AND RECORDS
National Grid forms shall be used for all data book requirements, including approvals,
registers, verifications, inspection and test activities. Consideration may be given to use the
contractors controlled documentation providing it contains equivalent / additional information.
Agreement shall be obtained in advance from National Grid prior to using contractor’s
documentation.
Asset Data Acceptance Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB10/006
Barchart - AGI1 - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB7/001
Barchart - Pipeline1 - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB7/001
Concrete Cube Test Register - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB7/028
Cover Sheet Construction Record Book - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB0/001
COSHH Register - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB3/008
Data Book Index - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB0/002
Data Book Tracking Sheet - NGUK/Con/BP007G (Not included in final records)
Design Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB4/004
Drawings Acceptance Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB10/005
DSEAR Register & Inspection Schedule - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB9/011d
Environmental Acceptance Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB10/009
Flange Joint Tightening Register – NGUK/Con/BP007G DB8/006
Gauge Plate Inspection Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB8/011
Guidance on Retention Periods – NGUK/Con/BP007G.001 (Not included in final records)
Key Personnel - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB1/002
Land Record Form - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB2/009a
Pipeline AGI Drying Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB8/010.1
Pipeline AGI Cleanliness Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB8/010.2
Pressure Test Certificate - NGUK/CON/BP 007G DB8/009
PSSR WSoE Confirmation Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB10/007
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QA Databook Acceptance Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB10/010
Record of Third Party Agreements - NGUK/Con/BP007G DB2/009b
Return of Radiographs - NGUK/Con/BP 007G DB7/018
Sub Contractors Details - NGUK/Con/BP 007G DB1/003
Summary of Pressure Test Results - NGUK/Con/BP 007G DB8/009
Valve Inspection and Data Certificate - NGUK/Con/BP 007G DB8/005

PART 2 - DEFINITIONS AND DOCUMENT HISTORY
6

DEFINITIONS
Not applicable.

7

AMENDMENTS RECORD

Issue

Date

Approved By

Summary of Changes /
Reasons

Author(s)
(Inc. Job Title)

5

July 2003

Rebadge and change to Data book
requirements following review

Alan Kirkham
Quality Support Unit

Keith Harker
Construction
Services

6

November
2003

Modified DB sheets DB2/001 & 011
and DB3/001 & 002

Alan Kirkham
Quality Support Unit

Keith Harker
Construction
Services

7

December
2003

Re numbered for integration of QMS
and modified DB3/08 &DB3/07.

Alan Kirkham
Quality Support Unit

Keith Harker
Construction
Services

8

November
2004

Added NSBP147(PSP29) Archiving
as Appendix D and edited to clarify
drawing requirements

Bob Wood

Keith Harker
Construction
Services

9

January
2005

References to documents in section
3 updated to reflect new UKBP
numbers.

Hugh Kinch

Martyn Hanlon
Construction
Services

10

November
2006

Document issued for comment only.

Colin Overington

Brian Woodhouse
Network Integrity

11

June 2007

CDM Health and Safety File
requirements and alignment with
T/PM/RE/18. Document re-titled.

Colin Overington
Paul Martin

Stuart Kennedy
Senior Project
Manager

12

June 2008

Renumbered from NSBP007G

Colin Overington

Paul Martin
Construction

13

May 2009

Additional Data Book 11, general
update to data books, addition of
archiving guidance and adaptation of
flow chart.

Colin Overington
Paul Martin
Kate Neary

Stuart Kennedy
Senior Project
Manager

14

May 2010

Update to close out lessons learned,
appendix A updated, new forms and
register added.

Colin Overington

Paul Seymour
QA Team Manager
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PART 3 - GUIDANCE NOTES AND APPENDICES
8

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
NGUK/PL/SHE/100

National Grid Safety, Health, Environment and Security (SHES)
Management Framework

T/PL/RE/1

Capture, Update & Retention of Engineering Asset Records

T/PM/RE/2

The Capture of Plant & Equipment Records in Support of
T/PL/RE/1

T/PM/RE/3

Management Procedure for Engineering Drawing Records

T/SP/RE/9

Instrumentation & Electrical Records Associated with National
Grid Plant

T/PM/G/17

The Management of New Works, Modifications & Repairs

T/PM/RE/13

NTS Process for Drawing Records

T/PM/RE/14

NTS Process for the Production and Approval of Operational
Engineering Drawings

T/SP/RE/15

NTS Drawing Records Specification Requirements

T/SP/RE/16

NTS Drawing Numbering & CADD File Naming procedure

T/SP/RE/17

NTS Requirements for Pipeline Strip Map & Profile Drawings

T/PM/RE/18

Management Procedure for Commissioning, Operational and
Asset Acceptance

T/SP/TR/38

UKT Asset Data Collection Required for MIMS

NGUK/Con/BP142G

Inspection Reporting Requirements

NGUK/Con/BP133G

Contract Management and Reporting Procedure

NGUK/Con/BP134G

Project Delivery & Execution Requirements Procedure

NGUK/Con/BP135G

Construction Design Management for Gas Projects

NGUK/Con/BP136G

Construction SHE Auditing / Inspection Procedure

CDM Regulations

Construction, Design and Management Regulations 2007
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APPENDIX A - SPECIFICATION FOR SCANNING OF PROJECT HANDOVER RECORDS
A1

For each work element, one original ‘MASTER’ (hard copy source documents) and three
electronic copies of the Project Handover Documentation shall be prepared in accordance
with procedure NGUK/Con/BP 007.
The captured data on CD / DVD shall be in PDF format, where source information is held in
an electronic format then it shall be saved as a PDF file and transferred directly to the
storage media. Where source information is not held electronically or the document has
been annotated e.g. red lined drawings, then the document shall be scanned and saved as a
PDF file and transferred to the storage media.
The scanned document file shall be a true facsimile, including colour, of every source
document. Coloured letterheads and company logos can be captured in monochrome.
Certain records held digitally shall also be transferred to separate storage media in its
original native format for submission and acceptance by National Grid GNI.
Specific data shall be required by National Grid in its native format include but not limited to
drawings in MicroStation format (refer to T/PM/RE/13 for current version requirements),
DSEAR Register and Asset data in Excel spreadsheets, AUT digital records, these shall be
supplied on separate CD's/DVD's to the DVD’s storing the handover records.

A2

A3

Integral with the captured images shall be a PDF index that is searchable achieved via html
coding, to a level appropriate for each data book that is required by Procedure
NGUK/Con/BP007G. For example, Data Book 5 may require five index levels e.g.
•

1st Level – Data Book Five - MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT SUPPLY

•

2nd Level – Section Number - DB5/005 Materials / Equipment Certification Dossier

•

3rd Level – e.g. Supplier’s name

•

4th Level – e.g. Item of material / equipment

•

5th Level – e.g. Material Certificates / Certificates of Conformity / Test Records

When viewing pages of the project handover records it should be possible to see the index
at all times and be able to navigate around the records and move from one page or
document to another without closing the index. Documents / files shall be of a manageable
size to enable navigation, searching and viewing the document. Documents with no indexing
and greater than 10 pages will not be acceptable.
Data books for each individual work element of the project shall be accessed by selection
from the 'front page'. Index shall use the databook headings and numbers identified in
National Grid Handover Records document NGUK/Con/BP007G.
Index items which are not applicable to this project will link to a 'Not Required' page or
clearly identified as N/A in the data book index.

A4

The storage media must be clearly labelled with the Project Name, Project Number and year
of construction.

A5

The storage media must be able to run on a computer that uses Microsoft Windows 2000,
NT4 or XP as the operating system. No software other than Adobe Reader is required to
view the scanned images; the storage media must be able to operate on any National Grid
closed build computer and compatible with Adobe version 7 onwards.
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A6

The storage device and captured data must be guaranteed for a life of at least 40 years and
the guarantee included on the storage media.

A7

Source documents must be stored in designated secure areas to prevent damage,
deterioration or loss. Appropriate methods for authorizing receipt to, and dispatch from, such
areas shall be stipulated. The condition of the source documents shall be assessed at
appropriate intervals in order to detect either deterioration or damage.

A8

A sample of project documents must be selected for the purpose of evaluating scanner
results prior to scanning the source documents. The sample must be representative of the
complete set of documents that is to be scanned and include examples of documents whose
quality is relatively poor. The sample should include maps, drawings, sketches, calculations
containing superscript or subscript, certification, correspondence, hand written reports, etc.
The scanned information from the sample set must be submitted on a test storage media to
National Grid – GTE Team for evaluation and acceptance. The quality of the information on
the accepted test CD or DVD will be the minimum acceptable quality required for the storage
media that contains the Project Handover Records.

A9

Prior to scanning, source documents must be examined to ensure their suitability for
scanning. Factors such as their physical state (thin paper, creased, stapled, etc.), and their
attributes of the information (black-and-white, colour, tonal range, etc.) must be considered.
The method of removing staples, clips or other types of binding, must ensure that no
damage is caused that will affect the capture of information from the document. Source
documents of poor quality should be identified as such within the captured image with a
quality statement / quality indicator.

A10

All images must be cropped and rotated to the correct viewing plane.

A11

All pages of multi-page documents should be kept together and in the appropriate order
before, during and after scanning. Care must be taken to ensure that double-sided
documents are reversed so that the other side is scanned in sequence. The count of
captured images must be compared with the number of pages in a document to ensure that
all the information has been captured and a record of the check is made. Corrective action
measures must be specified when the checks reveal that documents have not been
scanned.

A12

Documents can be photocopied for scanning purposes only when it improves the quality of
the scanned image. Photocopy reductions must not be made for scanning purposes unless it
has been shown that there will be no loss of information and National Grid has accepted it.
The captured images must indicate which documents were photocopied.

A13

Source documents such as engineering drawings and maps must be scanned as a whole
and not in sections.

A14

Samples of captured information must be checked at appropriate intervals to ensure that
there is no loss of information due to the scanning process. The sample size and sampling
frequency must be stipulated for each scanner as well as the method of evaluation (type of
monitor & printer). The results of the inspections must be recorded and any printed test
document retained for a specified duration. Corrective action measures must be specified in
the event of unacceptable quality being discovered.

A15

A final inspection of the storage media must be carried out before dispatch to confirm:
•

The scanned records can be viewed on a closed build National Grid laptop.

•

The required image quality has been met for each type of document.

•

Resolution to be restricted to a maximum of 300 dpi per page.

•

Filenames must be limited to a maximum of 256 characters.
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•

The total memory storage required on DVD shall not exceed 5GB.

•

The storage media is virus free.

•

The index is searchable and meets the requirements of National Grid.

•

The storage media has been correctly labelled and identified.

•

Data held on storage media must be “finalised” to prevent unauthorised amendment or
editing.

A16

Following acceptance of the hard copy and scanned records by the project quality adviser,
the QA Acceptance Certificate shall be completed and included in the hard copy records and
DVD.

A17

Distribution of hard copy and electronic files shall be as follows; Hard copy and one
electronic copy to archive centre, one electronic copy to the project Quality Adviser and one
electronic copy to NTS - Asset Management Information Delivery team at Warwick to
facilitate the loading of scanned records on the National Grid server, (to enable access via
the intranet - Gas Records Site).
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APPENDIX B - GUIDANCE FOR ARCHIVING DOCUMENTATION - FLOWCHART

Project compiles hard copy
records for archiving in
accordance with NGUK/Con/
BP007G.001 Guidance Note

Project completes the collation
of data books for QA
acceptance

When projects offices are closed
prior to completion of data books,
records shall be held at Archive
centre and updated by the project
team as records become
available

Hard copy Records sent to
the nominated Asset archive.

QA reviews data books against
tracking sheet and signs QA
acceptance Certificate

Project creates electronically
stored records containing all
records from Databooks 1-10.
QA reviews / accepts when
completed

Records sent to Gas Asset
Records (UKT or UKD as
applicable)

Asset reviews and
accepts records and
signs relevant sections
of GTMDB or T/PM/RE/
18 as appropriate

Hard copy and scanned copy
of records sent to the
nominated Asset archive.

Senior QS compiles DB 11

DB11 to be sent to
Procurement and Contracts

Procurement and Contracts
review and accept records
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APPENDIX C - DATABOOKS
DATA BOOK 1
KEY PERSONNEL & CONTRACTORS

DB1/001
DB1/002
DB1/003
DB1/004
DB1/005
DB1/006
DB1/007
DB1/008
DB1/009

Tender Document Works Information including technical
clarifications (all phases)
Key Personnel National Grid and Contractors (refer to
NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
Sub-Contractors Details (refer to NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
List sub-contractors to National Grid and Main Works Contractor
details on separate forms
Inspectors Qualifications Register (Welding, NDT, Coating,
Painting, ALO, etc.) and copies of qualifications
Radiographers Qualifications Register and copies of qualifications
Register of Design Approvers and Appraisers by discipline and
copies of G17 / G35 Certificates and any limitations
Electrical and Instrumentation installers and inspectors CompEx
details and approval qualifications
Construction Operations Engineer – Competency Details
(Distribution Network)
Butt and Electro Fusion Operator Competency details

Uncontrolled When Printed

All
All
All

All

*
*
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All
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N

*
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DATA BOOK 2
NOTIFICATIONS, CONSENTS & APPROVALS

DB2/001

DB2/002

DB2/003
DB2/004
DB2/005
DB2/006
DB2/007
DB2/008

DB2/009

DB2/010

DB2/011
DB2/012
DB2/013
DB2/014

Planning Permissions (Town & Country, Building Regulations) and
associated correspondence
Statutory Notifications (see note 1)
a) HSE Notification CDM Regulations (F10)
b) HSE Notification Ionization Regulations
c) PGT Licence Condition 8 Notification and HSE Acknowledgement
letter
d) HSE Notification Pipeline Safety Regulations 20, 21 & 22 and the
HSE Acknowledgement letters
e) HSE Notification of work on COMAH sites (NGUK/Con/BP135)
f) Index of other applicable consents
Environmental Statement / Impact Assessment / Determination
Environmental studies and surveys, including information on bio security
issues
Environment Agency / SEPA consents, correspondence and records of
consultations
Other environmental / ecology stakeholder correspondence and records
of consultations
PPC Regulations (2000) Notification / Approval / Permit Conditions (where
applicable for Compressors, Terminals and Odorant sites)
Local Authorities correspondence register and relevant documentation
Land Issues (all legal records to be held by National Grid Legal Dept.)
a) Land Record Form (AGI only) (refer to NGUK/CON/BP007 forms)
b) Record Of Third Party Agreements (refer to NGUK/CON/BP007
forms)
c) Easement Drawings / Book of References
d) Pre-entry Record Form (refer to NGUK/CON/BP142 forms)
e) Pre and Post photographic evidence
Department of Transport
a) Highway / Traffic Approval, consents and approvals
b) NRSWA consents and correspondence
c) General correspondence
Network Rail approval submissions, consents and correspondence
Electrical supply approval submissions, consents and correspondence
Third party crossing approval submissions, consents and correspondence
Private water supply monitoring

All

*

All

*

P/N

*
*

All
All
All
All
P/N

*
*

All

P/C
P/N
All
P/N
P/N

Note 1 Refer to T/PR/G/25 Statutory Notifications for Transmission Pipelines.
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DATA BOOK 3
HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT / QUALITY ASSURANCE

DB3/001
DB3/002

DB3/003

DB3/004
DB3/005

DB3/006

DB3/007
DB3/008
DB3/009
DB3/010

DB3/011

DB3/012
DB3/013
DB3/014
DB3/015
DB3/016

Health and Safety Requirements Plan (as issued in tender)
Construction Phase (Health, Safety & Welfare) Plan (as accepted by
Client / CDM Coordinator)
Environmental Plans (as accepted by Client / Environmental Adviser)
a) Design Environmental Management Plan
b) Project Environmental Management Plan
c) Environmental Emergency Response Plan
d) Water Management Plan
e) Waste Management Plan
f) Pollution Prevention Plan
g) Traffic Management Plan
Environmental Aspects Register
Water Abstraction, Discharge and Testing correspondence and
records
Waste Management records
a) Hazardous Waste producer premises code registration
b) Waste carrier licence
c) Controlled Waste Transfer Notes
d) Copies of the Waste Management Licences for all disposal
sites used
e) Hazardous Waste Consignment Notes
Register of use of pesticides and herbicides including: location, type &
volume
COSHH register and assessments including MSDS for permanent
materials (refer to NGUK/CON/BP007 forms)
Asbestos Survey Report & Register (Control of Asbestos Regulations
2006)
Schedule of Archaeological Finds / Surveys / Reports
Contractor Quality Plans & key sub contractor plans, including
Inspection and Test Plans for on site and off site activities (e.g. to
cover all procurement, fabrication, construction and commissioning
activities; such as pipeline welding / testing, civils, buildings,
structures, drainage, and supply / testing of materials, plant,
equipment and software)
Design Plans (as accepted by Client / CDM Coordinator)
National Grid project audit reports and close out actions, including
completed audit checklist and audit action log (SHEQ)
National Grid Technical Inspections
Observation Reports and Register (refer to NGUK/Con/BP178G)
National Grid – Contract Management and Reporting and
Project Delivery and Execution Procedures (Project Control Manual)

Uncontrolled When Printed
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DATA BOOK 4
DESIGN AND PLANNING INCLUDING SURVEY REPORTS

DB4/007

Design Schedule Stakeholder Matrix, Design Review Register and
Design Review Forms
Formal Process Safety Assessment Schedule (FPSA) and FPSA
Reports as per T/SP/HAZ/9
Design Compliance Statements (NGUK/Con/BP135G) and Assumptions
Register where appropriate
Design Certificate(s) countersigned by the Contractor to validate the
Contractor’s responsibility in respect of fitness for purpose for all
relevant disciplines (refer to NGUK/Con/BP007 form)
CDM Risk Register (all phases – residual risks only)
Conceptual Design Appraisal Forms up to and including User
Acceptance
Register and copies of Conceptual Design Reports

DB4/008

Detail Design GTMDB Appraisal Forms (G17 / G35)

All

DB4/009

Register and copies of detailed design documents (see note 1)
Register of all crossings
Design of trenchless crossings i.e. HDD profiles / auger bores / tunnels /
/ calculations / records
Ground Investigation Reports e.g.
a) Summary of Ground conditions
b) Parameters used for civil design
c) Contamination and landfill reports
d) Mining and Mineral Abstraction survey / Reports
e) Geomorphological / Borehole Investigation Reports
f) Geotechnical Reports
g) Topographical Surveys (not required for pipeline as this is
covered by profile drawings)
h) UXB Surveys
Survey reports on existing site infrastructure, pipework, valves, plant,
equipment, instrumentation systems, electrical systems, earthing
systems, security, lighting, noise, roads and drainage for input into the
design process.
Pre and post construction drainage design
Temporary works design register (all phases) and details / design of
temporary works left in situ
Design change register following user acceptance, to cover all
disciplines (All changes that affect safety, functionality, integrity and
operation shall be re-appraised)
Register and copies of Technical Queries including closed out
responses (design, construction and commissioning) and deviations
where applicable (refer to figure 6 – T/PM/GR/2)

All

*
*
*
*
*

P/U/N

*

P/C/U/
N

*

All

*

P/N
All

*
*

All

*

All

*

DB4/001
DB4/002
DB4/003
DB4/004
DB4/005
DB4/006

DB4/010

DB4/011

DB4/012
DB4/013
DB4/014
DB4/015

DB4/016

P/C/E

*

All

*

C

*

All

*

All
All
All

Note 1 Detailed design documents including but not limited to;
Design Philosophies
Protection Philosophy
Fire & Gas Philosophy
ESD Philosophy
Software Design Philosophy
Venting Philosophy (IGE/SR/23)
Earthing and Lightning Philosophies
Process Design Specifications
Functional Design Specifications (hardware and software)
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Module Design Specifications (hardware and software)
Rotating Machinery Specifications
Enclosure Ventilation
System Architecture
Program Logic Flow sheets
SIL Target Setting / Calculations / Verification / Demonstration
Cause and Effects
I/O Schedules
Equipment / Material Specifications
Drawing Register and a full set of AFC Drawings (see note 2)
Equipment, Component and Material Data Sheets (see note 3)
Calculations
Hazardous Area Drawings, Calculations and Report (IGE/SR/25)
Lighting Levels
Scopes of Work
Testing and Commissioning Strategies
Human Factors Study – HMI (HSG48)
QRA for pipelines
Note 2 Detail design output must be clearly identified, indexed and approved for issue. Design reports
to include; design criteria, pressure, summary of all design activities, design parameters, codes /
standards, calculations, specifications, data sheets and drawings (AFC - approved for construction) In
all cases design information must include integration with existing plant and equipment.
Note 3 Data sheets must clearly define the specification for equipment, components and materials.
Data sheets must include as appropriate the size, grade, material, duty / service, rating / design /
operating pressure, operating range, type, special characteristics, reliability, performance / acceptance
criteria and order details. Manufacturer’s part numbers or catalogue references are not acceptable
unless supported with a completed data sheet.
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DATA BOOK 5
MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT SUPPLY

DB5/006

Procurement Schedule of Construction Material & Equipment
Suppliers (list of Purchase Orders, Suppliers and Specifications)
Purchase orders, Vendor equipment specifications, data sheets and
MTOs
Materials Certification – mechanical / structural / civil / electrical /
instrumentation (Contractor supply) (see notes 1, 2 and 3)
Equipment Packages / Skid Unit Certification (Contractor supply)
excluding O&M data (see note 1 and 3)
Factory Acceptance / Simulation Test Packs / Performance Tests,
including visit reports and snag lists
Welding consumables index & Certification

DB5/007
DB5/008
DB5/009

Coating consumables index & Certification (FBE / MCL)
Painting consumables index & Certification
Materials Certification (National Grid – customer supplied)

P/C/U
All
All

DB5/010

PE Pipe and Fittings Certification

N

DB5/011

Coat and Wrap for PE Systems

N

DB5/001
DB5/002
DB5/003
DB5/004
DB5/005

All

*

All

*

All

*

All

*

C/E

*
*
*

P/C/U

*
*
*

Note 1 Hazardous area equipment certificates to be included in the Installation, Operating &
Maintenance databook (DB9/009).
Note 2 Materials such as valves, bends and tees shall be grouped into sections for similar items e.g.
48" ball valves in one section and another section for 36" ball valves to aid retrieval and traceability.
Note 3 Declarations of conformity shall be provided for all equipment packages / systems, skids and
plant to verify the equipment and plant conforms to the appropriate directives and legislation.

DATA BOOK 6
CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND PROCEDURES
DB6/001
DB6/002
DB6/003
DB6/004
DB6/005
DB6/006
DB6/007
DB6/008
DB6/009
DB6/010

Register of Risk Assessments & Method Statements (RAMS) and
copies of RAMS relating to permanent works (e.g. welding, coating)
Demolition Procedures
Decommissioning Procedures
Welding Procedure Summary Index and Weld Procedure
Specifications and Qualifications
Welder Qualifications
NDT Procedures and Procedure Qualifications
Pipe Bending Trials and Procedure Qualifications
Coating Procedures and Procedure Qualifications
Painting Procedures
Butt and Electro Fusion Procedures and Procedure Qualifications

Uncontrolled When Printed
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All
All
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DATA BOOK 7
SITE CONSTRUCTION & CERTIFICATION RECORDS

DB7/001
DB7/002
DB7/003
DB7/004
DB7/005
DB7/006
DB7/007
DB7/008
DB7/009
DB7/010
DB7/011
DB7/012
DB7/013
DB7/014
DB7/015
DB7/016
DB7/017
DB7/018
DB7/019
DB7/020
DB7/021
DB7/022
DB7/023
DB7/024
DB7/025
DB7/026
DB7/027

DB7/028

DB7/029
DB7/030
DB7/031
DB7/032

Barcharts (Electronic / Manual - Isometrics including bolted on
equipment) (refer to NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
Pipeline / AGI / Compressor / Pipework
Bending Schedule and Bending Reports
Pre-Hydrostatic Test Radiographic / Auto UT Audit Sheet
Weld Acceptance Sheet
Auto U/T Weld Inspection Data (records stored on CD) including
defective weld print-outs
Front End Weld Inspection Reports
Back End Weld Inspection Reports
Fabrication / Tie-in Reports
Repair Welding Reports
Welding Equipment Surveillance Reports
Lower & Lay Backfill Reports
Ultrasonic / Phased Array Inspection Reports
Magnetic Particle Inspection Reports
Dye Penetrant Reports
Records for Golden welds
Records for Hot Taps including P11 reports and material sampling
P18 investigations and reports (Update SCC database – Warwick)
Return of Radiographs Form (refer to NGUK/CON/BP007 forms)
Free issue pipe - Pipe Receipt Reports
Cut Pipe Reports
Other free issue materials – Materials Inspection Reports
Pipework Internal Surveillance Videos & Reports etc. (CCTV)
DSC Register
Coating Inspection Records
Painting Inspection Records
Agricultural Drainage Reports
Reinstatement Reports (Agricultural, Drainage, Hedgerows, etc.)
Civils Test Records e.g.
Delivery tickets, pre and post pour records, air entrainment records,
concrete cube / cure register, test reports (28 day as specified)
(refer to NGUK/CON/BP007 forms), slump tests, piling records,
rebar records, alignment and levels checks and register of civils
work locations
Butt Fusion parameter inspection print out as per T/PR/ML/1-4 for
first joint of the day
Automated Butt Fusion machines to GIS / PL2 PL3
Electrofusion parameter inspection print out as per T/PR/ML/4-5
PE Quality control checklists in accordance with T/PM/MSL/1 Appendix L1 – PE quality control

P/C/U

*

P
P/C/U
P/C/U

*
*
*

P

*

P
P
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
P/C/U
All
P
All

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

All

*

N

*

N
N

*
*

N

*

Refer to NGUK/Con/BP142G Inspection and Reporting Requirements for details on responsibilities,
duties and the use of project inspection reporting forms.
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DATA BOOK 8
SITE TESTING / COMMISSIONING

DB8/001
DB8/002
DB8/003
DB8/004
DB8/005
DB8/006
DB8/007
DB8/008

DB8/009

DB8/010

DB8/011

DB8/012

DB8/013
DB8/014
DB8/015
DB8/016
DB8/017
DB8/018
DB8/019
DB8/020
DB8/021
DB8/022
DB8/023
DB8/024
DB8/025
DB8/026
DB8/027
DB8/028
DB8/029
DB8/030
DB8/031
DB8/032

Index and copies of Pre Commissioning & Commissioning
Procedures and Plans
Completed Non Routine Operational Procedures
Register of National Grid Inspection, Measuring & Test Equipment
and Calibration Certificates
Register of Contractor / Sub-contractor Inspection, Measuring &
Test Equipment and Calibration Certificates
Valve Inspection and Test Certificate and reports (refer to
NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
Flange Joint Tightening Register and records (T/SP/E/55 and
T/PM/PT/1) (refer to NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
Pneumatic Test Procedures
Hydrostatic Test Procedures
Summary of Pressure Test Results and Pressure Test
Certification Packages including test limit drawings (refer to
IGE/TD/1 Section 8 for contents and NGUK/CON/BP007 forms)
Pipelines (IGE/TD/1)
AGI (IGE/TD/1)
C&I Impulse Pipework (T/PM/PT/1)
Pipeline / AGI / Pipework Drying & Cleanliness Certificates (refer
to NGUK/CON/BP007 forms)
Gauging Plate Report / Certificate (refer to NGUK/Con/BP007
forms)
Geometric Pig Report
Magnetic Pig Report
OLI/1 Report (fingerprint run)
Corrosion / Cathodic Protection records, i.e.
Current drain tests for crossings
Pre and post installation electrical checks on Insulation Joints
Pearson Survey
DCVG / CIPS tests
Baseplate / Machinery / Pipework Alignment and levels checks
Electrical Installation Completion Certificate (BS7671)
Electrical Equipment & System Test Packs
Earthing and Lightning System Test Packs
Standby Electrical System / UPS Tests / Battery Room
Instrumentation Equipment & System Test Packs
Communications & Telemetry Equipment & System Test Packs
Fire & Gas Detection / Protection Systems / ESD Hardware &
Software Test Packs (Cause & Effects)
Control & SCADA Systems including Integration Testing
Gas Quality / Metering / Composition / Analysis / Validation - Test
Reports
Starter System Tests (Gas and Electric Starter)
COAS / CPMT Pre-commissioning, Commissioning Procedures
and Test Records
Compressor emissions and energy useage records
Baseline / Algorithm Validation Testing
Air Intake System (Inlet / Anti-icing / Filter)
Compressor Air Systems
Nitrogen Systems
Fuel Gas System / Metering / Heating Tests
Oil System Test & Oil Flush Testing
Engine Wash System Test

Uncontrolled When Printed
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*

All

*

All

*

All

*

All

*

All

*
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All

*
*

All

*
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P

*

P/C/U

*

C
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*
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C
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C
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DB8/035
DB8/036
DB8/037
DB8/038
DB8/039
DB8/040
DB8/041
DB8/042
DB8/043
DB8/044
DB8/045
DB8/046
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Gas Seal Tests
Gas Generator Test / Performance Report (including emissions)
Power Turbine Test / Performance Report
Compressor Test / Performance Report, Surge Line Definitions &
Unit Recycle Survey
Alarm and Trip Set Point Schedule
Air Temperature / Ventilation Survey – CFD Analysis
Vibration & Condition Monitoring Analysis & Reports
Engine Overspeed tests
Post Commissioning Performance Test data, including 24 Hour
Acceptance Test
Station Flow assessment
Noise Survey Report (operational noise levels)
Security Systems (Fencing / Electric Gates / CCTV / Intruder
Alarms / Fire Audible Level)
Lighting Levels (IPC compliance)
IT Systems (WAN / LAN)

C
C
C

**
**
**

C

**

C
C
C
C

**
**
**
**

C

**

C
All

**
**

All

**

All
C/E

**
**

Inspection and testing must demonstrate that the asset meets all contract and performance
requirements and complies with relevant specifications and legislation. All test packs shall include all
relevant installation, inspection, commissioning and test data to demonstrate compliance to T/PL/RE/1
and contract specific requirements.
Each section shall include an index, the contents of each test pack will include where appropriate,
mechanical completion details, pre-commissioning, commissioning / test procedures, cable details,
cable test records, instrument and equipment details, gland details, junction box details, protective
device / equipment details, distribution board details, motor details, control equipment details, plc
details, instrument calibration details, drawings, logic diagrams, loop details, loop acceptance sheets /
drawings, earthing system checks / tests, end to end checks, overall accuracy of equipment / loops
and systems, system and integration testing, performance tests, trip and alarm details, software code
details, test equipment used*, name of person carrying out tests, name of person witnessing tests and
name of person accepting tests. All “Ex” equipment shall be recorded in the DSEAR Register &
Hazardous Area Equipment Detailed Inspection Report and included in data book 9.
A part of each test pack must include mechanical completion details and pre-commissioning checks
and tests it is not essential for these parts to be separated from the commissioning section, however
they must be clearly identified. Pre-commissioning must be carried out to demonstrate that plant and
equipment is safe and installed in accordance with the appraised design and relevant legislation /
regulations. A review of pre-commissioning records will be carried out prior to completion of the
commissioning acceptance certificate (T/PM/RE/18).
Any operational restraints, omissions, failures and punch list items relating to any part of site testing
shall be notified to National Grid and recorded on the relevant certificates contained in T/PM/RE/18.
*Test and inspection equipment must be good condition, identified, suitable for the range, accuracy
and tolerance to be checked and must be within valid current calibration period. Copies of the
calibration certificates must be included in the relevant section of databook 8 and may be included
within the test pack.
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DATA BOOK 9
INSTALLATION, OPERATING & MAINTENANCE, DRAWINGS & MANUALS

DB9/001
DB9/002
DB9/003
DB9/004
DB9/005
DB9/006
DB9/007
DB9/008
DB9/009
DB9/010

DB9/011

DB9/012
DB9/013

Index and copies of Installation Instructions, Operation and Maintenance
Manuals for all Plant & Equipment – including operating philosophy /
procedures for plant
Operation and Maintenance Manuals for lifting equipment / apparatus
(Occupational Safety Registers)
Schedule of Planned Maintenance Requirements
Recommended Spares List
Operator & Maintenance Staff Training Manuals
Lifting plot plan for operational and maintenance activities
Cathodic Protection data / drawing showing location of test points, TR units,
groundbeds and test point readings
Drawing showing Utilities & Services -Type, location, depth and size of all
services and mains (including signage)
Drawing showing Operational Emergency & Fire Fighting Systems - Type,
location and size of emergency and fire fighting systems (including first aid kits,
eye wash, etc.)
Copies of Software Code, Programs, Configuration details, Passwords, version
details and licences
Explosion Protection Document detailing;
a) DSEAR Risk Assessment (NTSR-05-36 / NTSR-04-23)
b) Fire Risk Assessment (T/SP/SFP/1)
c) Validated Hazardous Area Drawings / Report / Calculations
d) DSEAR Register & Hazardous Area Equipment Inspection Schedule
(refer to NGUK/CON/BP007 forms)
e) Hazardous Area Equipment Certification (ATEX)
f) Certificate limitations (special conditions for use) where specified
g) Emergency Plans (completed by MDG prior to operational acceptance
for compressors and terminals only)
As-Built drawing register and scanned copies of As-built drawings (CADD
versions to be submitted on separate Disc in accordance with T/PM/RE/13 for
UKT projects or T/PM/RE/3 for UKD projects)
Copy Red lined drawings and register (as issued to MDG for Operational
Acceptance)

Uncontrolled When Printed

All

**

C

**

All
All
All
All

**
**
**
**

All

**

All

**

All

**

All
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All
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DATA BOOK 10
COMMISSIONING, OPERATIONAL & ASSET ACCEPTANCE

This Data Book contains all the relevant documents from Procedure for Commissioning, Operational
and Asset Acceptance Procedure T/PM/RE/18.

DB10/001
DB10/002
DB10/003
DB10/004
DB10/005
DB10/006
DB10/007
DB10/008
DB10/009
DB10/010

Commissioning Certificates & Outstanding Issues &
Technical Limitations
Post Commissioning Performance Test Certificate
Operational Acceptance Certificate & Outstanding Issues &
Technical Limitations
Maintenance Delivery Acceptance Certificate & Outstanding
Issues & Technical Limitations
Drawings Acceptance Certificate (refer to NGUK/Con/BP007
forms)
Asset Data Base Acceptance Certificate (refer to
NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
Written Schemes of Examination (WSoE) Acceptance
Certificate for gas and non-gas systems (refer to
NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
Third Party Connection Acceptance Certificate and
supporting documentation
Environmental Acceptance Certificate(refer to
NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)
QA Data Book Acceptance Certificate (refer to
NGUK/Con/BP007 forms)

All

*

All

*

All

**

All

**

All

**

All
All

**

P

*

All
All

Where assets are accepted in stages, parts, or sub-systems the above forms shall be collated into
packages to reflect this and aid retrieval.

Uncontrolled When Printed
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DATA BOOK 11
COMMERCIAL
This Data Book contains sensitive material and is strictly CONFIDENTIAL. It shall not be shared with
the main works contractor or other external parties. This section must be put together by the Senior
QS, acting on behalf of National Grid, and should be handled separately from the rest of the Data
Books. Due to its commercially sensitive nature, Data Book 11 shall be archived under different
circumstances to the rest of the handover documentation. Refer to Guidance Note NGUK/Con/BP
007G.001 for details.

DB11/001

DB11/002

DB11/003

DB11/004

DB11/005
DB11/006
DB11/007
DB11/008
DB11/009
DB11/010

Final version of the contract
a) Contract Data
b) Works Information
c) Tender Return Documents (including clarifications)
d) Scheme Handover Document (SHD) and Data Sheet
Minutes of commercial meetings
a) Monthly NG / MWC Commercial Meeting
b) Monthly Project Board Meeting (inc Board Packs)
d) Early Warning Meeting
e) Compensation Claims Committee
High & sub-level programmes including reasons for
accepting or rejecting.
Programme “As Built”
Registers and supporting documentation of Commercial
actions
a) Early Warnings
b) Project Managers Instructions
c) Compensation Events
All commercial related correspondence between the NG and
contractor Project Managers (including Contractual Disputes
not already included in commercial meetings & early warning
/ compensations events)
Monthly assessments (including the supporting information)
Monthly P50 Risk Workshop Register and Reports
Final Completion Certificates / Paperwork (full/sectional)
Final Cost/Payment agreement with MWC
Additional reports that the Q.S. is asked to prepare (e.g. the
Monthly Project Status Report)
Final Project Close Out Report

Uncontrolled When Printed

All

All

All

All

All
All
All
All
All
All
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Mandatory and Non-Mandatory Requirements
In this document:
shall: indicates a mandatory requirement.
should: indicates best practice and is the preferred option. If an alternative method is used then a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment shall be completed to show that the alternative method
delivers the same, or better, level of protection.

Purpose and Scope
This procedure describes the process for the identification of environmental training needs, as well
as the selection and undertaking of training for person(s) performing tasks on behalf of National
Grid that could affect National Grid’s environmental performance.

Definitions
Title

Competent/Competency

Definition

Competency is based on appropriate education, training, skills and/or
experience as well as a person knowing their limitations.
An environmental impact is any change to the environment, whether

Environmental Impact

adverse or beneficial, wholly or partially resulting from an
organisation’s environmental aspect.

Significant

A significant environmental aspect relates to an environmental aspect

Environmental Aspect

that has or can have a significant environmental impact.

Stand Down Days

Specific days allocated to brief staff of Safety, Health or Environmental
requirements

1. Standard
1.1 Any person performing task for the company or on its behalf that could affect its environmental
performance shall be competent;
1.2 Environmental training needs shall be identified based on significant environmental aspects and
competency framework arrangements.
1.3 Environmental training needs shall be reassessed regularly, or as applicable, when an
occurrence/change could have an impact on an individual’s competency.
1.4 General environmental awareness training packages shall be established, implemented and
maintained;
1.5 New employees shall receive the necessary required inductions;
1.6 Attendance at all environmental awareness training events and briefings shall be recorded and
noted on individual training records.
L Environmental Competence, Training and Awareness
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2. Procedural Requirements
2.1 Identification of Environmental Training Needs
National Grid shall ensure any person(s) performing tasks for the company or on its behalf that
could affect its environmental performance is competent on the basis of:
•

Appropriate education;

•

Training;

•

Briefings; and/or

•

Experience.

This shall be achieved by the responsible Line Manager identifying environmental training needs
associated with National Grid’s environmental aspects and environmental management system for
their teams, based on the Business Functions competency framework arrangement(s). Where
gaps with individual/group training needs exist the applicable actions need to be undertaken which
could include:
•

Provision of training;

•

Briefings; or

•

Mentoring.

For contractors working on behalf of National Grid, please refer to Section 2.5.
Individual environmental training needs should be reassessed, including the review of Safety and
Technical Competency (STC), by Line Managers regularly or, as applicable, when any of the
following could have an impact on the competency of a member of their team:
•

Individual performance reviews;

•

Job changes;

•

Additional responsibilities;

•

Changes in legislative requirements;

•

Findings from internal or external audits;

•

Site inspections; and/or

•

Incident investigations.

2.2 Environmental Awareness Training
The Environmental Operations Team, in association with the National Grid Academy shall
ensure general environmental awareness training packages are established, implemented and
maintained which provide an awareness of:
•

The National Grid Environmental Policy commitments;
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•

The significant environmental aspects and related actual or potential impacts associated with
their work;
•

The contribution of the effectiveness of the Environmental Management System, including the
benefits of improved environmental performance;

•

The implications of not conforming with the set requirements of the Environmental Management
System.

The general environmental awareness training packages shall be integrated intro the National Grid
Academy training catalogue.
The general environmental awareness training shall form the foundation environmental competency
for person(s), but there may be the requirement, based on the individual’s environmental training
needs, for additional business function or site specific awareness training. The additional business
function or site specific awareness training should be established, maintained and implemented in
accordance with local processes between the National Grid Academy, Environmental
Operations Team and the relevant Business Function.
Options and methods for business function environmental awareness training could include:
•

Academic courses;

•

Tailor-made internal courses;

•

Stand Down Days; and/or

•

Training at the workplace.

Via a mixture of:
•

Presentations;

•

Case studies;

•

Group discussions;

•

Demonstrations; and/or

•

Practical exercises.

2.3 Induction
The Line Manager of a new employee shall ensure:
•

The new employee attends the National Grid Corporate Induction; and/or, as required on a
case-by-case basis,

•

The new employee received a site location induction.
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2.4 Training Records
Attendance at all environmental awareness training events run by the National Grid Academy
shall be recorded and noted on the current National Grid Academy core learning management
system for each employee as evidence of competency. Local business function processes should
be followed for the recording, as required, of other forms of localised training, briefings, stand-down
days etc.

2.5 Contractors
Contractors shall ensure that person(s) working on their behalf for National Grid are competent for
the identified significant aspects and impacts of their work that could affect National Grid’s
environmental performance.
The competency of contractors working on behalf of National Grid shall be assessed during the
qualification process at the tender stage of supplier selection. Those in charge of contractors shall
ensure they satisfy themselves of the competency of the contractor and their sub-contractors
working on-behalf of National Grid. Business assurance checks shall verify the processes adopted
by our contractors to ensure those working on behalf are competent for the activities associated
with the work they undertake for National Grid.
The Contractor shall ensure that competency records are provided, as requested by National Grid
representatives.

3. Guidance Notes and Appendices
3.1 Appendices
There are no appendices to this procedure.

4. Reference and Further Information
Reference Number

Title

Not Applicable
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5. Document History and Changes
Comments / Key Changes

Author

Approved by (inc job

Approved

Next Review

title):

Date:

Date:

New SHES Procedure to merge
and re-brand existing

SHE Specialist Teams

procedures, replacing
UKBP/SE/042 in the Electricity
Transmission Environmental

Manager (as document
Paul de Jong

EPSG/T06/1865) after
agreement at SEPAG

Management System and

December
2006

Not Applicable

Committee

T/PM/SHE/63 in the Gas
Requirements Manual.
Rebranded into new format,
updated to reflect new process,
removal of requirements for
principal contractor

Christopher
Cleveland

Stuart Bailey, Head of
Sustainability and Climate

TBC

TBC

Change

responsibilities
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6. Purchasing Documents
Contractors and other users external to National Grid should direct their requests for further
copies of National Grid documents to the department or group responsible for the initial issue of
their contract documentation.
Copyright of National Grid group companies 2013©, all rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission of
National Grid obtained from the issuing location.
The contents of National Grid documents are based on the needs of National Grid and the
conditions under which it operates. It shall not therefore be assumed that the contents stated
therein necessarily meet the particular circumstances and requirements of other organisations.
Except where expressly stated, the principles set out in this document are for information for
intended recipient only. National Grid does not make any representations or warranties, express
or implied, about the information provided in this document. National Grid shall not be liable (to
the extent permitted by law) for any losses or damage, whether direct or indirect (including,
without limitation direct or indirect loss of profits), consequential, special or otherwise incidental
that may result from use of the document and/or reliance on its contents. It is the responsibility of
such external organisations to check that the document is the latest version and is appropriate for
their purposes.
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Appendix D

Outline of the Marsh Harrier Mitigation Strategy
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Outline of the Marsh Harrier Mitigation Strategy
All birds, their nests and eggs in the UK are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act, 1981 (as amended) during the breeding season. Precautions will therefore be
required to avoid any birds which could be nesting within and adjacent to the Scheme.
Certain bird species, listed on Schedule 1, are also afforded additional protection in law
associated with disturbing these birds at or near their nests, or their dependent young;
such species include marsh harrier (Circus aeruginosus), which are a qualifying feature
of the adjacent Humber Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA) and Humber Estuary
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
The following list outlines the information which will be provided in the marsh harrier
mitigation strategy for mitigating the potential impacts of the works on breeding marsh
harrier, should they be present in the vicinity of the construction works at Goxhill. This
will ensure that no birds are incidentally disturbed or harmed during the proposed works.


Pre-construction marsh harrier surveys would be carried within 500m of the construction
site. This would comprise the following:
1. Three visits between mid-April and mid-May to local possible nesting locations
(six-hour vantage point surveys from two vantage points, and three-hour walking
transect within the red line boundary).
2. A further two visits between mid-May to mid-June to confirm nesting (same
survey effort as above).
3. Depending on the results of the spring visits, a further two visits would be carried
out between July and August to confirm fledging (same survey effort as above).



Making habitat within the order limits, but outside of the designated sites, unsuitable for
nesting marsh harrier to discourage nesting leading up to, and for the duration of the
construction works.



Should a nesting marsh harrier be identified within or adjacent to the construction works,
bespoke mitigation measures may be required. The specific mitigation measures would
be determined by the location of the nest in relation to the Scheme and the proposed
works which could be undertaken in the vicinity of the nest. The mitigation measures
would be discussed in consultation with National England/RSPB prior to any mitigation
measures being implemented. Mitigation measures could comprise a combination of the
following:
1. Undertaking further vantage point surveys (from a suitable distance so as not to
disturb the birds) to confirm the exact location of the nest (if possible).
2. Implementing a suitable exclusion zone around the nest location. The distance of
any exclusion zone would be determined by the nest location and the amount of
natural screening from features such as hedgerows, trees and the seawall.
However, no works would take place within at least 300m of a known marsh
harrier nest site, unless with the agreement of Natural England (NB this is very
unlikely if Point 2 is implemented before the works).
3. Installing extra screening to reduce visual disturbance, if appropriate.
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4. Providing a watching brief to ensure that no marsh harrier, or their fledglings,
were disturbed by the Scheme.
5. In addition to the measures outlined above, a tool-box talk would be provided to
the construction team in advance of proposed works, detailing the procedure to
be followed should they encounter marsh harrier at any point during the works.
6. In certain rare circumstances, it is accepted that the only means to avoid
disturbance may be cessation of certain works elements (which would be
determined by a suitably qualified ecologist). However, following the successful
implementation of specific mitigation measures outlined above this highly
unlikely to be required for the Scheme.
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